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THE PERFECT
PARTNERSHIP
It's late. You've both been working hard into the night, putting

the finishing touches to

a

complex soundtrack. But you've
to your expertise -and

done it, in time and on budget, thanks
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thanks to
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ideal fcr the post -production environment:
dependable in tight corners, fast when you're working against
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clock. Featuring advanced, patented Soundcraft technol-

ogy. Ingenious routing offering all the benefits of an in -line

cesign- without the lassies. A powerful noise gate on
every channel- making it easy to clean up rough audio tracks.
Ur ique features teat keep SAPPHYRE in a class of its own. Now
there's an optional patchbay -fo- even easier access to
practically everything.
And above all. Soundcraft quality, flexibility and performance. They're designed into every SAPPHYRE we make. Audio
quality that's a match for any digital audio or stereo t-ansmissicn system, from our famous padless mic preamp to the
equally unique active panpot. Standard, dual line and stereo

input modules fo- ultimate flexibility. And performance that
has to be heard to be truly appreciated. With features like
these, you know you' get along fine it s a brilliant way to
I

work.
SAPPHYRE.

Its everything you need in a production partner.
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Soundcraft

IN-ERNATIONAL COMPANY, CRANBORNE HOUSE. CRANBORNE IND. ESTATE, POTTERS EAR. HERTS EN6

3JN TEL: (0707) 665000 FAX: (0707) 660482

Give The Best People The Most
Advanced Tools, And What Do You Get?
Results. That's why Vice President of Sound Operations Bill Varney (on the left) and Chief Engineer
"Doc" Goldstein (at right) installed SoundStation II
at Universal Studios Sound in Hollywood. "DAR has
engineered this system so well, you never run out of
power" explains Doc. "And SoundStation has the best
user interface in the business. Editors love its intuitive
work style."
"What's more," adds Doc, "...we get just as many
compliments on DAR's WordFit® software that automatically synchronises replacement dialogue, its Stereo
TimeWarp® time compression/ expansion software, and
its Optical Disk subsystem that cuts loading and saving
time substantially."
"Although we originally bought our SoundStation
for dialogue editing," says Bill Varney, "...before long,
editors were using it just as often for music and effects."
Satisfied clients have been keeping the SoundStation
room busy 16 hours a day. No wonder Bill and Doc
have just installed an additional SoundStation at
Universal.

The SoundStation room is one unique part of
Universal Studios Sound's çomplete package of post production services. You can find the same level of
technical excellence, creative problem- solving and
efficiency in every sound service at Universal. And of
course, it's where you'll find professionals like Doc
and Bill and their dedicated staff. From ADR and
Foley to transfers, editing and the hottest new effects,
their commitment to great post production is truly
Universal.
DIGITAL AUDIO RESEARCH
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Silverglade Business Park Leatherhead Road
Chessington Surrey KT9 2QL U.K
Phone (0372) 742848 Fax (0372) 743532

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS
Universal City, CA
Phone 818 -777-2169

100 Universal City Plaza

© 1992 Universal City Studios Inc. /Digital Audio Research Ltd.

Italy: the grand tour

Editorial:
News:

- see page

37

Studio Sound's viewpoint on events
and trends and their implications

Moby Dick surfaces; AMS develops BBC post -production system without

networking; Frankfurt Music Show review and more

Dave Foister expands on the Drawmer DL241
compressor. Plus a summary of new
compressors, limiters and noise reduction products introduced over the last year

Dynamics and NR:

Products

.

Opcode transport controllers; Yamaha DEQ5 digital equaliser;

developments; upgrades and software developments

Music News

:

Hard to beat? The Alesis D4 drum machine offers
more than 500 percussion sounds in one box

Hitokuchi -Zak,.

Zenon Schoepe amongst the glittering impersonal
office blocks of Tokyo discovers a five studio complex

7

9

15
18

22

24

with an atmosphere of hushed and carpeted industry

Letters .
JProject

The voice of authority. Peter Orr, Argo spoken word consultant,
replies to Barry Fox about the Churchill tapes

Capricorn.
p

After four years of guarded secrecy the Neve
Capricorn digital recording console is unshrouded

26
28O

before Patrick Stapley

The Grand Tour:

Part Three of our European Survey discovers Italy.
Caroline Moss & Micro Bezzi get down to the heel

37

Down on the Ranch:

Yasmin Hashmi & Stella Plumbridge attempt to
gauge the acceptance of tapeless systems by
visiting some leading US post -production facilities to see how they operate

42

review by Sam Wise on Australian Monitor's
Built to Blast: AAMtechnical
-1600 power amplifier
current version of Fantasia has now been withdrawn. Barry
Business: The
Fox tells the story of how the soundtrack was restored

46

Perspective:

Purchasing the wrong studio equipment may end in financial
ruin. Martin Polon lays down ground rules to prevent disaster

Exploring Equalisers.

Part Three of Ben Duncan's series on EQ

analogue circuits and `real world' factors
like the design, the components and the manufacturing quality

56
58v
63

OD Dolby SR
The competitive edge

...for your studio
superb quality from your
existing analogue recorder
a format used by the world's

best studios

...for your clients
superb quality as required
for new consumer media
lower tape cost and much
lower noise than 30 ips

The new Dolby SRP
24 -track for 25% less
than you thought
Dolby Laboratories Inc
346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP
Tel. 071 720 1111 Fax. 071 720 4118
Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. L92,013

siSLAVE TO PERFECTION
HR
RMAT
HORIZONTAL
OR VERTICAL
RACK

"

MOUNT

The FPL 44 Quad Program Limiter makes a difference you can't hear. Its four independent
ServoLock limiters effectively guard against system overload, speaker damage and annoying feedback.
Yet its program-dependent ratio assures just the right amount of gain reduction at each instant

no more, no less -so that you won't hear it working.
As if that weren't enough, the FPL 44 also indudes a unique
AutoSlave feature, which ties selected channels together so that they

®® eth
wi

all respond identically to the limiting requirements of any one channel.
Which preserves the tonal balance and stereo imaging of multi-way speaker
systems. All this squeezed into a compact HR format
Wow..
RANE CORPORATION 10802 -47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275. (206) 355 -6000
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The First factor
Do you remember the story of the eminent nuclear physicist who was convinced he had
discovered how to create nuclear fission from a test tube of heavy water, only to have a

class of sixth form schoolboys replicate and disprove the experiment in their classroom a
couple of weeks later. His desire to be first with a historic discovery had possibly
blinded him to simple truths that if he had stopped thinking about the glory for a
moment, he might have seen for himself.
Neve's DSP series was first with a large format all- digital console back in 1981. They
unveiled their prototype after finding the allure of a new technology, digital signal
processing, too much to resist and bravely heralded a digital epoch. Of course their trial
console had been used and evaluated by over 300 professional operators through
development, so nobody could accuse Neve of glory- induced blindness with such a high
level of outside industry contact.
The First factor is the need for manufacturers to get product into the marketplace
before the competition and so reap the rewards commercially. This need for speed can
develop into a race and we all have seen and heard many examples of new products that
simply weren't ready.
But if manufacturing is the race, the starting gun has to be the customer. Back in the
early eighties compact disc technology was the next big thing and studios were keen on
the digital -chain from desk to disc. Now the need is for cheaper and more reliable
digital-chains. The more important chain is perhaps from R &D to marketing
department to studio owner, if all three are speaking the same language then the
finished product should resemble the blueprint, but when the First factor starts
quickening the heart beat, things begin getting a little blurred.
To the winner of the race supposedly the spoils and what spoils they can be. A certain
recording studio owner in California has a well planned philosophy of investing in the
latest thing as he knows that the promise of the best equipment first will bring in
customers. He has been proved right and consistently attracts pedigree artists. That
kind of decisiveness instills confidence.
The timing of product release as far as I can see relies on what type of company you
are. A small company might get their product on to the market 80% ready and rely on
the hype to get them through the remaining 20 %. A larger company would look more to
protecting their reputation and only releasing product 100% ready. But there's more to
it than that. When Dolby released their digital cinema soundtrack product SR-D, they
came clean and admitted it was still under development but they thought people ought
to know more about it for the future. Of course their major competitor CDS had already
been released hence Dolby's hand was forced to a degree. In the multimedia market you
have Commodore, who released their CDTV format last year and Philips who are now in
the process of marketing CD -I. Was Commodore right in presenting CDTV to an
unsuspecting public? If rumours of a UK player base of less than 8,000 can be believed,
perhaps not. But then you've got to start somewhere!
Back in 1983 Neve said that the DSP was competitively priced with large custom designed analogue consoles demanded from studio at the time. In 1992 they say that
Capricorn, their new and long -awaited digital desk, is also price -comparable with highend analogue desks namely their own V Series. They also say that Capricorn is a 'Bombproof' design, meaning that its here to stay and isn't likely to be redesigned one year on.
I hope and believe they're right and the fact that a certain Californian recording studio
owner is coming to the UK for the launch might be a good pointer.

Julian Mitchell
Cover: Neve's new digital desk, Capricorn
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AVALON SERIES

MARILON SERIES

The 'Avalon', 'Marilon', and
'Triton' consoles offer features,

TRITON SERIES

functions, specs and sound quality
for less cost to you than any other
console manufacturer in the world.
With the minimum of audio path,
the circuitry not only provides
tremendeous headroom and crystal
clear sound, but noise and
distortion so low that it almost
matches the quality of a straight
wire.
No matter what your
requirements, space, amount of
inputs, specs, or functions, D &R
can customize a console for you.
Call or fax the D &R Customer
Support Department and get your
free colour brochures now!

D &R Electronica b.v.
Rijnkade 15B

1382GS Weesp
The Netherlands
Phone: (00)31- 2940 -18014 *,
Fax: (00)31- 2940 -16987.
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Captain Ahab

AMS dismiss

networking for
new BBC studio
AMS have developed a range of
products based on existing AudioFile
PLUS editor and Logic series mixers
which they say will enable users to

build an integrated post -production
system tailored to their specific needs
without the need for networking.
Removable, reuseable magneto optical discs will be at the heart of
these systems.
AMS has been developing a system
for the BBC's new `tapeless' post production studio due to open in
July.
The BBC needed an
autoconforming stage for which AMS
is supplying a four output AudioFile
PLUS which will record onto
removable optical disks under the
control of the video edit system
during an autoconform on -line edit.
The disk will then be taken into a
second area for fine editing and
additional track laying using a
24-output AudioFile linked to a Logic
mixer. The mixer will generate

3

ARE

I

DIGITAL STEREO SURROUND I.ASERIMV;

11

-,

running a pirate radio station; up to
two years imprisionment and/or an
unlimited fine.

KNOWN

ND THINGS

Agencies

UNKNOWN AN

Cadac have unveiled their new live
console series for a new musical
Moby Dick, which opened at the
Piccadilly Theatre in March.
A 59- channel J -Type is being used
by sound system designer Martin
Levan. The desk was completed and
installed just six weeks from the
initial order, with Cadac quoting a
typical turnaround of eight to ten
weeks.
Moby Dick also features the
second largest Sennheiser radio
microphone system to be used in a
West End production (the largest
being used on Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat)
and the first ever system in the
country to include units on the
Channel 69 UHF frequencies.
A Yamaha YPDR601 CD Recorder
is also being used for its first stage
role on Moby Dick for sound effects
cued off the Events processor on the
CADAC console.
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\
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BETWEEN ARE

Meridien Communications
Industries Ltd has been awarded the
sole UK distribution for Barco -EMT
studio products. Meridien
Communications Industries Ltd,
33 Greenwich Market, London.

° .a4E13OORS_"
-JIM MORRISON

ARS

SE10 9HZ. Tel: 081 293 0909
Fax: 081 293 5856
Sennheiser UK have been
appointed UK distributor for

EYES."

he

ors
;NNE

Soundlab GmbH microphones
products, as featured in Studio
Sound last month. Sennheiser UK,
B2 Knaves Beech Business Centre,
Loudwater, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP10 9QY. Tel: 0628 850811
Fax: 0628 850958.
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Pioneer Laserdisc Corporation Europe (PLDCE) have announced a
major deal for the LaserDisc software industry concluded between
themselves and Guild Entertainment, a leading UK distributor. The
package totals over 140 films with releases starting in May. First
films out, for the reputed 8,000 UK player -base, include The
Doors, Total Recall, and the full version of Dances With Wolves.
automation data for fine tuning
during the final mix.
The resulting disks will go to a
dubbing theatre where a 24- output
AudioFile coupled to a Logic 2 mixer
will be used to complete the final
mix. AMS is also supplying high
speed Exabyte back up for long term
archiving.

Sony's

proprietary

-that generated
times
up to 16

more data than

by a conventional 16-

bit recording system.
`After editing, these tapes pass
through our proprietary SuperBit
custom-built,
Mapping processor
high speed computer that accurately
truncates and re- dithers the 20 -bit
signals to 16 -bit for CD.'
This DASH-X format in fact allows
24 -bit recording onto kin digital tape,
comprising 20 data plus four
auxiliary bits. There are several
custom -designed DASH -X machines
in the US and Germany but no other
decks are available for use on nonSony Classical sessions.

-a

20bit
techniques
All CD music releases on the Sony
Classical label are now using a
highly-modified Sony PCM-3304
recorder with 20-bit A/D converters.
Sony Classical's VP of audio

operations Christian Constantinov
commented on the development `We
have developed a proprietary 20 -bit
recording process, that allows us to

extract the fullest amount of sonic
information from a classical session

Contracts

DTI get vocal
'At the moment if you're a band using
radio mics you're more than likely to
be illegal' say the DTI's Radio
Investigation Service.
Under pressure from
manufacturers who have followed
regulatory standards, the DTI is
about to clamp down on the

widespread use of non -approved
equipment, still being sold in music
stores.

Penalties are the same as those for

Mingles Music, one of the UK's
leading jingle houses have recently
bought a Sony MXD3000 mixing
console and an APR24 multitrack
recorder for their studio
Cinearte, one of Spain's leading
audio post -production facilties have
bought a Mitsubishi X-880
32- channel digital recorder. As have
IRA Studio a new Italian studio in
Florence.

Multivision, Needham, MA, a
video production company has
bought two Yamaha DMC1000
digital mixing consoles

Madrid based broadcast
communications group Retevision
has bought two Sony PCM-3324A
24- channel recorders as part of their
production studio at Spain's Expo '92
festival in Seville.
Neve Electronics have installed
the first VR Legend console at
Touchdown Studios near Munich,
Germany.
UK distributor SSE marketing
have delivered the first Schoeps
Sphere microphone into a
non -classical facility, Battery Studios
in London.
9

FRANKFURT MUSIC SHOW
that the Frankfurt Messe is
large is an understatement; imagine
taking the equivalent of 24 aircraft
hangars and stringing them together
that's the Messe! For the Music
Show, only five of these are used (the
Beer Keller probably uses more) of
which one is for pianos and pipe
organs. Having missed my flight
across, courtesy of British Rail, the
remaining four halls had to be
covered in two days. Yours faithfully
with sore feet...
To say

-

Consoles
Frankfurt is not the show where
consoles usually appear, especially
with the Vienna AES Show so close,
but some new additions were shown.
For studios, D&R of Holland
introduced the Orion console, a 8 bus
desk with a floating sub -group
system and 4 -band variable sweep
EQ, and the Portamix, a high quality
four input, two output portable unit
for the film and video industry.
Sound reinforcement had offerings
from Soundcraft in the form of the
Venue II, a 16/24/32/40 channel desk
with eight groups and optional
muting; cost range is from about
£4,500/$7.650 to £11,000/$18,700
approx. with Mute and Group
modules as optional extra. Amek
showed the SR6000 Foldback, a 40
input, 18 output desk with
18 auxiliary sends and 4 -band EQ
throughout.
Soundcraft also previewed the
Spirit Auto which is the Spirit Studio
with automation for fader positions
and mute status with software
designed by Steinberg. No price
available at present.

Processors
LA Audio launched the (lassie
Compressor (£795/$1,352 approx.)
with variable parameters for Attack
and Release times and the ability to
be run in stereo or 2 x mono while
Aphes added a Parametric
Equaliser module (9901) to their
9000 series. Crystal were showing
the Phasematic, an interesting
psycho- acoustic processor which

upwardly expands the higher
frequencies of a signal to enhance the
stereo depth and spatial range. The
10
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Top to Bottom: Akai's Digital Signal Patchbay; Sampling
Frequency Convertor and Digital Offset Editor for A-DAM
front panel has a `phase -meter' to
show the phase differential of the two
channels.
RSP Technologies added three
units to their range; the Intelliverb
(£1,030/$1,741 approx.), a 24 -bit
DSP, the four-channel Studio Gate
(£354/$599 approx.), and the Studio
Q (£293/$599 approx.) a four -band
,

parametric equaliser. Digitech
added the TS 22 True Stereo
Processor to the other units
introduced at the NAMM Show;
users can write their own algorithms
using various effects `blocks' and up
to 2.7 s of stereo sampling is
available as an optional extra. No
price at the moment. to Electronics
introduced the M5000 Digital Audio
Mainframe (£2,500/$4,225 approx.)
with digital and optical interfaces as
standard, 24 -bit processing, SMPTE
time code input and an optional
3.5 in HD disk drive, LAN port and
SCSI interface. Finally, Sabine have
a new feedback control device called
the FBX -900 Feedback Exterminator.

This has nine narrow band,
independent notch filters each of
which can either come into use and
stay locked to a particular frequency,
or be dynamically allocated for use
until feedback has subsided. Very
impressive in demonstration, with
the notched result bearing a very
close resemblance to the original
signal.

Microphones
The big news here was the launch of
a new range from AKG, the
Tri -Power series comprising of four
vocal and three instrument mics. All

provide a hypercardioid pattern, the
patented Moving Magnet System
which reduces handling noise by
20 dB more than conventional shock
mounts, a two layer windscreen and
a built -in hum compensation coil.

Digital Audio
The major launch here was of
Yamaha's CBX -D5 direct -to -disk
recording system. The specification
quotes 16-bit A/D and 18 -bit D/A
(8 x oversampled) conversion with
AES/EBU, SPDIF and the Yamaha
Y2 format digital inputs and outputs.
The CBX -D5 offers two -track record
and four -track playback with digital,
3 -band parametric EQ and a DSP to
handle reverb and modulation-type
effects. MIDI, 8 -pin mini DIN and
SCSI connectors are all included. The
masterstroke is in not implementing
a front end, but allowing specialist
software companies to provide for in
their particular field of expertise.
Mark of the Unicorn, with Digital
Performer on the Apple Macintosh,
and Steinberg, with Cubase Audio on
the Atari ST, are the two companies
who are initially involved with
Yamaha and it is fair to think that
others will follow. (Cost less than
£2,000/$3,400 approx.) and
availability is expected before the
end of the year.
Plasmec Systems have had their
ADAS two -track direct -to -disk
system available on the Atari ST for
some time. At the NAMM Show they
introduced a version for the Apple
Macintosh while at Frankfurt two
more derivatives were added; one for
the PC under the Windows

-

environment and the other a 3U
freestanding rackmount which
includes a built -in LCD and a socket
for an RGB monitor. The advantage
of the latter is the removal of the
restriction that the operating system
for any computer may impose.
Plasmec are also manufacturing
their own drives now; 88 Mb Syquest
removable, 128 Mb magneto opticals
and fixed drives are all available.
Akai announced the HD-R100,
four -track hard disk recorder. Up to
four of these can be connected
together to give 16 tracks and
connections include SCSI, AES/EBU
and SPDIF. Cost will be
£1,400/$2,366 approx. Also released
was a Digital Offset Editor for
A -DAM (less than £1,000 /$1,700
approx. ), a Digital Level Meter
around £1,200/$2,040, Sampling
Frequency Converter (price
unknown) and a Digital Signal
Patchbay (£500/$850 approx.). The
latter is an 8 x 8 AES/EBU patchbay
with 128 memories. Also on show
was the version 2.0 software for the
S1100 sampler; this adds the feature
of direct -to -disk recording due to the
existence of the internal S1100 DSP
at an additional cost of £349/$593
approx.

Scheduled for April 1992, Opcode
showed their Audioshop audio
management program for the Apple
Macintosh. This integrates 8 -bit
digital audio and CD -ROM audio into
a playlist which can be edited as can
individual waveforms. A variety of
formats are catered for including
Audio 1FF and Macromind and will
include Quicktime in the near future.
Cost
unavailable at present.

-

Software
Having led the market with their
Creator and Notator sequencing and
scoring packages for the Atari ST,
C -Lab finally made the move into
the Apple Macintosh market with
Notator Logic. Part of the name may
be inherited from the ST program,
but nothing else has been; this is a
brand new sequencing package
intended for use with the Mac's
System 7 operating system. Notator
Logic is an object-oriented music
environment; the number of tracks
are practically limitless with a
resolution of 960 ppqn and a tempo
range of between 0.05 and 9999.99
beats per minute. The entire MIDI
set -up can be shown and patched
on- screen including MIDI
channelising and the setting of the
MIDI note range per MIDI device

-
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The lengths we go toll
to satisfy our clients
a similar manner to Opcode's OMS
system. All events are shown
on screen in a linear track fashion,
but multiple tracks can be placed
together in `folders' to prevent the
screen from becoming visually
cluttered. Cycle points can be altered
on-the -fly by dragging within a
special area at the top of the Arrange
window while editing takes place in a
similar manner to that used on the
Event List
ST Notator program
and Score Editor.
At first glance, Notator Logic
appears to be immensely powerful.
Perhaps not as visually intuitive as

-

Steinberg's Cubase, but then the
power and user -friendliness of a
sequencer cannot be readily
commented on until it has been used
for many weeks perhaps months!
Price is yet to be established;
however, we can expect to see
Notator Logic ported across to the
Aran ST as well, probably by the end

-

of 1992.

Steinberg were also busy with
various additions to their software
and hardware range including
MasterScore II (£325/$550 approx.), a
desktop music publishing program
and Tango (£200/$340 approx.), a
powerful improvisation program,
both for the Atari ST. Hardware
interfaces for the PC in the form of
the PC MIDI 1 (£90/$153 approx.)
and the SMP II (£550/$953 approx.),
and the Mac with the Mac MIDI 1
(£70/$119 approx.) and the Mac

MIDI 2S (£320/$544 approx.), with
the latter including SMPTE and
MTC sync were also on show.

synths and

M

The most blazing synth at the show
was Waldorf's Wave, a modular
synth which can be purchased with
the specific hardware that a player
needs. As standard it has a 61 note

keyboard with channel aftertouch,
with 16 voices as standard but can be
expanded to 32 or 48 by using
expansion voice boards. The Wave is
eight part multi -timbral; each voice
has a most impressive list of controls
including 2 oscillators, 2 wavetable
generators, 2 LFOs, ADSR envelope,
DADSR filter envelope, a wave
envelope with 8 time -level pairs,
mixer, shaper, delay and so on.
To make editing simpler, the Wave
has a 480 x 64 pixel LCD with
8 buttons and faders purely for the
screen. 27 sound edit buttons, 53
sound edit knobs, 9 sound increment
the list
dials, 8 performance faders
is practically endless. All necessary
controls for use as a master keyboard
are included as is a 3.5 in High
Density disk drive to which can be
stored all data formats and external
MIDI data from other synths. Price
will start around £3,000/$5,100
approx.
Having been mentioned for some

-
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Not satisfied simply with being
the leading supplier of DAT
recorders, HHB announces the

first DAT tape designed speci-

fically for professional recording
applications.

30 minutes
An

ultra fine metal particle

formulation on a stretch-resistant
polymer backing guarantees per -

Jormance and long -term stability,
while a concave tape profile ensures

optimum tape to head cantaa.

48 minutes
The high- strength, anti -static
cassette shell is completely sealed

against contaminating dust
particles and features a calibrated
window for at- a-glance indication

of remaining remaining tape time.

62 minutes
Tape labelling conformsfully to the

new APRS guidelines and easy
archiving

K

it

is fiirther

enhanced by the

availability' optional

'
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`Twin Pack"

library cassettes, storing two tapes
along with detailed documentation.

92 minutes

AI

And trust HHB Communications to

go that hit further. Our PQ- Series

P

Professional Digital Audio Tape is

D & R Portamix

available in six lengths, ensuring an
economic we

of tape whatever the

application.

122 minutes
tit
-1

mwrS
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ALSO
AVAILABLE AT
<

--,_,.,

ProTape (071 323 0277)
and in Scotland at
Sound Control
(041 204 2774)

Digital Audio Tape

tc Electronics M5000

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
73 -75 Scrubs

Lane, London NW

10

6QU

Phone 081 960 2144 Telex 923393 Fax 081 960 1160
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`Good Morning Vietnam'

55SH Classic

The classic appearance ofthe 55SH
has made it a firm favourite for 50's
and 60's film and video use, it is
however a technically contemporary
microphone with the latest dynamic
transducers inside.

`The Green Bullet'

520D Classic

A legend in the music business.
the 520D is the only authentic
choice for blues harmonica
players who want the funky,

down -home sound associated
with Little Water, Sonny Boy
Williamson and other `Chicago Style' harp masters.

The

Best
ofthe
est

HU' International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
del: 071-607 2717

,%%10.0)
L
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`The

Miniature
Marvel'

SM99 Condenser
miniature gooseneck
mount microphone for use
on lecterns, pulpits,
conference tables anywhere a high quality,
unobtrusive goose-neck
microphone is needed.
Supercardioid pattern
discriminates against
sound from the sides and
Al

rear.

`Playing the
Blues'

Beta 57 Instruments

Owing its heritage to the world
standard SM57 the Beta 57
offers improvements such as
an extended low-bass
response together with
smoother and more gradual
presence rise. Designed for
acoustic and electric
musical instruments, live
and in the studio.

`The Broadcaster'

SM87 Vocal Condenser
With all the advantages of a
condenser and the ruggedness of a
dynamic, the SM87 has become the
choice of the world's top entertainers.
Features a smooth frequency
response that's specially tailored for
warm, rich vocal reproduction.

`The Stage Manager'
SM91 Surface Mount
The world's first unidirectional surface mount
microphone has yet to be surpassed. Rugged
enough for any application. Ideal for TV settings,
news conferences, dramatic productions,
stages etc. Wherever inconspicuous microphone
placement is required.

far

will you
have to go?

HOW
time, Cheetah finally brought the all
analogue Zeus 24, 61 -note keyboard
into the light of day. Although
soundless on the stand, it boasts 24
oscillators with 12 envelopes and
LFOs per voice with 8 polyphonic
individual outputs and a full MIDI
specification. Price will be
£3,00045,100 approx.
Yamaha built on their SY range
with the mid -priced, five octave
SY -35 (£649/$1,103 approx.) and
SY-85 (£1,500/$2,550 approx.). The
latter has an on -board sequencer and
3.5 in disk drive and so can function
as a workstation. Also new was the
RM -50 £700/$1,190 approx.) drum
sound module and 64 -note
polyphonic TG-500 sound module
(£1,100/$1,870 approx.).
On the Roland stand, there were
various new digital pianos and a five octave General MIDI- compatible
controller keyboard (A -30) along with
the DJ-70 Sampling Workstation
which includes a `scratch' wheel, a 12
cm horizontal plate for DJs to use!
Other bits and pieces included a
powerful MIDI foot controller from
Dynamix going by the name of
Ground Control (£500/$850 approx.),

and the Studio 4, a new Macintosh
MIDI interface from Opcode.

And finally

...

Controlling the EQ, pan, levels and
mutes of a mixer over MIDI is an
interesting idea; Mark of the
Unicorn's `7S' set the idea in motion.
Fostex released a budget eight
stereo input to a single stereo output
mixer in a lU rackmount which
comes along with a small plastic
control box called the Mix Tab. It has
100 `scenes' where the settings can be
stored and recalled; cost will be
£700/$1,190 approx. Soundtracs
have a similar unit without the
remote control for £550/$935 approx.
Oddball of the show? Has to be the
MIDI sequencer on an Atari Portfolio
palmtop computer which includes a
two input, two output MIDI interface
in fact the interface is practically
larger than the computer. Will it
sell? Of course not, but it's amazing
what some people will work with
simply because it's there.
Vic Lennard
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Australia
Studio Supplies Pty
Phone Leon Hart 612 957

3i.ß")

Belgium
Aml2tcc BVBA
Phone George Lemmens 011 281458

Mill's Music
Phone Patrick Voets 03 8289230

Denmark
SET Sttidie & I ydteknik
Phone Ole Lund Christensen

3171

3344

France
Denis the Fox
40 38 01

Phone Denis Kahia

1
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Hilton Sound SARL
Phone Gabriel Nahas

46 67 02 10

1

Hong Kong
Advanced Communication Equipment
Phone Perry Tai 852 4240387

Ireland
Control Techniques Ireland Ltd
Phone Jim Dunne

545400

1

Israel
More Audio Professional Stage
Systems Ltd
Phone Chanan Etzioni 03 6956367

Italy
Audio International SRL
Phone Riccardo Zunino
02 25390121

Japan
systems and professional engineering
services for television and radio.
Elstree Studio Projects is the
CD- Secure from Nimbus: a way result of a collaborative venture
between Simon Shaw and the four
of encrypting information on CDkey members from the Systems
ROM so that it is only accessible to
Division at FWO Bauch. More
authorised recipients has been
information 0923 894141
developed by Nimbus Information
Hilton Sound move base:
Systems, the CD -ROM division of
Hilton Sound has moved into a new
Nimbus Records Limited.
Revox support: Thear Technology headquarters building near South
London's Elephant & Castle, only a
has been officially contracted by
few hundred metres from its previous
Revox UK Limited to provide
railway arch premises. Hilton Sound,
technical support for all Revox own
Sutherland Hall, Liverpool Grove,
stock and for warranty repairs.
London SE17 2HH, UK. Telephone
Thear Technology 0727 43667
Elstree Studio Projects: a new and fax numbers haven't
changed.
company has been formed offering

lnbrief

Cameo Interactive Ltd
Phone Sciji Murai 03 5272 1871

Malaysia
Meteor Sound & Lighting S\ St em
Phone Mr Y T Tan 03 291 6559

Netherlands
K &D Professioncic Elektro Akoestiek

Phone Daan Verschour
31

2526 87889

Portugal
SPGC Audio Pro Department
Phone Paulo Ferreira
692456
1

Spain
Kash Productions SA

Phone Jim or Carmen 91 267 5222
and 91 377 0068

Sweden
Intersonic AB
Phone Mikael Sjostrand 08 7445850

Switzerland
London.

Exhibitions
29th -31st May, 11th International
Conference, `Audio Test and
Measurement', Mariott Hotel,
Portland Oregon, USA.
3rd -5th June, APRS Exhibition,
Olympia 2, London.
3rd -7th July, IBC, Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
8th -10th July, Pro Sound and Light
Asia, Singapore.
26th-28th July, British Music Fair
(trade only) Olympia 2, London.
6th-9th September, Plasa Light
and Sound Show '92, Earls Court 2,

12th-16th September, In the City
International Music Convention. The
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza,
Manchester, UK.
lst-4th October, 93rd AES
Convention, Moscone Centre, San
Francisco, California, USA.
18th -21st Januay 1993, Middle
East Broadcast '93, Bahrain
International Exhibition Centre,
Bahrain.
16th -19th March 1993, 94th AES
Convention, Berlin, Germany.

-

31st October 4th November
1993, 95th Convention, New York,
USA.

RTC; Akustik AG
Phone Thierry Sutter 061 272 19 12

UK
HHB Communications ltd
Phone Sales 081 960 2144

USA
Stellar Audio
Phone Bill Griffith 914 735 8107

Digital Audio Tape

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
74.75 Scrubs Lane, London NW

10 6QU
Phone 081 960 2144 Telex 923393 Fax 081 960 1160
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APRS 92:

THE
ONE
SHOW
At APRS 92 you'll see and

hear the whole wide range
of all the pro audio technology that is current, plus
a taste of things to come.
APRS 92: is The ONE Show
which presents products and
services for recording, broadcasting,
post- production,

sound- reinforcement
related fields.

and

APRS 92: is The ONE Show for
the audio industry in the one
market of Europe.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
25'h YEAR!

3 -5 JUNE 1992
OLYMPIA 2, LONDON
For free entrance, you must
pre- register (£6 admission if you
register at the door).
Pre - registration now available
from:
APRS 92 Office, 2 Windsor Square,
Reading R61 2TH, England.
Tel: (0734) 756218. Fax: (0734) 756216.

APRS 92: is the most friendly
vet serious professional show in
its field, now celebrating its
25th successful year.

DON'T MISS APRS 92!

the Professional
recording association

m
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m
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Dynamics and Noise Reduction
Drawmer's DL241 Compressor

The ubiquitous name of Drawmer, found
on some of the most successful dynamics
processors from home studios to top
facilities, now graces a new compressor,
the DL241. This is a two -channel/stereo unit,
incorporating some interesting features belying its

apparent simplicity.
Each channel comprises a compressor, an
expander and a peak limiter, and the aim has been
to combine versatility and effective processing
with ease of use and speed of set -up. Easy to use it
certainly is; the small number of controls are
familiar enough, but what lies behind the front
panel is doing rather more than might be guessed
at first sight.
The compressor combines aspects of soft -knee
and fixed -ratio compression, and although it is not
clear from the manual what exactly has been done,
the result is extremely unobtrusive, musical
compression even when the unit is working quite
hard. I find it puzzling that this idea of combining
the two approaches to compression is not more
commonly provided. Some manufacturers seem to
see it as an either -or choice, and yet others provide
a variable knee control in addition to the threshold
and ratio knobs, giving remarkable flexibility. The
DL241 seems to be aiming to provide a general
purpose happy medium between the two
approaches, and despite the soft-knee aspects all
the setting is done with conventional Threshold
and Ratio controls.

As far as time constants are concerned, wide ranging Attack and Release controls are provided,
but an AUTO button over -rides these; I found this to
give excellent results on almost everything, only
bass guitar perhaps needing a slower attack than
the Auto setting produced. A ±20 dB output gain
control is provided, and output level and gain
reduction are shown on the usual LED meter
strips decent long ones with sensible colours for
the level meter.
A peak limiter comes after the compressor
output gain; Drawmer seem particularly proud of
this, and with some justification as it is
remarkably free from side effects even when
pushed to ridiculous extremes. It seems slightly
odd that the highest available threshold is +16;
assuming this to be dBm (although no reference is
specified) signals a good 4 dB above threshold
could quite safely be encountered in most
applications which one would not necessarily want
to limit. In practice, however, this did not become
a problem. A nice touch is that if the limiter is
called upon to operate for more than 20 ms,
additional gain reduction is applied elsewhere in
the system to keep things safely under control.
Perhaps the most noteworthy section is the
expander. This has only two controls
THRESHOLD knob and a FAST/SLOW RELEASE switch
together with a single red LED to show when it
is operating, and it would be easy to dismiss it as a
token gesture, fitted because people expect

-
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compressors to have expanders to get rid of the
noise they are so good at emphasising. In fact it is
extremely effective and unusually easy to set up,
thanks to what Drawmer mysteriously call
Programme Adaptive Expansion. It seems that the
expansion ratio varies according to the dynamics
of the signal, a higher ratio being applied as the
level gets lower. The result, according to the
manual, 'is an expander that requires less
stringent setting up and is more tolerant of
wanted sounds that are only slightly above the
residual noise floor'. Although this sounds a bit too
good to be true, it turns out in practice to be pretty
much the case. With the minimum of fiddling
about, it can very quickly be set to get rid of, say,
guitar amp noise, without getting confused by long
sustained notes, clicking-in on transients or
missing the beginning of anything This is the
simplest and most effective expander I have come
across as part of a compressor package.
A STEREO LINK switch hands over complete
control of the unit to the channel 1 controls,
including LIMITER THRESHOLD and GAIN MAKE -UP,
which on some units are left independent. Ins and
outs are straightforward; the unit is available with
XLRs or jacks (not both!), all balanced but fully
tolerant of unbalanced operation, and the channels
can be independently switched between +4 and -10
operating levels on the rear panel. Perhaps
surprisingly, there is nothing in the way of side chain access or key inputs, which could rule out
using this for some more complex tasks which it
would otherwise have been ideal for.
The DL241 is an extremely pleasant box to have
around. It did an excellent job on everything I
asked of it, from gentle vocal compression to heavy
rhythm guitar to overall stereo programme
control. Even the most outrageous settings
produced no unpleasant side effects even
deliberate pumping sounded nicer than expected.
With its combination of intuitive use, novel
features, powerful versatility and consistently
musical sound, I should not be at all surprised to
see the 241 join Drawmer's original 201 gate
Dave Foister
among the ranks of the classics.
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Just the ticket.
Dire Straits fly Flashlight on their
current world tour.

OTurbosound
Thanks to Dire Straits for using"l'urbosound Iiishlight for their current world tour.
System supplied by Britannia Row.
I

',
,

'

,k

Turbosound Ltd. Star Road. Partridge Green. W. Sussex RH113 5EZ. Tel: (0403) 711447 Fax: (04031 710155 Telex: 878723 TURBO G
An AKT+' group company

Symetrix Inc, 4211 24th Avenue
West, Seattle, Washington 98199,
USA. Tel: (206) 282 2555
Fax: (206) 283 5504.
UK: Sound Technology, Letchworth
Point, Hertfordshire SG6 1ND, UK

Ave. W, Everett, WA 98204, USA.
UK: Shuttlesound, 4 The Willows
Centre, Willow Lane, Mitcham,
Surrey. CR4 4NX. Tel: 081 640 9600
Fax: 081 640 0106.

Tel: 0462 480 000 Fax: 0462 480800.

SHEP Classic
Urei LA -10, LA12, LA22

Summit
hybrid
Summit Audio have added a new
vacuum tube/solid state hybrid
processor to their range. The
DCL -200 is a 2- channel
compressor/limiter using 12AX7A
gain stages with discrete op -amp
output stages. Compression ratio is
continuously variable from 1:1 to 7:1
and the slope has a soft -knee
charateristic. The channels may be
run as dual mono or with stereo link
controlled from channel 1. All inputs
and outputs are transformerless and
there is a side chain control for input.
Summit Audio, PO Box 1678,
Los Gatos, CA 95031, USA.
Tel: (408) 395 2448.
UK: HHB Communications,
73-75 Scrubbs Lane, London
NW10 6QU. Tel: 081 960 2144
Fax: 081 960 1160.

JBLIUrei news
The JBL division of Harman
International debuted their M Series
of rackmount signal processors at the
recent NAMM show in California.
Among them are the M644 noise gate
and the M712 compressor/limiter.
The M644 boasts four independent
channels on a single chassis, with
individual adjustment of threshold,
attenuation, attack and release, as
well as a key input, on each channel.
The M712 is a 2- channel (linkable in
stereo) device featuring the
company's well known soft-knee
compression curve. Each channel has
individual attack and release
controls, as well as threshold and
gain, and a gate with its own
threshold control.
Both units feature balanced inputs,
and servo- balanced outputs, which
automatically adjust the gain for
balanced or unbalanced loads. They
also have an internally -defeatable
infrasonic (they call it subsonic, but
we know better) filter, and are
designed for exceptionally low noise
16
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-a dynamic range of 115 dB is
claimed. Price for each model is a
mere $395 (around £232).
In private sessions at the show, the
company was showing the first Ureibranded products to be introduced in
some six years; three soft -knee

limiters, the LA-10, LA-12, and
LA-22. Featuring XLR and barrier strip (for the sound contracting
market) inputs and outputs, the
LA-10 is a single -channel unit, while
the LA -12 is a stereo- linkable dualchannel device.
The LA -22, also 2- channel, features
two sidechain inputs with parametric
filters on them, which allow
frequency -dependent ducking or
expansion. The filters are adjustable
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with
bandwidth from ti6- octave to
2.5 octave, and can be used
independently or they can be linked
together to one or both channels. The
company forsees the unit getting
wide use in PA applications, and also
among more creative studio
engineers. Prices of all models are to
be determined.
JBL Professional, 8500 Balboa

Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329.
Tel: (818) 893 8411
Fax: (818) 893 3639.
UK: Harman Audio UK, Mill Street,
Slough, Berkshire SL2 5DD.
Tel: 0753 576911 Fax: 0753 535306.

Dolby's
budget SR
Dolby Labs introduced a new
multitrack unit, the Dolby SRP,
which, Dolby claim, provides 24
tracks of Dolby SR at a 25% saving
on any stand-alone SR multitrack

currently.
Targeted specifically at music
studios, with simplified metering and
alignment, the SRP maintains hard
Relay by -pass, the Auto-compare
feature, but loses the Uncal facility
and the ability to operate in older SP
series frames.

Dolby
suppressor
A new single -ended noise reduction

system, the 430 Series has been
based on a modified version of Dolby
SR, the 430 offers improved
performance over its predeccessor,
Cat No 43, which relied on Dolby A
technology. The modular system
provides remote control of up to six
channels of noise suppression.
Dolby Laboratories Inc,

The 425 brings together a downward
expander, a compressor, and a peak limiter. The two channels can be
operated in dual-mono mode or in
stereo mode. Symetrix claim
uniqueness as its processor sections
are always in -line so there is no

selector switch between expander,
compressor and limiter. So for
instance downward expansion can be
used on the low level parts of a signal
to improve SNR, compression can be
applied to add punch and density,
and you still have the security of a
peak limiter for overload protection.
Also the 425 comes with a superb
manual with tutorial as well as
practical sections.

Shep Associates have begun
re- manufacturing the Neve 2254
compressor/limiter. Introduced in the
late 60s, the module became very

popular with both recording and
broadcast studios. Shep have taken
the original design with its discrete
Class A transistor circuitry, and
replaced the multi- circuit board
construction with a pair of printed
circuit boards. The new lU
rackmountable unit offers two
identical linkable sections each
providing separate limiting and
compression. Dual concentric
controls are fitted, and PPM
bargraph metering displays I/O and
gain reduction. A bypass relay
switches FP and 0/P XLRs together,
and all I/Os are transformer
balanced and isolated. Multiple
linking between units is possible via
an 8 pin control voltage auxiliary
socket, and access pins are also
provided to alter the limit attack
times and to drive external meters.

Shep Associates, Long Barn,
North End, Meldreth, Royston,
Herts SG8 6NT.
Tel: 0763-261686.
Fax: 0763- 262154.

Potrero Avenue, San
Francisco CA 94103 -4813, USA.
100

Tel: (415) 558.0200

Fax: (415) 863 -1373.

Symetrix 425

Compressor

UK: Dolby Labs, 346 Clapham Road,
London SW9 9AP. Tel: 071 -7201111.
Fax: 071 -720 4118.

Rane FPL 44

limiter
The Flex series FPL 44 is a 4- channel
all purpose limiter in a standard HRcompatible half-rack unit. Mounting
two FPL44s horizontally offers eight
channels of limiting in one rack space. Each channel can be operated
independently or by using the
AUTOSLAVE feature, slave any
channel to any other, or all channels
together.
Rane Corporation, 10802 47th

In -Brief
The NTP De- esser/limiter
179 -500 has been designed
according to the German IRT spec
for GPE limiters, and replaces the
179-400 limiter.
The Classic Compressor from
LA Audio is a dual- channel
limiter /compressor for general
purpose use. All inputs and outputs
are balanced on XLR coonectors
with transformers on the outputs
and a sidechain facility.
DOD have introduced the R866

Stereo compressor/limiter /gate.
Drawmer have launched the
DL251 Spectral Compressor which
has a built-in enhancer for
restoring the high frequency
content and dynamics without
increasing noise or output level.

DIY

CDS
PD Ca
RECORDABLE CD opens up an extraordinary

highly versatile remote protocol supports a multiplicity

spectrum of application possibilitiesfor the professional

of powerful control options. Alongside fully digital

user. Fortunately, there's now a remarkably affordable

inputs and outputs, balanced analogue 1 /Os use the

professional solution: the .Marantz CDR -I from HHB.

latest ' Bitstream' converters to provide the best sound

quality. The CDR - I can re- record on part-

Compact Disc players are in universal use.

recorded discs. And even at HHB's new

Now, thanks to CD -R, this existing hard-

low prices for blank CD-R media, that's

ware can bring instant access to custom

a professional

recordings. Jingles, commercials, sound FX

and idem music can be triggered or cued

economy

that

is

very

difficult to ignore.

with micro -second precision. And while CDR is a

All these exciting

features would mean little

natural archiving medium, studios can at last provide

without superb after-sales service, and an extremely

record industry clients with a digital format they can

keen hardware cost. With the CDR - I from HHB, keen

appreciate at their convenience.

is only

Disks are recorded to the full red -book standard and a

story call HHB Communications

wax

putting it mildly. So don't delay, for the full
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DIGITAL RECORDING ...
A -DAM HAS THE ANSWERS.
Q.

Analogue or digital - which is better?

Digital recording has many advantages, the most
obvious being its superior sound quality. What's
more, digital tracks can be overdubbed or
transferred without any loss of audio performance.
What exactly is an A -DAM?

Q.

A

digital multi -track recording system, which uses

8mm cassette tape costing under £10.00
significantly less than ordinary tapes.
Is the A -DAM a fully

Q

-

professional system?

a superbly engineered piece of
equipment from a company with over 60 years'
experience in audio technology.

Of course. It's

Q.
A.

How easy

is it to

operate?

Very. A -DAM has been designed for ease of use.
What about maintenance?

Q.

A -DAM is quicker and

simpler to maintain than an

analogue system.

Q.

How reliable is it?

Just follow A -DAM's straightforward maintenance
procedures and you can enjoy total peace of mind.

r

Yamaha digital equaliser
Yamaha debuted at the January
NAMM show an enormously flexible
digital equaliser system, the DEQ5
and DEQ5E, geared for both
recording and live sound. Each unit
can be configured as either a
2- channel, Y3- octave graphic, or a
6 -band parametric equaliser. In
addition, it can introduce delays of up
to 1300 ms, in increments as low as
20 ms.

The units work entirely in the
digital domain, using 19 -bit A/D and
20 -bit D/A delta -sigma convertors,
and have inputs and outputs for both
AES -EBU and Yamaha's Y2 formats,
as well as analogue inputs and
outputs. In addition, a word clock
input is provided for synchronisation
with other digital sources and
processors.
Up to 40 EQ curves can be stored in
internal memory, and recalled either
from the front panel, via MIDI, or
directly from SMPTE timecode using
the unit's built -in timecode reader.
When a memory is recalled, the
signal is not muted, but instead the
EQ curve is smoothly changed one
band at a time, with the entire

process taking about one second.
A hum- cancellation circuit
automatically attenuates the linefrequency fundamental and its
harmonics when the input signal dips
below a specified threshold. The
circuit is user defeatable.
Programming is facilitated by a
240 x 64 pixel LCD screen that shows
menus, text, and the EQ curves
themselves.
The DEQ5 is the main unit, and it
has all of the control and display
capabilities. The DEQ5E is a slave,
with all of the features of the DEQ5,
including its own memories, but
without the front panel controls and
LCD. One DEQ5 can address and
programme up to 23 DEQ5Es. US
price for the DEQ5 is expected to be
around $2,900 (£1,706) and the
DEQ5E around $2,400 (£1,411).
Delivery of both is slated for the
summer.
USA: Yamaha Corp of America, 6600
Orangethorpe Ave, PO Box 6600,
Buena Park, CA 90622 -6600
UK: Yamaha -Kemble Music,
Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton
Keynes, MK7 8BL. Tel: 0908 366700

Supposing want to expand beyond 12 tracks?
I

Q.

Q.

No problem. The A -DAM system is designed
for operation up to 36 tracks.
That's all very well, but what about the
cost of the equipment?

You can buy an A -DAM 12 -track
digital recording system for less
than £10,000 (excluding VAT).

U

How can find out more?
I

Call us on 081 -8976388 to request a
copy of our FREE video. It will tell
you everything you need to know
about A -DAM.

ARAI
DIGITAL

Akai (U.K.) Ltd,

Haslemere
Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW4 6NQ.
Tel: 081 -897 6388
Fax: 081 -759 8268

ñ

Rack Drawer
CP cases are now manufacturing a
lower cost version of their Studio
Drawer. The Road Drawer fits into a
standard 19 in rack and is supplied
in 2, 3 and 4 -unit heights. The
drawer features a black epoxy

powder coat, matt finish, with
stainless steel finger-pull key lock,
and fully extending quick release
18
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drawer sides for easy removal. The
Road Drawer offers useful storage for
tools, manuals, CDs, etc., and is
equally suited to fixed or mobile use.
CP cases, Worton Hall Industrial

Estate, Worton Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex TW7 6ER.
Tel: 081 -5681881.

Fax: 081 -5681141.

THE THINGS PEOPLE SAY

ABOUT A -DAM ..
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and conventional Longitudinal
Timecode (LTC), and will generate
LTC locked to incoming video, house
sync, or blackburst. It will generate
window dubs, either when copying a
video tape or live while playing back
a timecode -striped tape, and will also
display punches and streamers.
An included software program
allows the punches and streamers to
be created directly and tagged with
timecode numbers, or imported from
a standard MIDI file, using the file's
markers as punch points. Marker
names can also be displayed which
among other advantages makes for a
convenient way of indexing the tape.
When used with the company's
program Vision or StudioVision,
streamers and punches can be
generated automatically from a
running sequence.
The software also provides
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Opcode Transport controllers
The movement of MIDI into the
world of high -end post production
was also evident at the recent NAMM
show thanks to several deveopments.
One was the official adoption of the
MIDI Machine Control (MMC)
addendum to the MIDI Specification,
by the Japanese MIDI Standards
Committee.
Another side of this trend was on
display at Opcode System's stand.
The Studio AV system integrates
control and synchronisation of video
and audio decks with Macintoshbased MIDI and hard -disk audio
recording and editing, at surprisingly
low cost.
The Studio AV reads and writes
Vertical Interval Time Code (VITC)

transport control for audio and video
decks, allowing start, stop, continue,
pause, record, and shuttle. With
Vision and StudioVision, transport
control can be handled directly from
the sequencer. Cables will be
available for a wide variety of 'i in,
3,
in, 1 in, and digital video decks
from Sony, JVC and Panasonic;
multitrack audio decks from Otari
and Fostex; and Video disc players
from Pioneer and Sony, with the list
continually growing.
Opcode see the majority of their
system's users to be project studios
who need to control a single video
deck, but they are also making the
system expandable for larger
applications. Multiple video and
audio decks can be controlled from
the same computer front -end, using
Studio AVx expander modules. Each
transport requires one module, and
there is effectively no limit to the
number of modules that can be
connected together. The system will
provide both timecode and capstan
control, for frame -accurate
synchronisation and editing of the
various elements.
The system will be available in the
second quarter of the year. US prices
are Studio AV, $1,495 (£880 approx);
Studio AVx, $995 (£585 approx);
cables, $89 to $159 (£52 to $93).

Opcode Systems, 3641 Haven,
Menlo Park, CA 94025-1010, USA.
Tel: (415) 369 8131
Fax: (415) 369 1747.
UK: MCMXCIX, 708A Abbey Road,
Tudor Estate, London, NW10 7UW.
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on a syllable.
Richard ughtmen

Tole X

Studios

"We find the system really useful,
especially for doing remixes; and
syncs perfectly to our analogue

it

machines. Furthermore, due to its
reliability and inexpensive running
costs, it makes commercial sense for
us as a studio - it helps us sell time."
Richard Boote

Strongroom Studios
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Mark La`"rence

Pro)ect Studo
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reliable service in the
Audio

Media
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Tel: 081 963 0663.

Adam -Smith PC Editor
A new editing software package has

been announced by Adams -Smith
which enables a suitable PC
compatible computer to take on the
full editing and control capabilities of
the company's 2600E A/V audio
editor. This cost effective alternative,

.

2600E AN-S, is supplied on either
1.2 Mb or 1.44 Mb disks and includes
a customised keyboard, dedicated
processing and interface hardware.
UK: Marquee Audio Ltd, Shepperton
Film Studios, Middx TW17 OQD.
Tel: 0932 -566777. Fax: 0932 -565861.

AKAI
DIGITAL

Akai (U.K.) Ltd,
Haslemere
Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow,

Middlesex TW4 6N0.
Tel: 081 -897 6388
Fax: 081 -759 8268

Y

THE FUTURE-PERFECT
DIGITAL CONSOLE

Neutrik Combo
Connector

.

Neutrik have developed a new PC
board receptacle, the Combo
Connector. The product consists of a
new 3 -pin XLR -PCB receptacle with a
t. in jack built into its centre. The jack
can be fitted with two or three gold plated contacts and up to three
normalling contacts.
Neutrik AG, FL -9494 Schann,
Im Alten Riet 34, Liechtenstein.
Tel: (075) 29666 Fax: (075) 25393.
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The Producer's Friend

a

u
COO

00
0000
o

Trident Audio Developments have
recently introduced a new option to
its Vector range of consoles with a
working title of The Producer's
Friend the unit features an in
display combining a number of
functions into a single
microprocessor-based unit.
Functions include a wide band
timecode reader, switchable between
two timecode sources, featuring
display hold and a memory; Stop
watch with a resolution in 'moths of a

a
u

second, lap timing and memory
register; digital metronome
producing an audible output and
visual indication of the tempo.
The unit can be fitted to a number
of consoles, and can take its power
from the console or from an external
power supply. It is also available as a
stand -alone desktop unit.

Trident Audio, Trident House,
Rodd Estate, Govett Avenue,
Shepperton, Middlx, UK. Tel:
(0932) 224665 Fax: (0932) 226721.

Uptown film software
alk about perfect timing. As audio

is

increasingly

generated, edited, processed and recorded in the
digital domain, along comes Yamaha with the DMC1000

-

an all digital

production/recording console with 22 inputs, 10

busses and 4 auxiliary busses, capable of handling all the major

digital formats.
Touch sensitive moving faders, dynamic automation of all console

parameters to timecode, 4 band parametric Eq on all inputs plus
2 FX

processors make the DMC1000 ideal for audio post

production. And
there

is

as

full ESAM

II

digital audio moves into the video edit suite,

implementation and an accessible delay on

each channel for frame delay correction. Of interest to all will be

the familiar control surface, with extensive monitoring and

The Uptown 2000 moving fader
automation system has been modified
to accommodate film mixing. Up to
three control panels may be installed,
each offering programmable control
of fader modes and grouping. A foot
frame display changes all timecode
fields to display feet and frames of
film. Faders can be updated quickly
via `Touch Write' which switches the
fader to write on touch, and another
feature `Cut Time' allows the mixer
to work on a scene without having to
worry about modifications made in
the previous scene. In addition to
reading Adam -Smith serial data,

Uptown 2000 will now interface with
Lynx and Ketchem machine
controllers. A new directory structure
allows mixes to be stored by Film,
Reel and Type of Music without
cluttering the Move to New Directory
screen.
International: Audiomation
Systems, Rockwood House, Barn Hill,
Stanley, County Durham
DH9 8AN, UK. Tel: 0207 282880.
Fax: 0207 232023.
US: Audiomation Systems,
Road, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA.
Tel: (508) 443 -8053. Fax: (508) 4434844.

talkback facilities.
But perhaps the best news about this console

of tomorrow

is

that

the DMC1000 is available from HHB today, for around £20,000.

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 6QU

Phone 081 960 2144 Telex 923393 Fax 081 960 1160
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Audio Trax
Audio Trax is a program that
combines a 2 -track digital recorder
along with a 64 -track MIDI
sequencer. Designed for Mac II and

SE 30, the program records audio
directly to the Macintosh hard disk
elevating the need to sync sequencers
to tape. The program is said to be
ideally suited for adding music and
audio to desktop video or

presentation graphics. Audio Trax
requires 2 Mb of memory and a
20 Mb. hard disc. It is fully System
compatible.
MCM, the MCM Building,
708A Abbey Road, Tudor Road,

Tudor Estate, London
NW10 7UW.

Tel: 081.963 0663.
Fax: 081 -963 0624.
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...Sony CD Mastering Systems will
still be digitally mastering.
Since the launch of CDs in the early eighties,
Sony Systems have been the standard for
CD mastering worldwide.
To maintain this standard, we are continually
enhancing and developing the systems that will
take digital audio mastering into the future and
pave the way for Mini Disc.
It is with the future in mind that we now
annource two new enhancements to our
range of mastering equipment. The DAE -3000
editor has a new interface which allows the
input of DAT material. The SDP -1000 digital effector
has many new features including snapshot
automation, which enables pre- determined

effects to be recalled at any time.
In the near future, further enhancements will mean that
existing equipment can be used for mastering Mini Disc:
As with all Sony products the systems are
backed by a total product service and
support operation that won't leave you
reaching for the tissues.
So, in years to come, when you're
reminiscing about your old CDs, you'll have the
comfort of knowing that Sony systems are still
mastering digital sound.
Sony - the past, present and future
digital audio mastering.

of.

same/ chace
For further mtormauon contact

SONY®

Amsterdam 020 6581911 Athens Ot 2818273 Basingstoke. UK 0256 483666
Brussels 02-7241711 Cologne 0221 59660 Copenhagen 042 995100 Doba, 04 373472
He'sink 0 50291 Jeddah 02 6440837 Lisbon 01 859 4269 Madrid 091 536 5700
Milan 02 618381 Oslo 02 303530 Pans 01 4945 4000 Rome 06 5920 805 Stockholm 08 7336100
Vienna 0222 61051 Zurich (Schleren) 01 733 3511 Czechoslovakia. Hungary, Poland.
Romania. Vienna 0222 554 606. East Centrai Europe (others, UK 0256 55011
Middle East, Geneva 022 7336350 Africa. UK 0256 55011

Sony Broadcast
& Communications

Alesis D4

Dr Beat

While drum machines offer a
complete self -contained package,
they can become a waste of resources
when used solely as a sound module
in instances where a studio its
comfortable with its sequencer. The
Alesis D4 offers more than 500 drum
and percussion sounds in lU
containing a distillation and
enhancement of the samples gleaned
from the company's successful range
of beat boxes.
The device is stereo with four
assignable outputs which can be
grouped as pairs with MIDI in and
soft switchable thru/out plus 12
external trigger sockets. The beauty
of the device is that with 16-note
polyphony, it can be configured to
function as two stereo eight -note
drum kits as well as allowing

Heavenly Music is a small UK
programming outfit that has put
together the Dr Beat MIDI File
format collection of Roland mapped
drum patterns. Drum programming
remains the single mysterious
bastion of black art to most
sequencer users who while they may
be competent keyboardists and
sequencer data manipulators are
often unimpressed with their best
attempts at getting a beat going.
Dr Beat Volume I, Volume II is
imminent, addresses this very real
need with a craftily assembled and
infinitely usable selection of short
drum pattern and fills in a variety
of styles from rock through latin to
Caribbean to expertly presented
soul and funk grooves. And its the
groove that Dr Beat has captured so
convincingly. As a means of

separate outputs to be used
exclusively for single sounds.
The front panel is simplicity itself
based around a 16 x 2 LCD and
alphadial with a somewhat
ineffectual velocity- sensitive PREVIEW
punch button which requires a
thump that would turn the rack over
to illicit a 127 response from a sound.
Two cursor keys select parameters
which are then altered by the dial
and the D4 interestingly uses a Note
Chase feature which make
assignment of sounds to keyboard
notes the doddle that it should be. A
VOICE key allows the selection of
individual sounds grouped as
99 kicks, 99 snares, 55 cymbals,
92 toms, 76 varied percussions and
80 special effects. The DRUM SET
button permits the structuring and
storage of 21 drum kits while the Mix
key allows individual sounds to be
stereo positioned in an arc of
7 segments with controllable level
with the OUTPUT button dictating
routing. Each sound can be tuned
over 7 semitones and grouped in a
real -world way to other sounds to
facilitate, for example, the inability
to strike an open hi hat when its
been closed via the footswitch socket
provided expressly for this purpose.
The ability to bunch sounds in
mutually inclusive groups and to give
a sound multi or single trigger

characteristics contributes
significantly to the realism of the D4
especially when coupled with Alesis's
Dynamic Articulation which fires a
different sample depending upon the
velocity received.
MIDI -wise the D4 responds to
patch changes, it can also patch

-
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generating a rhythmic backdrop
against which to write or even -for
important patterns into existing
songs it is invaluable. The element
of realism is staggering.
Patterns are presented in a
manner that allows any moderately
proficient sequencer manipulator to
edit and strip away sections to
expand the considerable variety
being offered still further. In many
ways this presents a far more
original alternative means of
rhythmic variety to drum loop
sampling and it is also considerably
more flexible.
Ridiculously under priced.
Indispensable and a steal at £13.95.
UK; Heavenly Music Ltd, 39
Garden Road, Jaywick Village,
Clacton, Essex C015 2RT England.
Tel: 0255 434217.

map Dumps and a number of
controllers for volume, pitch bend
and for remoting parameter and
value selection,

that it could be made to work as a

External
Triggering

price tag.

One of the least well publicised
aspects of the device is its external
triggering abilities because not only
can the D4 be spurred into life

through its back panel sockets but it
also emits MIDI while it is doing it,
operating as an trigger to MIDI
interface. This makes any multitrack
reconstructive surgery a good deal
simpler when run alongside a
SMPTE- locked sequencer. A total of
25 Trigger Types are provided
permutations of the recovery times
(the trigger source's decay character),
the noise floors and the amount of
suppression likely to be required for
a variety of sources. Alesis state that
these Trigger Types have been
optimised for different catergories of
material from drum pads through
piezo transducers to the essential
badly recorded tape track. And very
good they are as well. I was very
surprised to get reliable and fast
results from muddy bass drums and
overwhelming snares with the
minimum of EQ. If the D4
additionally offered basic filtering to
its trigger chain then I would hazard

-

stand -alone on absolutely anything,
so quick is its response and so easy is
the set -up. As it stands it is an
extremely handy bonus to the unit
and on that raises the device's value
well beyond its £399 ($678 approx)

Sounds
Because the D4 doesn't have any way
of generating sounds on its own, the
degree to which it impressses relies
heavily on what you are capable of
asking it to do. I happened to have a
copy of Heavenly Music's Dr Beat
MIDI File drum patterns to hand
(see box story) and can recommend it
as a means of demoing the D4 into
working up a sweat.
Given good source material the D4
sounds remarkably good, particularly
on the traditionally grey areas of
single and multiple drum rolls and
light touches where you can clearly
hear the Dynamic Articulation
adding authenticity.
It is not perhaps the quietest unit
on earth but the sheer quality of the
sounds completely obliterates this
minor point. As a source of realisitic
drums it is flawless with standard
and contemporary basic sounds all
being represented. The variety of
kicks and snares is particularly
noteworthy and I swear you can hear
the difference between wood and

chrome as clearly as if they were in
front of you. There is little
duplication of sounds with only a few
sounding as if they are a curtailed
version of something else but some
do have incarnations available with
reverb of flanging added. As a small
criticism I found some of the reverb
room sizes a little too large to be
useful while some of the small room
effects are maybe not as brilliant as
the outstanding drum room
algorithms housed in Alesis's
outboard effects. However, to Alesis's
credit they have captured the all
important bass energy content of

drums faithfully and consistently
which is not something that can be
said about all sampled drum
machines.
There's a healthy selection of
extremely varied cymbals including
china's and excellent rides all with
natural and sustained decays. Hi
hats include foot pedal samples and
some real power -hat dustbin lids.
The toms can be positively enormous
and benefit perhaps most from the
individual tuning ability. Indeed it is
difficult to not be overwhelmed by
the sheer selection of sounds on offer
and this almost works against the
unit. Choice is somewhat confined
when assembling a drum kit of
sounds by the degree to which
appropriateness is important
placing individually stonking open
and closed hi hats together can end
up sounding decidedly unreal.
There's also a selection of all
popular percussion sounds, the
ubiquitous congas, bongos and lots of
shakes and rattles. The D4 has been
criticised for not including more
ethnic percussion and while it is true
that these could have inserted in
place of the rather jokey special
effects section (lip pops of all things ?)
the trouble with truly ethnic
percussion is it doesn't transfer in
the standard handful -of-shots
manner to a sampler all that
convincingly because of the subtlety
or irregularity of the playing.
On balance the D4 has got it about
right. It is sonically outstanding and
on a pounds per bang basis it cannot
be touched.
Alesis, 3630 Holdrege Avenue,
Los Angeles CA 90016.
Tel: (213) 836 7924.
UK: Sound Technology, Letchworth
Point, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1ND
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Tel: 0462 480000.

Studio Sound's Music News is
compiled by Zenon Schoepe.
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A CONSTELLATION OF SOUND

TOTAL DIGITAL SIGNAL PATH

INSTINCTIVE ERGONOMICS

STEREO PAIRING

Digital audio processing throughout

Clear, concise and simple operating

Identical left and right channel processing

characteristics

TOTAL RESET
Instant and total with absolute integrity
internally - and from one system to another

TOTAL DYNAMIC AUTOMATION

DYNAMICS

PERSONALISED CONFIGURATION
Individually tailored operational and
processing parameters

Ultimate control on every signal path

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY OF SYSTEM
SIZE

Real-time automation of all switches, controls

ASSIGNABILITY

The smallest physical console size can

and faders

Unsurpassed processing power at the touch of
a single button

operate the largest system

FOR A FULL SPECIFICATION COLOUR BROCHURE CONTACT:

AiN©

A SIEMENS COMPANY

NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LTD
New Cambridge House, Bassingbourn Road,
Litlington, Royston, Herts SG8 OQD, England
Tel: (0763) 852222 Fax: (0763) 853500
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HITOKUCHI-LAKA
Zenon Schoepe discovers a studio
complex in Tokyo.
of the most peculiar aspects of recording studios in
Japan is their physical location. The West is no
longer surprised to discover studios in the basements
of shops, in converted cinemas and churches, on
farms, in a quiet mews behind a busy main road or among the
warehouses of a city's industrial estate. In Japan, due to a
severe shortage of space and the astronomical expense of what
ever space there is, ingenuity and circumstance combines to
situate studios in tall bland looking office blocks.
A step into the foyer of the building that houses Hitokuchi Zaka Studios in Tokyo and you could be forgiven for thinking
you were entering some multinational company's emporium as
people in suits and tidy two -pieces pass you in the lifts and the
lobby and park their umbrellas in the overcrowded parasol grids
planted around the entrance now that the typhoon season has
One

started.
Entering Hitokuchi -Zaka's floor in the building does little to
lead you to suspect that you are any closer to a recording studio.
The office atmosphere is one of hushed industry with carpeted
corridors, tidy desks and the sound of people getting on with it.
No MTV nor videos blaring out.
Finally a door opens into a pine panelled and comfortably
cushioned relaxation area and from here the visitor steps into
the blue and pale wood high ceilinged control room of Studio 1
Hitokuchi -Zaka's flagship in its five studio complex. Recently
refurbished with a Neve VR72 with Flying Faders and acoustics
by Kinoshita, the aesthetics of the room with its curved slatted
ceiling are unusual, pleasing and memorable.
Opened 13 years ago, around time of the independent studio
explosion in Japan, Hitokuchi -Zaka is part of the Fujisankei
Communications Group whose interests include record and

-
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production companies. Fujisankei also owns the highly
prestigious Kawaguchi-Ko residential studio which is blessed
with an unrestricted view of Mount Fuji from the control room.
The facility runs an SSL 4056E with G Series computer and is
complemented by six bedrooms and various facilities that make
the most of the studio's location in one of Japan's most beautiful
parks.
Tokyo's Hitokuchi -Zaka studio complex represents something
of a showcase in Japanese studio terms most notably because of
the size and ambition of the installation bearing in mind the
cost of the ground it stands on
estimated to be in the region of
Y1000,000,000 (around £400,000) per 3.3 m'.
Studio 1 therefore goes out for Y45,000 (about £180) per hour
excluding outboard and machines Sony 3348 and 3324,
Mitsubishi X850 and Studer A800 are available in each room
and gets it according to Hitokuchi -Zaka President Hideo
Tanaka. 'Rate cutting is negligible in Japan. We're selling on
responsibility and reliability.'
Originally the complex was all API equipped but the desks
have since been sold or broken up for parts aside from the 'time
capsule' of Studio 4 more about which later. Consequently all
rooms boast racks of API EQs or built -in desk sections as in
Studio 1 where a 48-channel cue mixer has been constructed
from API bits with an additional solo panel with remote
connection to supplement the rooms Neve desk.
The expanse of space behind the console in Studio 1 allows
keyboard rigs to be wheeled in with ease and the control room
plays host to an NED Synclavier 6400 system. The requirement
for such a 'play area' had a strong bearing on the acoustic design
of the room according to Katsuya.
Kuroda, General Manager of the complex's engineering
department. 'We needed a design with very wide dispersion
which could achieve a good sound well beyond the engineer
position. And we have managed it.'
The control room's lack of daylight is skillfully overcome by
very organic lighting which gives an airiness to the environment
which is maintained in all the rooms throughout the complex
even though some do benefit from natural light.
The outboard racks reflect the Japanese studio obsession with
old style and particular processors: Urei 1176/8s, Tube Techs,
Neve 33609s, Dbx compressors and EMT plates. Japanese
engineers are used to working on digital formats and in line

-
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exudes chart success from the crumpled leather of the engineer's
chair.
Its live room also enjoys a functional, homely and down to
earth feel and is steeped in the character that is often stated to
be lacking in Japanese recording studios. The 133 m2 main area
is covered in a repeating wood brick pattern which is just
regular enough to look tidy yet random enough to grab the
attention. Sizeable isolation booths lead off this and typify the
ingenuity of the Japanese in making the most of the space they
have. Referred to laughingly by Tanaka as Karuda magic', a
door materialises from a previously solid looking wall to
combine with another from a wall opposite to form an
impromptu but efficient isolation booth.
on the other hand, returns to
Studio 4 the remix room
the art of setting the high tech standard with a suitably
imposing 80- channel G SSL with a rare glimpse of daylight to
the right of the desk. Daylight takes centre stage between the
newly fitted Boxer monitors of Studio 5 humbly referred to as
a `synth programming room used mostly for sound to picture
work' by Kuroda. It houses an SSL4056 E with G Series
computer, and an arsenal of D2 and standard VTRs and racks
containing just about every current synth and sampling module.
To complete the sound production chain, Hitokuchi-Zaka has
two CD mastering labs armed with Sony DAE3000, Digidesign
Sound Tools, Sonic Solutions, Yamaha CD -R machines and a
newly acquired Lexicon Opus.
Back out on the street and getting into the car, the building
that houses Hitokuchi -Zaka looks even more ordinary after the
visit and the temptation to crick the neck and try to work out
how it all fits in is overwhelming. When you consider that the
area roughly occupied by the patch bay on the Neve VR in
Studio 1 is worth considerably more than the desk itself, you
begin to understand why the Japanese build so tall. But then
Hitokuchi -Zaka is aimed at the top end of the recording market
and has a room to suit all tastes.
`

-
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Far right:
Kinoshitadesigned control
room Studio 1
with Neve VR72
and FLYING
FADERS.

Centre: Live
room Studio 1.
The main area
has a total of six
booths adjoining
it.

-

with popular thinking they reason that any processing that
desterilisers the purity of digital has got to be a good thing. That
being said the normal collection of digital effects units of
Japanese origin are infiltrated only by the occasional AMS and
Lexicon. The live area of Studio One is equally stunning with a
236 m2 central area surrounded by seven sizeable isolatable
booths. All are linked by windows so visibility throughout is
excellent and flexibility is injected with each isolation booth
inheriting individual acoustics from irregular brick- patterned
walls and a domed and almost chapel -like stone and wood clad
roof
natural for drums and percussion. One booth also
featured RPG Diffusors `We like to try new ideas' says Tanaka.
Kuroda meanwhile takes pride in explaining that all the wood
used had been specially imported from Canada and that the
reverb time of the central area had recently been reduced
slightly to give a more controllable and general purpose
ambience.
The live room's lighting again deserves special mention for its
versatility and in the central area it consists of a ceiling full of
illuminated tubes which can be raised and lowered as well as
dimmed.
Studio 2 boasts an SSL 4064 G Series in a control room
designed by Karuda two years ago. The Kinoshita monitors
unusually have triangular rock wool filled baffles placed
between them to remedy 'a sound that was a little too central'
according to Kuroda.
Tanaka on the other hand gives a brief lesson in business
acumen. `To be competitive, a rental studio simply must have
popular consoles. SSL is the number 1 desk in quantity in Japan
and its operation was certainly the easiest before Neve's Flying
Faders came along. Necam is not exactly lightweight.
`The SSL is fast and easy. To some the sound is a small weak
point but we have API EQ racks throughout the complex so no
one can really complain. Add what you want to taste.'
Taste is certainly what the `time capsule' of Studio 3 is all
about. With an all original 4832 API with local and remote
patchbays in a worn -in dark wood Kuroda designed control room
with Kinoshita monitors, the feel is decidedly American. Even
the obligatory Sony PCM3348 at the back of the room looks
comfortable and broken-in in what is Hitokuchi-Zaka's second
cheapest room. Yet it jostles with the high tech heaven of Studio
1 as the most enduring memory. It's the sort of room that
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JAPRS
In addition to being President of Hitokuchi-Zaka Studios, Hideo
Tanaka -is also President of the three -year-old fledgling studio
trade association the Japan Association of Professional
Recording Studios or JAPRS.
While stating that the versatility and high quality of
Japanese engineers and studios is something that the
Association intends to promote on a global level, Tanaka
acknowledges that the youth of the rental recording studio in
the country has created it own particular problems.
`One of the weak points of Japanese studios is management as
many dilemmas are being faced by studio owners for the first
time. Add to this the fact that there are extremely high land
costs and construction fees and even simple things like a
shortage of parking space and it is not surprise that our rental
fees are so high.
`Japanese studios are beautifully equipped and have the same
hardware as anywhere else but through music recording they
are serving a very much smaller market than the other major
recording centres because Japanese music is not exported
nearly as much as English speaking music it's almost
entirely for the domestic market. That's a problem.'
Tanaka maintains that a strong trade association provides a
unified front for recording studios that in insolation could
otherwise be forced into negotiating rates. He also sees it as a
forum for discussing new technologies and their adoption, a
means of training new engineers and encouraging dialogue
between studios and manufacturers. `The start of digital
technology has altered the speed of change in studios and with
the different formats available some point for dialogue is
needed to set standards and encourage excellence in Japanese
studios.'
JAPRS membership currently stands at more than 80 studios,
40 manufacturers and service providers. Membership requires
recommendations from two member studios and a Y10,000
(about £40) per month payment or one -off yearly membership
fee of Y100,000 (about £400).
Tanaka is confident about the future. 'I see increasing
communication between Japanese and foreign engineers as
being one of the biggest benefits of JAPRS.'

-
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AUTOMATED
SOUNDTRACS
FOSTEX
they do not match the formant
concentrations' supposedly
established as the reference for
Churchill's genuine voice. `The
analysis done by Sensimetrics,' Mr
Fox claims, `clearly suggests that
Dear sir, While reading the article by when people listen to these three
Barry Fox (The Churchill Tapes'
speeches they are unwittingly
Studio Sound, October 1991) I did
listening to an impersonation, almost
think that this story had run out of
certainly by Norman Shelley'. Now
steam, but it seems that there are
for the surprising bit: nowhere, in all
some people determined to keep it
the arguments thus far presented, is
going.
there any indication that these
For those readers who missed Mr
boffins at Sensimetrics have taken
Fox's piece, and earlier variations on
the next, and most obvious, step. If
the same theme in New Scientist and the three recordings, which someone
The Guardian, let me summarise the has chosen to describe as `alien', do
plot so far. A collection of Winston
not match the `genuine' Churchill
Churchill's most famous speeches
recordings, do they match recordings
has been issued on the Argo label,
made by Norman Shelley? These are
taken from a larger anthology
not hard to come by, as Norman
originally released on 12 long-playing made a number of A A Milne titles
records by Decca. It is now alleged
for Argo. It would seem to me that
that some of these speeches are not
anyone trying to construct the sort of
in Churchill's own voice, but are an
case that Sensimetrics have
impersonation by an actor. The
presented would first test the theory
grounds for this allegation are
by attempting to match the `format
twofold: firstly, it emerged that in
patterns' of the alleged
1940 the actor Norman Shelley
impersonations with those of the
impersonated Churchill in a
supposed impersonator. I can find no
recording of his famous Dunkirk
mention of this phase of the
speech; secondly, an organisation in
experiment in any of the reports
the USA claims to have established,
which have so far appeared.
through a novel method of speech
Unfortunately, Barry Fox in his
analysis, that some of the supposed
article is guilty of what Churchill
Churchill recordings are not the
would have described as
genuine article. In his contribution,
terminological inexactitudes. `Orr
Barry Fox announced confidently
now works for EMI on the Argo
that 'it looks as if speech experts at
label,' he writes. Wrong. I have never
Sensimetrics in Cambridge,
worked for EMI. `When PolyGram
Massachusetts, have finally
bought Decca, EMI took an exclusive
discovered the truth'. Is that so, Mr
licence to sell the Argo recordings,'
Fox? `They have been using
Mr Fox reports. Wrong again.
Churchill's speeches to test the
PolyGram acquired The Decca
power of new technology ... ' Mr Fox Record Company in 1980, and I
explains. To test the power of new
continued until 1987 to produce Argo
technology, eh? Well, one of the basic
spoken word recordings for
principles of scientific enquiry is that distribution by PolyGram. The
you do not test an unproven
agreement with EMI did not come
procedure against an unknown
until eight years after PolyGram had
quantity. Have the `experts' at
bought Decca. `Thames Distributors
Sensimetrics, I wonder, paid due
promised a digital CD version of the
regard to the fact that even a small
same recordings.' Wrong yet again:
variation in recording speed can give
Thames Distributors have no
a significantly different harmonic
agreement with Argo to produce a
configuration. Since we know so little
CD, and the EMI licence is exclusive.
about the modes of measurement and
Robert Berkovitz of Sensimetrics is
calibration adopted by Sensimetrics,
very ready to preach to the record
it is impossible to do other than
companies, telling them exactly what
indicate honest doubt about the
they ought to do. Barry Fox follows in
validity of their conclusions.
his footsteps, echoing Berkovitz
But there is further reason for
almost word for word when he
advises the removal of `the appalling
scepticism: how many people, I
wonder, have spotted the big hole in
artificial echo which Decca added to
the account as it has unfolded so far? Churchill's original historic
It really does give the game away.
recordings'. After almost half a
The claim is made that, out of 20
lifetime in the recording industry, I
can tell Mr Fox that people have
speeches analysed by Sensimetrics,
three appear to be `alien', in that
been adding artificial echo, appalling
`

The voice of

authority
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or otherwise, to records for longer
than I can remember. Artifice is one
of the vital elements of the whole
business, and I know of very few
recordings which have not been
`doctored' in one way or another. In
the case of the Churchill recordings,
Arthur Bannister, who worked for
Decca on the compilation, tells me
that many of the tapes, recorded at
30 inches per second on one of the
earliest tape-recorders, required a
great deal of attention to make them
fit for public consumption. The
original intention was to issue the
material in stereo, and echo was
added to some tracks simply to assist
the listener in differentiating
between various locations. Speeches
originally delivered in the House of
Commons would sound rather odd if
heard in the boxy acoustic of a room

at Chartwell where Churchill
committed them to tape. It is merely
a question of suggesting the right
ambience, and I see nothing wrong
with what I would call `enhancement'
for the listener's benefit. Indeed,
after Churchill had heard a copy of
the single LP, `The Voice of Winston
Churchill', LXT 6200, containing all
the famous speeches now the subject
of discussion, he sent a telegram to
Decca on 3 December, 1964:
`I

AM MOST GRATEFUL TO YOU AND

YOUR COLLEAGUES FOR YOUR GOOD

WISHES AND FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE TO
PRODUCE THE RECORD = WINSTON S

SYSTEMS
are available from:
AXIS AUDIO SYSTEMS
Waterloo Road, Stockport
Cheshire SK1 3BD

3

Tel: 061 474 7626

HHB COMMUNICATIONS
73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW1O

Tel: 081 960 2144

LARKING AUDIO
Cam Square, Wilbury Way
Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG4 OTZ
Tel: 0462 422466
15

RAPER & WAYMAN
Unit 3, Crusader Estate
167 Hermitage Road, Haringey

London N4 1LZ
Tel: 081 800 8288

SOUND BUSINESS
Sound Business House
(Nr Woodford Central Line Station)
Essex/London
Tel: 081 559 0373

CHURCHILL.'

There, if you like, is the seal of
approval. For the American release,
in order to frustrate attempts at
pirating this historic material, a
voice was added at a very low
frequency, saying `This is a London
Record', and this was repeated
throughout the recording. It can be
heard only by running the tape on
fast -wind, and holding it against the
replay head. Strangely, the
equipment used by Sensimetrics
appears not to have detected the
presence of this spurious voice.
Yet, out of all this speculation, one
thing emerges quite clearly.
Sensimetrics of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, have won a great
deal of publicity for themsleves. It
would be interesting to see more
detailed, and convincing, evidence
that their method of speech analysis
really does work. Churchill and
Shelley are both dead: have those
clever chaps in Massachusetts
thought of trying out their
techniques on living people?

Peter Orr, Argo Spoken Word
Consultant, Guisborough,
Cleveland, UK.

STIRLING AUDIO
Kimberley Road, London NW6 7SF
Tel: 071 624 6000

SYSTEMS WORKSHOP
24 Church Street, Oswestry

Shropshire SY11 2SP
Tel: 0691 658550

THATCHED COTTAGE AUDIO
Wendy, Nr. Royston
Hertfordshire SG8 OAB
Tel: 0223 207979

SOUNDTRACS
91 Ewell Road,

Jurhiton, Surre KT() ÓAH

Tel: 081 399 3392

Fostex
Jackson Way Great Western Industrial Park
Middx UB2 4SA. Tel: 081 893 5111
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Soundtracs

Nlegas Studio console
fitted with Traemix II

Automatic n plus a Fostex G aeries
is the most powerul, }-et cost
effective recording system artilabl_.
Comport, the console feuturs:
Niegas S-udic is available it i trine .i_e. with 16 or 24
track rout.ng, optional interral patchhay and stereo inputs.
T R R C M I YC
I I
All inputs and outputs are ekctronicalh balanced ensuring high
specifirati ms uith low noise and low crosstalk. Programmable
midi mutin, and variable Jirmct outputs are standard plus a
host of other features not fot_nd on it's competitors.
Plus the Ant.ntution:
Tracmi c II. 64 channels of level and mute automation
123y5b-IB9_ 23NSb1B9
with Snap Shots, Cut and Pate editing, Off Line editing,
noa.t:sriaatats mErri>1mt
\'C A Sub Grouting, Programmable Autofade and more.
Combined with:
Playat
u Mytce
Fostex C Series multitrack I6 track 1/2" and 24 track
'
Title
1" machine ith bt ilt -in Do,br S noise reduction
OOOOOD larch
delivering spe.ta:ular audio 3ualit .Options include:
Gode:
8330 intornal synchroniser hoard with RS42 9 pin
25
Sony serial intcrfaee making the Fostex G series the
ideal machine for music and Post Production studios.
The best of l h consoles tc th the best of Jupune.e
ndtitRICKS.
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PROJECT CAPRICORN
Neve unveil the Capricorn digital console.

Patrick Stapley reports
If you had thought that Neve, after their
experience with the DSP series, had washed
their hands of a large scale digital music
recording console, you would not have been
alone. In fact this appears to be precisely what the
company wanted people to think, keeping the
Capricorn project a closely guarded secret during
its four years of development. Even the 35 strong
R&D team were moved out to a new site where
their clandestine activities could be conducted
away from prying eyes. This shroud of secrecy was
still in evidence during our January visit, which
was more akin to visiting a sensitive military
establishment than a console manufacturer. But
perhaps it's all justified when one finally comes
face to face with this important product which
could make the digital console as commonplace as
the digital multitrack.
Capricorn is not simply a re- packaged, updated
version of the DSP; of course much has been learnt
from the past, and that knowledge has been put to
good use, but it represents a new generation of
mixing console from Neve. Paul Lidbetter,
Manager of Digital System Development, outlines
the goals that were set at the beginning of the
project.
`We adopted an almost Japanese style of
development and spent a lot of time defining and
specifying what it was we wanted to achieve in
28
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terms of product functionality, performance and so
we didn't get into the situatión of finding
on
things weren't quite right once the console was
half built. So the areas we addressed were firstly
Cost
if we were to successfully launch a new
generation of digital console the price had to be far
Graphic User Interface
more comparable with analogue products it
actually works out being similar to an equivalent
V Series. We also wanted to try and equate its
dynamic automation was an important
functionality with the V Series so there would be a requirement, which meant that the control
feeling of continuity and familiarity, although
bandwidth had to be such that every control could
obviously there would be many more functions
be updated within a frame or less, depending on
than on the analogue console. Size, power and
the controls application
also it was essential to
weight were all areas we wanted to keep down, in
have silent parameter changes and this reflected
fact the whole Capricorn system weighs less than
greatly on the overall design concepts and filter
a V Series console with all its modules removed.
structures and whether or not they were suitable
We wanted any control surface size to control any
operationally we decided to continue the
system size, so that as more inputs and outputs
automation along the Flying Faders concept, so
are added it's not necessary to add more faders
again the system would retain familiarity,
minimum of 24 can control any size console.
although it's a lot more advanced. Finally, we were
Also the inverse of this was important in terms of
going for a `Bomb Proof design
with our
general flexibility, so someone requiring a fader for experience of DSP 1 and other products we didn't
each input can equally be catered for. We wanted
want to cut corners, launch the product and find
an assignable realtime control surface and by that
that we were adapting it or redesigning it a year
we wanted to be able to access a path instantly
later.'
without having to go through a menu system or
A great deal of R &D effort was centred around
different levels of operation. The system
filter structures, and ramping techniques. After
performance we wanted was 20 -bit plus, and that
investigating many structures in minute detail, a
is true performance right the way through. Total
new design developed by Neve proved most
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suitable, displaying consistent noise performance
and frequency domain accuracy across the range.
Ramping is one of the biggest single applications
of processing power in the console. To avoid
modulation effects such as `zipper' noise and to
smoothly step any parameter changes (sometimes
extreme due to automation), Neve developed
ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) to
perform processing functions including coefficient
ramping calculations on a per sample basis. An
ASIC can ramp 256 coefficients concurrently, and
independently, and a total of seven types of ASIC
were developed for the console.
Capricorn comes in three standard console sizes
System 64, System 112 and System 160. The
largest of these provides 72 channel faders, 64
analogue mic/line AB inputs, 32 stereo digital line
inputs, 96 multitrack returns, 48 multitrack
sends, 8 main outputs, 16 aux outputs, 16 cue
outputs, 8 analogue mono insertions (another
24 are optionally available), 16 stereo digital
insertions, 3 stereo analogue monitor outputs,
24 subgroup buses, 4 talkback I/Os, 79 dot matrix
meters, 160 equalisers and filters, 160 sidechain
filters, and 160 dynamics (Lim, Comp, Gate, Exp).
Digital 110 is via AES/EBU ports and MADI ports
for multitrack connections. All system ports will
support up to 24 -bit data, and the output ports can
be individually selected between 16-24 bits being
correctly, non -coherently, dithered.
System hardware consists of the Console Control
Surface, high resolution VDU, DSP rack, analogue
mic/line rack, AES/EBU 110 rack, monitor
facilities I/O rack, analogue 1/O rack, and machine
control rack. patchbays both analogue and digital
are options. The console itself is comprised of three
the Strip Section which
component sections
contains 24 strips, rather like conventional
channel strips, organised in modules of eight, the
AFU (Assignable Facilities Unit) which houses
shared assignable control; and the Monitor Section
that contains controls for monitoring, global
automation, tape machines, as well as keyboard
and trackball to interface with the Graphics User
Interface.
Each console section is fully self -contained
therefore `bolting -on' additional sections, or
changing positions, is easily implemented. Up to a
maximum of five Strip Sections can be fitted to a
console, which may be controlled independently
from separate AFUs, making the console suitable
for multi- operator applications.

-
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Console set -up
The strip signal path can be configured with one of
each of the following processing elements in any
filters, EQ, insert, compressor, limiter,
order
expander/gate, and fader. Cues can be configured
with EQ or filters. As these elements are assigned,
a graphics display will show how many of each
type have been used and the number still available
to the user. Each strip can be mono or stereo and
assigned as an input, monitor return, sub-group,
main output, aux master, or VCA group master.
Depending on the number of strips fitted and/or
the preferred way of working, different paths can
share the same strips. This is made possible by the
implementation of Strip Banks. Each of these 12
banks allows different configurations of UOs to be
assigned for example a 48 fader console could
have a mixture of mono and stereo midline inputs
with VCA and sub -groups spread across 96 paths
using Banks 1 and 2, a 32 track machine returning
on Bank 3, effects sends and returns on Bank 4,
and so on. This enables large numbers of UO
signal paths to be controlled from an extremely
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signal path. Normally, the upper ACCESS key would
be assigned to the primary path, say mic/line
inputs, and the lower to the secondary path,
multitrack return. The windows associated with
these access keys will display any prewritten
channel ID, and the active bank will be displayed
brighter than the passive bank.
The fader itself is marked with two scales the
usual gain/attenuation scale, and a Trim scale
showing the -20 to +20 dB range of offset available
in Trim mode. Apart from a null indicator, all
other fader automation controls and displays are
placed further up the strip. There are three
separate sets of automation controls placed within
the strip controlling Fader, Mute, and FACs
(including their associated switches).
Each strip has its own VHD (Vacuum
Fluorescent Display) metering. This type of
The strip section allows local control and display of display uses fine dot matrix illumination making it
the more regularly used functions, it also provides possible to show other information such as EQ
settings and routing. The default display shows
access to the AFU where all parameter changes
input level, track send/return level, and dynamics
can be executed centrally. This gives the engineer
metering, using large and mini bargraph sections.
the choice of operating locally on a per channel
Ballistics are PPL but VU can be assigned to a
basis, or centrally by assigning all channel
functions to central control. At the top of each strip separate display. There are also Peak Hold
facilities, and tape machine Ready/Record
are two columns of Function Indicators. These
indicators are placed at the top of each meter.
show at a glance which functions (EQ, filters,
dynamics, etc) have been assigned to the strip and
whether or not they're switched -in. Functions can
be turned on locally with the aid of this display or
centrally from the AFU. Other indicators confirm
The Assignable Facilities Unit can broadly be
Phase Inversion, Stereo Mode, and 48 V Phantom
divided into three areas. Firstly, it contains the
Power. Also in this section is a twin arrow
various groups of controls necessary for controlling
(East/West) nulling indicator shared between the
the assigned Strip, secondly, it globally assigns
strip's four rotary controls or FACs (Function
Assignable Control). These shaft encoders are used functions to the FACs on the Strips for local
control, and thirdly, it controls selection of the 12
for a variety of tasks including midline gain, aux
Strip Banks.
contributions, pan, and EQ. Each FAC is
The EQ section consists of a 4 -band parametric
surrounded by a segmented light display which
equaliser, along with a filter section. All functions
behaves differently depending on the assigned
have dedicated controls making the operation very
function gain functions are indicated by an
straightforward; the rotary controls are the same
increasing, decreasing block of light, frequency
type as used in the Strip. The equaliser controls
selection by a single illuminated segment, and cue
are laid-out in four columns of three (FREQUENCY,
by a crescent of light spreading from the centre.
GAIN, Q), and each band can be separately
The controls are touch sensitive and an
switched In/Out. The EQ is arranged into the
alphanumeric window placed above the top FAC
following generously overlapping bands: LF (peakdisplays either the status of the assignments or
shelf) -16 Hz to 400 Hz, LMF (peak)
the value of the last touched control. Two arrow
-125 to 3.15 kHz, HMF (peak) 400 Hz to 10
keys are used for switching auxs pre/post and
800 Hz to 20 kHz. Each
kHz, HF (peak/shelf)
on/off. FAC assignment is controlled from the
band has 57 steps at '12th-octave spacing, has
AFU. FACs like other Strip controls can be linked
together to form groups so for example the gain variable Q of 0.5 to 9.00 and cut/boost of ±20 dB.
Like the EQ bands, the two filters sections are
on a group of mics could be reduced relatively
when a link such as this exists, a LED will light separately switched; both High Pass (16 Hz to 400
Hz) and Low Pass (800 Hz to 20 kHz) can be
below the FAC as it is touched indicating that it
individually selected to 12 dB or 24 dB per octave
belongs to a Link and will therefore affect other
response, or to operate as notch filters with a -40
channels. The interrelationship of grouped
dB depth. At present there is no facility for
controls can be changed by accessing the LINK
automatically clearing settings, other than an AFU
ISOLATE key on each strip
CLEAR key that zeroes all AFU controls assigned to
SEND and RETURN buttons control Bus/Tape
the Strip apart from routing, or by copying an EQ
monitoring, and there is a LOCK key that isolates
CLEAR
section from an already zeroed Strip
local selection from global switching. There are
button would make a useful addition to both the
three types of solo available to the Strip
equaliser and dynamic sections.
Destructive In Place, APL (After Pan Listen),
The Dynamics controls are split into four vertical
which are set globally. Muting is via a
and PFL
strips Limiter, Compressor, Expander/Gate,
double -width key. At the base of the strip above
and Sidechain Filter. Like the EQ, all controls are
the fader tray is the Strip Path Indicator which
dedicated and arranged in a clear, easy to operate
identifies the type of path currently assigned to
manner. The Sidechain Filter features a wide the strip and whether it is under VCA control.
band equaliser (25 Hz to 16 kHz, peak/shelf), Key
Above each motorised fader are two ACCESS
assignment (with ID window), Inverse Key
buttons with associated display windows. These
operation, Key Listen, and Delay Off which
are responsible for assigning a Strip to the AFU,
inhibits the delay set into the dynamics to
as well as being used in Routing, Grouping,
Copying and Linking operations. Another function compensate for attack time. Each of the three
dynamics sections can be set up with unique
of these keys is to select between two Strip Banks
sidechain filtering to create functions such as despecified by the user. The idea here is that the
essing, de- popping, ducking, etc. Ten segment gain
console can operate rather like a conventional
reduction metering is included on each dynamic
in -line desk having a primary and secondary

24 strips are capable of
compact control surface
controlling 288 paths. Also any path can be
duplicated to a Bank, so, for instance, the main
output fader can be assigned to the same strip on
each bank for ease of access. Alternatively, if there
is room to do so, the console can be laid -out more
traditionally with a strip for each path.
Setting up the console is something that most
set-ups being stored to
users will do just once
floppy disc or DAT for subsequent recall. The
console operating mode is set from the Graphics
User Interface either by downloading one of the
default states such as Record, Mix, Overdub,
Broadcast, or by loading a user saved set-up.
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keys will light on all the strips that have
been routed to it. An Interlock facility allows keys
to operate either in a latched or interlocking mode,
and a CLEAR key will remove the currently
assigned routing selection. The four Film Groups
each comprise of eight buses; selecting a Film
Group will change the pan law on the Strip to Left,
Centre, Right and mono /stereo Surround can also
be catered for.
The PAN /BALANCE control automatically matches
the mono /stereo configuration of the Strip, and a
separate WIDTH control is also available. Optional
Delay can be added to the strip with a rotary
control adjusting the amount up to 500 ms.
At the left side of the AFU is a duplicated section
of Strip controls which allows other functions, such
as fader and mute, to also be controlled from the
AFU. In fact the entire Strip section can be
controlled centrally without the engineer needing
even Strip assignment can be made
to move
from here using a step selector. If, on the other
hand, the user prefers to work in a more
traditional way, control can be allocated locally.
This is done from the FAC Selection panel in the
AFU where various functions, as previously
described, are assigned to FACs on the Strip
section. The faders may also be used to control
other functions for example auxiliaries can be
assigned to faders to create a fast and intuitive cue
balance, add automation to that and its possible to
have discrete, automated foldbacks!
The assignment of Banks to Strips is also dealt
with from the AFU, including Primary and
Secondary Banks. The 12 Bank access keys are
arranged top and bottom of a large VFD window
showing current Bank selection. The assignment
of actual signal paths to Banks is carried out using
the computer.
ACCESS

section.
An Input Selection panel assigns AB mic and
line inputs to the accessed Strip, and adjusts level

and balance. Stereo configuration and the
selection of AES/EBU inputs are made from
graphics menus. The A and B legs of the
AES/EBU inputs may be swapped from the Input
Selector.
All the AFU functions mentioned so far are
mirrored in the AFU Vacuum Fluorescent Display.
This display window either automatically follows
the last parameter touched, or can be overridden
by one of seven display keys (EQ, Comp, Input,
etc) situated beneath the display. Apart from
showing sectional detail of a Strip, the display will
also display Strip configuration.
The 16 auxiliaries are arranged in two rows of
eight. Each has a ROTARY control, PRE /POST button,
CUT button and a destination window. If 16 are not
enough, additional sends can be added per Strip
using the multitrack buses and the AFU Track
Contribution control. Master aux outputs and cues
are controlled from the Monitor Section; both auxs
and cues can be configured in mono or stereo.
The routing panel is positioned right at the top
of the AFU section in the meter bridge. From here
the routing to tracks (48 keys), subgroups (24
keys), Film Buses (4 keys) and main outputs (8
keys) is performed. The keys in each of these
sections are double action allowing both for
routing (full press) and interrogation (light press);
there are two routing /interrogation modes
Forward and Reverse. In Forward, the ROUTING
keys both select and display routing for the
assigned Strip. Reverse mode allows the user to
set up a routing configuration and then set it to
the desired Strips by pressing their ACCESS keys; if
a ROUTING key is pressed to its first level, the

-
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Monitor section
The Monitor Section lies directly to the right of the
AFU and is divided into a number of control
sections.
Control Room monitoring provides access to four

speaker circuits including a separate PFL speaker,
and allows Phase Inversion (momentary), Mono
switching, Cut Left, Cut Right, and Left/Right
Swap (momentary). Five monitor source buttons
are provided OUTPUT, EXTERNAL, AUXILIARY, CUE,
and FOLLOW ACCESS (monitors the accessed path
rather like a solo). These selections are used in
conjunction with a 16 key switching matrix to
0/P 1 and 2, Cue 1, Aux 5
specify the source
and 6, Ext 3 for example. A display confirms the
selected source, below which are LEVEL, CUT, and
DIM controls. The same method of sourcing is used
in the SLS/Phones section, and in the Cue section
which also uses the switch matrix to select the 16
cue outputs. As with the Strip, Cues can be
assigned to the AFU where their level may be
controlled directly from a fader and EQ added. Cue
outputs can be metered on the dedicated cue /aux
meters at the top of the monitor section, which are
switched to display cues 1 -8 or 9 -16. The Auxiliary
Master section operates in the same kind of way as
the cue also having access to the AFU. Displays
are also provided for metering the main bus
outputs, phase and so on.
Solo master controls allow Solo In Place, PFL,
and AFL to be set up separately for Input, Monitor
and Group paths; the SOLO keys may be switched
between Interlock, Momentary or Latch. A Solo
Memory facility allows groups of solos to be set by
the press of a single key if using this with Solo
In Place, it can act as an inverse mute group.

-
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The DL241 Auto -Compressor is the first of a new generation of dynamic processors incorporating many'
automatic functions allowing the engineer to achieve optimum results in the minimum set up time.
A full Auto Attack/Release Compressor successfully combines the smoothness of the Soft Knee principle with
the precision of a'Ratio' control. The unit can also be switched to allow the flexibility of manual control ofAttack
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and Release times.
An Expander /Gate features Drawmer's new and unique 'Programme Adaptive Expansion' circuitry which
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Other facilities in this section include an
Oscillator; level adjustment for Dim, APL, PFL,
and Talkback; 10 Talkback Groups; Bus/Tape
Master switching; Red and Green record lights;
tape machine track control for simultaneous
control of up to three 48 -track machines and a
further 12 ancillary tracks, providing Rehearse,
Ready and Record Enable functions as well as
Input, Sync, Replay switching; comprehensive
transport control of up to six machines with
Locate, Shuttle, Jog, Cycle, and Auto Record
functions; VCA Group, Link, and Copy (allows
selected control settings to be copied between
selected Strips -. The remaining areas of control
are connected with the Graphics User Interface
and automation system.

background partitions these could for example
concurrently show the Path Map (the
configuration of the accessed path), Mix Tree
structure (a family tree of mix passes), and a Label
(cue) list. Each partition can be `zoomed' to fill the
whole window, and interaction is performed via
dialogue boxes that overlay the screen.
The two main areas of control on the console are
from the trackball situated at fader level on the
monitor section, and a Soft Panel which provides
12 software labelled buttons. The keyboard and
keypad are, of course, also used. A HELP button will
flash -up function specific prompts, which in turn
allows access to an on -line user manual giving
more comprehensive information text can be
supplied in various languages.

Graphic user
interface

Automation

The Graphic User Interface is used for system
set -up operations and adjustment of parameters
and configurations that are difficult or
unnecessary to provide for on a hard control
surface. The high resolution, multi -colour screen is
split into three main areas the largest is the
Applications Window where the majority of
information for the current function is displayed.
To the right of this is the System Icons region
where a hierarchical arrangement of available
functions is presented in icon form. Running along
the bottom of the screen is the.System Status area,
that displays Timecode, Tape Machine Transport
Status, Automation Modes, Glide Times, and
Crossfade Time and Law. The Application Window
may be further split to provide three active

-

-

pass position during an update. Glide returns
faders or knobs to their previous pass positions at
a defined rate, and Auto Match has the same effect
once the control is released. Off-line editing of
mutes, switches, events, trims, etc., are catered
for, and there are comprehensive facilities for
merging, moving, copying, and comparing mixes.
Like Flying Faders, there is a hierarchical filing
arrangement of Client, Project, Title, Mix, and
Pass. All passes of a mix are automatically saved
to hard disc and displayed in the Mix Tree from
where they can be retrieved at any time master
mixes can be removed on floppy or DAT.

-

Conclusion

Capricorn heralds the beginning of an exciting
new era for the mixing console as well as the all
digital studio. It offers an enormous number of
facilities in a compact design while retaining
The automation system is extremely
users of V Series and
operation familiarity
comprehensive and to describe it fully would
require another article for now a basic overview Flying Faders will find it especially intuitive. The
console's flexibility allows it to be configured and
will provide a flavour.
operated in numerous ways to suit both personal
Automated controls fall into three types
and practical requirements, with the instantly
Faders, Mutes, and Switches or Knobs. Each
resettable nature of the system adding to its
type can be set to an individual automation mode
versatility. Great care has been taken in ensuring
either locally or globally, or the entire console can
that audio quality is not compromised in anyway,
be switched globally. The usual Record, Play,
and throughout there is general evidence of
Update and Isolate modes are incorporated, with
attention to detail. The price tag at last makes the
Trim (static or dynamic ±20 dB) for faders only,
digital console a realistic proposition, and studios
although other controls can be relatively offset by
currently in the market for a top -end desk should
a different means. Touch Record and Lock Record
think very seriously about this alternative. I have
modes perform in the same way as Flying Faders
the feeling that Capricorn is going to be a great
causing the control to drop -in to record on touch
and to either drop -out on release or remain writing success, particularly as there appears to be little in
the way of direct competition at the moment.
to the end of the pass. Switches and mutes have a
Match facility that resets them to the previous

-

-

-

The future is here today.
Searching at 250 or 400 times the
nominal play speed, up to 99 medium specific start markers, fader
start and a large variety of interfaces, a large function display that
is greatly appreciated by professional users, an ergonomically arranged
cue wheel, and the two sampling frequencies of 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz for
recording and playback are the salient features of the STUDER product
concept. Just like the Delta Sigma
A/D converters, varispeed, the retrofittable quickstart option, and word
clock synchronization for frame -synchronous playback. These and many
other advantages are the reasons
why the STUDER D780 will be the
pride of every studio, also yours. The
future was a long way off, but now it
has arrived. The compact R -DAT recorder from STUDER establishes the
basis for your future.

STUDER
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT
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means always mixing fr.
the center of the stereo
image 'Big console'
headaches like ac rustic
interference and heat
generation are greatly
mir imized. 72 fade: s can be
reached in a space less than
5 ft wide by 21/2 ft deep.
with a Mix Controller that
measures 7" from the top of
the meter bridge to the botton- of the chassis. All signal
pro :essing is contained in a
rerr ote audio rack.

User Definable`''°
ignal Path

MixView`M Screens

lets one familiar control
surface act like many
different consoles All
faders can be mono or
stereo. Channel stips
include 2 universa'' input
amplifiers, 4 line amps, 2
four -band EQs, 4 sends to
aux busses, and
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show precise EQ ccrves,
console setups, track
sheets, and other important
information through high resolution color graphics.
The ability to 'see' what
you're hearing ensures that
complicated sessions run

8

smoothly.

full -throw

faders. Backlit LEC displays
show signal flow at a
glance, even when the room
lights are dimmed.
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The Crescendo
System II

The Crescendo System

II
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combines the wide dynamic range

and smooth frequency response of analog signal processing

with the power and flexibility of digital control. The result is

a

studio control center that helps to produce superior projects

quickly and efficiently. If you're looking for

a

system that

provides Total Automation"A and the highest sound quality

available, consider the CSII from Euphonix.
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reconfigures the entire
system in less than 1/30th
of a secord. Dramatically
different mixes can be
compared instantly with
the press of a button.

Dynamic Mix
t Automation"
records all control
champs with reference
to tint code including
faders. mutes, EQ, aux
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Console setup time is n
longer an issue when
anging sessions
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sends. preamps, routing,
and efect inserts. Let the
copse e remember your.
mixes, pass after pas

project after project

allow systems to be
configured in groups of 8
faders. System sizes
range from 8 to 96 faders.
Adding more inputs is as
simple as plugging in
more modules.

Digitally Controlled Studio Systems
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Constant directivity from the DCW pioneers.
Sonically consistent with the Genelec Control
Room Monitors.
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Telefax Int +358 77 12267

AUSTRIA: Audiosales tel. 02236 -26123, BELGIUM: Hes Electronics
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Part Three of our

European Survey
discovers Italy.
Caroline Moss &
Mirco Bezzi get
down to the heel.

Italy stretches roughly 700 miles from its
Northern borders to the tip of the boot, a
strip of land less than 150 miles wide
travelling south-east, surrounded by five
seas, bordered by four countries and populated by
57,500,000 inhabitants. As you head towards the
toe rising temperatures are matched by a slowing
pace of life, diminishing industry and increasing

Finland

Estonia,

Wtite ìussia =

' -.

poverty.
Most of Italy's trade is based in the north and
the recording industry is no exception, the highest
concentration of studios and record companies
being in and around Milan. However, two further
recording centres Rome and Naples as well
as a fair amount of choicely appointed residential
studios, mean the country is quite well covered.
Whatever your requirements of environment,
temperature, temperament and cuisine you should
find a recording location to suit you. Language
shouldn't be a problem except in remote parts of
the country and studios which intend doing
international business should have at least one
person who is fluent in English or other European

-
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language.
Italians are renowned for their warmth and
hospitality rather than their organisational skills.
If you are prepared to trade predictability with
beautiful surroundings, sunshine and wonderful
37
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check with the Italian Consulate. Citizens of
several countries, including former Eastern Bloc
countries, will need an entry or transit visa. Italy
and Israel are currently negotiating a no -visa

cuisine then Italy could be the place for your next
recording project.

Getting Around

agreement.
Goods can be brought into Italy duty free
provided they can be proved essential to the
owner's trade. However, large amounts of
equipment should be listed on an EEC carnet
(available from HM Customs and Excise) if
travelling from an EEC country or an ATA carnet
(available from the London Chamber of
Commerce) if travelling from, or through, non EEC countries.

Direct flights operate from London to Rome,
Milan, Venice, Pisa, Naples, Bari, Turin, Bologna,
Brindisi, Cagliari, Catania, Lamezia Terme,
Palermo and Reggio Calabria, and from
Manchester to Rome and Milan. Flights from the
UK and Eire are operated by Alitalia, British
Airways, Air Europe, Aer Lingus and BIA.
By car the distance from London to Rome is
1,124 miles via Calais, Bologne and Dunkirk and
1,084 miles via Oostend and Zeebrugge. Milan is
400 miles closer. The journey to Italy from the
continental ports takes about 24 hours on good,
mostly toll -free, roads. The Italian government
offers a package of reduced -price petrol coupons
(15 -20% off) and highway toll vouchers bought in
advance from the AA or RAC.
Once inside the country domestic flights are
plentiful given the country's 25 airports.
Reductions of up to 50% are available for family
travel and 30% for night flights.

The Recording

Industry
Although Italian music has long been one of the
country's strengths and trademarks, the same has
not always been true of its recording industry. But
over the last five years a spate of refurbishment,
upgrades to new technology (often skipping over
several generations of development) and
construction of new facilities means that Italy now
has studios that can compete on an international
scale.
A wave of studios converted to digital technology
in 1989 with Mitsubishi being the most quickly

Customs and Visas
For a stay of up to three months a visa is not
required by most nationalities, but it is wise to

adopted format. As well as adding new technology,
many studios were also renovated and residential
facilities added or improved. Around the same
time Italy's dance music started gaining
international credibility after years of Euro-pop.
Since then other Italian popular artists have found
fame elsewhere, notably Zucchero, who has worked
with Paul Young, Eric Clapton and Sting. Better
quality recordings have led to more demand for
Italian language records in Italy, resulting in more
producers' and musicians' private studios being
built and a general increase in studio activity.
The amount of Italian pro audio manufacturers
is still small but growing steadily. For a country
with over 9,000 transmitters it's not surprising
that the main growth area is the manufacturer of
small broadcasting equipment. Other
manufacturers include Montarbo (Digital
measuring equipment), Audiomatica (VCA and
moving fader automation systems), RCF
(loudspeakers), Brunetti (PAR400 equalisers),
Heri Elettronica (outboard equipment), Pastega
Elettronica (radio microphones) and Tapematic
(tape duplicating equipment). However, Italian
dealers of foreign products are taking on more and
more new products and offices are being opened by
foreign manufacturers, most recently by d &b
audiotechnik, the German loudspeaker
manufacturer.
Hire companies don't really exist in Italy
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although audio distributors can sometimes help
out. However, Hilton Sound's Paris branch is quite
often used by Italian studios, usually for long -term
rentals of larger pieces of equipment, and Hilton
are in the process of setting up an office in Milan.
Mobile studios are a fairly recent trend in Italy.
The first commercial mobile was built by Cetra Art
Recording in Milan, owned by the Fonit Cetra
state -owned record company. Five new mobiles
entered the market in the latter part of last year,
the largest being the multi -media White mobile
with a 30m' control room.
Italy's national TV and radio broadcaster is the
RAI with centres in Rome and Milan. But the
remainder of Italian broadcasters thousands of
radio stations and hundreds of TV channels
operate as pirates. New legislation is currently
underway to grant official licences to radio and TV
broadcasters.

STUDIO SPOTLIGHT
Condulmer Recording Studio
Via Zermanesa, 1
31020 Zerman di Mogliano, Treviso
Tel +39 (41) 457038.
Fax + 94 (41) 10 457182.

Bookings: Enrico Monti.

Studio A
Neve V Series 60- channel console with Necam 96
automation.
Mitsubishi X-880, Saturn 24-track, Mitsubishi
X-86, Sony PCM2500 R-DAT.
Bonotto- designed JBL custom monitors, Yamaha
NS/0/Genelec 1019 nearfield.
Wide selection of outboard equipment.

-

-

90m' recording area.

Production Room
Soundcraft 1600 24- channel console.
Saturn 24 -track tape machine.
Enertec F462 quarter inch tape machine.
Urei 811 main monitors. Yamaha and Genelec
nearfield.

Organisations

Selection of outboard equipment and microphones.
90m' wood and stone live room. with natural light.
Condulmer is situated on the 360 acre Condulmer
Estate. Accomodation is at the sixteenth century Villa
Condulmer. Recreation on the estate includes horse

riding, swimming, golf and tennis.

Although there is a musicians union in Italy its
role in the recording process is practically
non -existent.
The Italian AES division is based in Milan and
meets once a year at the IBTS in October. There is
also an Italian branch of SMPTE, founded in 1989
to deal with technical standardisation and work in
the TV and film industries.

ti

o

E
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Although there is no official body for producers
and engineers, the AFI (Italian IFPI or record
company organisation) represents the rights of
producers whose work is used for TV broadcasting.
The AFI also continues to battle against Italy's
huge piracy and bootlegging problem.

The Studios
As already mentioned, Milan is the main recording
centre, although a number of its smaller studios
have had to close their doors in the onslaught of

home recording. One of the most established and
well known is Morning Studios, co -owned by
renowned mix engineer Renato Camtele and Red
Canzian, a member of Italy's oldest and biggest
rock band, Pooh. The studio, which went digital in
1989, is used for mixing by many top Italian stars,
in preference to travelling to London or New York,
and is generally booked out six months in advance.
Other top Milanese studios include Metropolis,
which recently installed a new SSL 4056G with
Total Recall, Logic Studios, which became the first
48 -track digital studio in 1989 with the purchase
of a Sony PCM3348 and which has a new A/V post
production suite and Cetra Art Recording. Owned
by the state record company Fonit Cetra, the
studio was the first to install a Sony digital
multitrack in 1986, later adding a Mitsubishi.
Condulmer Studios is 150 miles east of Milan in
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100W power amplifiers
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Concrete SrL. Tel: (332) 22 21 31 Fax: 332) 82
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AKG Acoustics

Treviso, just north of Venice. Situated on the
360 acre Condulmer Estate, its tranquil location
and high level of technology make it one of Italy's
most popular studios for international clients,
namely Simply Red, Miriam Makeba and Rain
Tree Crow.
The Bologna region is a growth area for studios.
In the town itself is the John Flynn/Sam
Toyoshima -designed SSL studio Fonoprint, with
Sony and Otari digital machines. Medicina was
closed last year and its owners are building a new
studio complex, to be called Esagono, in an old
Parmesan cheese factory near Modena. Esagono
will have residential facilities, rehearsal rooms
and an open -air stage. The Medicina Group's other
studio, Medicina Blanche near Modena, continues
to be very busy. The Black Box dance team are
from this region and now have three studios.
Nearby Rimini is also the choice of several small
dance producers for building new, small studios.
The area already boasts Heaven Studios, one of
Italy's first SSL studios. Situated on a hillside
with panoramic views over countryside and sea,
Heaven offers residential facilities in the form of
wooden bungalows around a swimming pool.
Further south in Florence, producer Alberto
Pirelli has built a new digital studio called IRA
Sound Lab based around a Soundcraft 3200
console and a Mitsubishi X880 multitrack. Other
studios in Florence include Studio Emme and
Studio Uno Italia.

Rome is the centre of Italy's film industry so it's
not surprising that it is home to the first digital
film and video studio in the country, Digital Film
Sound, which boasts a Synclavier 9600 suite.
Another Roman studio is the aptly named Forum.
One of its three recording rooms is able to
accomodate a 90 -piece orchestra, explaining the
large amount of film soundtrack work undertaken.
Equipment includes SSL and Harrison consoles
and a Mitsubishi digital multitrack. Producer
Claudio Mattone's studio was just refitted by Flynn
& Toyoshima while a recent addition to the city's

Police Information Office, Rome.

SINGAPORE

AFI (IFPI Italy). Tel: +39 (2) 669 6263.

Tel: +39 (6) 4686 ext 2858/2987.

British Embassy, Rome. Tel +39 (6) 475 5441.

Italian Embassy, London.

Tel: 071 629 8200.

Italian Consulate, London. Tel:

071 235 9371.

Morning Studios. Tel: +39 (2) 508 4326.

Forum Studios.. Tel:

+39 (6) 808 6034.

Capri Digital Studios. Tel: +39 (81) 837 5159.

Italian Tourist Board, London.
Tel: 071 408 1254.

Alitalia, London. Tel: 071 745 8200.
AES Italian Branch. Tel: +39 (2) 2514 7794
(Secretary Gualtiero Berlinghini).

- Passive version of Q108 with same
driver complement and performance
characteristics.

extensive experience in designing the
right system for the right location.

IS

Group Company

Studer Revox Audio Ptc Ltd. Tel: 250 7222 Fax: 256 2218. TAIWAN Unfair Engineering & Trading Ltd.
AKG Acoustics Inc. Tel: (1) 510/351 3500 Fax: (1) 510/351 0500.

Tel: (2) 321 4454 Fax: (2) 393 2914. USA

superstar Zucchero.

USEFUL CONTACTS AND INFORMATION

H108

The Quested 108 Series nearfield
monitors create for the engineer a
sense of involvement, to bring him
closer to the music.
Their exceptional capability in
equalling full size system
performance in a limited studio
space or where system portability is
necessary, is a futher part of their
considered design. In all, the 108
Series embodies all of Quested's

studios is the SSL digital studio Suona di Ripetta.
Down in Naples the main studios include SSL
facility Splash, Saje studio Aita, Executive and
Studio 52. But most recent excitement in Italy has
originated from the Bay of Naples with the
opening of Capri studios on the eponymous island.
Linked by helicopter to the Italian mainland, the
studio includes an SSL G Series desk with Real
World cue matrix and Ultimation. Its
international appeal was underscored by the
opening session; Sting recording with Italian

Hilton Sound Paris. Tel: +33 (1) 46 67 0210.
TV /video standard: PAL G.

Mains Power: 220V/50Hz.

DOWN ON
THE RANCH
Yasmin Hashmi & Stella Plumbridge
report on the headway that digital hard
disk systems are making in American
post -production studios
Iis one thing to

gauge how tapeless systems
Top left:
are developing by seeing them demonstrated
Screen Sound
digital audio system
at pro -audio exhibitions but quite another
visiting some of the leading US post production facilities to see how they operate,
Top right:
whether the technology is catching on and which
A screen from the
systems are making headway.
NED Sounddroid
Eastside Film and Video, based in Manhattan,
audio editing system
New York, is a high -end audio post for video
facility and is currently refurbishing its studios.
Bottom left:
They first bought an NED PostPro for non -linear
Skywalker ranch;
editing, but when the time came for expanding
the Technical
these capabilities, they did not follow the usual
House.
pattern of purchasing successive systems of the
same make, rather they opted for SSL's
ScreenSound. At the time of writing they already
Bottom right:
had two ScreenSounds and were thinking of
Skywalker ranch;
the mixing stage.
purchasing a third. Jim Williamson of Eastside
said that ScreenSound was chosen because it had
an intuitive user interface and that it only took the boasts two large three -man mix rooms, two
operator three days of familiarisation before they
smaller mix rooms (for premixing and sound
could start charging clients. With possibly three
design), a foley stage, ADR stage, a large scoring
in-house ScreenSounds, the question arose as to
room and a screening theatre. The screening
whether networking using SSL's SoundNet was
theatre has a large screen, seats around 300
the next move. The reply was that each studio has people and is fitted with THX. The foley stage is
one ScreenSound and the type of work undertaken specified to 5 dB below the threshold of hearing
can currently be satisfied within each studio.
and has a multitude of walking surfaces such as
However, this may change in future.
genuine cobblestone and sound effects instrument
Skywalker Ranch, owned by George Lucas, is
including a Morris Minor convertible.
one of the most prestigious audio post for film
George Massenberg, while recording Linda
facilities in the world. It is located in quiet
Rondstadt, reputedly said that the scoring room
countryside on the outskirts of San Francisco and
was the best he'd ever recorded in. It contains a
is so remote that it has its own fire engines on -site. large screen and has wall panels that can be
Lucas not only wanted it to be well designed
adjusted to give reverberation from 2.7 s to 8 s. It
technically, but also to be aesthetically pleasing,
also has panels on the ceiling that can be
blending with its surroundings. The Ranch
electronically adjusted.
therefore, does not announce the nature of its
For post -production, Skywalker hold the record
business and could easily be missed from the
for the greatest number of NED systems which
winding country road. It took two and a half years
currently stands at nine. These comprise three of
to build and has been operating for the past four
each of the Synclauier, PostPro and PostPro SD.
years.
Brian Kelly, the Project Manager for Editing
The studios resemble traditional American
Systems, explained that they chose NED because
timber -framed buildings and are built around a
at the time only PostPro and WaveFrame's
small lake. Inside, there is a feeling of tranquility,
CyberFrame were capable of dealing with heavy
with plenty of natural light, plants and tasteful
duty feature film work. CyberFrame was designed
furnishings. The environment is so peaceful that
as a mono dialogue editing machine and did not
one would never guess that there may be up to 100 deal with stereo very well. In addition, the PostPro
employees in the building at any time. The facility could be used either as a stand-alone, or
42
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transparently integrated with the Synclavier for
sound design purposes.
Originally from Glasgow, Scotland, Kelly has
been with LucasFilm for the past nine years. He
used to work for Neve and in collaboration with
SSL, designed the film mixing console for Lucas
which is now marketed as the 5000F. He also
helped in the design of the studio and is currently
working on the refinement and expansion of
SoundDroid software. This should not be confused
with the original SoundDroid system that was one
of the first tapeless systems to be built. Although a
feat of engineering at the time, it was not designed
to be produced in numbers and now sadly
languishes somewhere in the basement because it
is not considered worth keeping operational.
Kelly's SoundDroid software operates with
NED systems and provides both on- and off-line
spotting features. Shipping of SoundDroid was
due to commence at the time of writing. New
enhancements include the ability to cut and paste
parts of the edit list, which will automatically readjust timings, simple assignment of crossfades
and the ability to split a cue across tracks easily. It
will also indicate how much of a cue is not used
(that is the areas outside the in and out points)
and allows the in and out points to be kept locked
against the events list timing whilst sliding the
cue back or forth underneath the points. In
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extraordinary implementation of real -time
networking between the South and North studios.
An example of this was when Ron Howard was
directing the mixing of the film Backdraft. Howard
was in the LA Studio, but the mix was being done
at the Ranch. Both studios had a copy of the
picture and these were synchronised by sending
time code/biphase through the T1 line. The audio,
being mixed and synchronised to the picture at the
Ranch, was also sent through the line which
allowed Howard to listen live in LA and make
decisions that could immediately be implemented
back at the Ranch.
Another use of the system is providing the
Ranch with a live audio source from LA. An
example of this was when the Ranch needed some

addition, the on -line versions can audition cues
from the PostPro directory which can be dragged
into the edit list. There are now many different
ways of listing, printing and displaying lists and
search features have been greatly expanded. The
on -line software will cost around $4,0001£2,367
approx) and the off-line version around $1,800
(£1,065 approx).
Since there is potentially much interaction
between rooms at the Ranch, the idea is to
network the NED systems as soon as this becomes
possible. However, Skywalker are already using
available networks in some interesting ways. Kelly
works for Torn Scott who is the Director of
Skywalker Sound (the post- production division of

LucasArts Entertainment). Skywalker Sound
North is based at the Ranch, with Skywalker
Sound South based in Los Angeles. The entire
company is networked using Ethernet and there is
a Ti digital telephone link between the South and
North studios. There are currently around seven
beta tests sites for SoundDroid, including the LA
studio, and, if any problems occur, they can be
solved using AppleShare networking via the T:
line.
However, the Ti lines have other uses,
including carrying phone lines, computing
information, accounts and high quality audio
(normally Dolby stereo). This had led to an

ADR from Arnold Schwarzenegger, who was in
LA. Both studios again had synchronised pictures,
but this time 'Arnie' provided the source, speaking
his lines in the LA studio, but which were
recorded, via TI, at the Ranch. Since many actors
will be in LA rather than in or around San

Francisco, this facility can prove extremely
convenient and cost effective.
LucasFilm were also responsible for creating
one of the first disc -based picture editing systems,
namely EditDroid. There are 30 of these in
existence, six are based at the Ranch and the
remainder are on rental to other facilities. The
system uses laser discs (with non -compressed
data) and allows the generation of frame accurate
negative edit decision lists in various formats,
irrespective of which frame rate is being used by
the video or film.
It seemed that wherever we went in the USA,
someone had something to do with the sound for
Terminator II. Skywalker was no exception and,
amongst other things, provided all the custom
effects which were generated on Synclavier. By all
accounts, this picture has proved to be one of the
most challenging and demanding with constant
last minute changes, not only to the sound, but to
the picture once the sound had been mixed. If ever
there was a need for non -destructive editing, this
would be a prime example
one feels almost
obliged to see the film if only as a tribute to all
those who toiled relentlessly over it.
Universal City Studios, near Los Angeles,

-

provides another typically US superlative as being
one of the most famous film studios in the world.
The Sound Department is run by Bill Varney
whose Chief Engineer is David 'Doc' Goldstein.
Goldstein used to work at Warner Hollywood and
has been at Universal for the past six years. They
currently have a SoundStation II and a Sonic
System. The SoundStation II is an eight -channel
system with WordFit and TimeWarp and is used
mainly for dialogue editing (sound effects
prelaying is still being done using tape machines).
It was chosen because of its user interface which
was felt to be more familiar to editors and less
computer -like. It only required one day's training
for the operator to become sufficiently familiar
with the system (although he was already used to
the technology).
The Sonic System supports four channels with
digital mixing and NoNoise and at the time of
writing, Universal were beta testing Sonic's film
editing software. The system has been used
extensively to clean up old sound tracks for rereleases such as 'Dracula', which took two and a
half days to de-crackle alone. An Albrecht is used
for the playback of the old optical tracks and the
sound is transferred digitally to the Sonic System
via a DAT machine. Although the DAT machine
does not have time code, Goldstein maintained
that they do not encounter synchronisation
problems because its speed is so stable. The audio
is kept in the digital domain for as long as possible
and the department is planning a digital archiving
programme that will consist of storing the audio
on Mitsubishi X-880 PD format.
The studio works as an independent company,
with at least half of its business provided by
companies outside Universal. In -house work
includes reworking films for television and the
airlines. It has five dubbing rooms and stages for
ADR, Foley and scoring. Dubbing rooms 1, 2 and 3
share the same machine room. Within the machine
room, equipment is subdivided for each dubbing
room, but the close proximity means that any
equipment can be routed to any room. This means
that any of the three dubbing rooms can act as a
film stage or video stage simultaneously and all
machines (including a number of multitrack
playback machines) can be controlled from one
43

together. This means that with around a third of
the business being video- based, no time is lost in
switching between one format and another. During
our visit, the foley stage was being used for
`Murder She Wrote' the artists' performances
being recorded to film. The speed and accuracy of
such professional foley artists cannot be matched
using a digital audio workstation and sound effects
library combination particularly if the same
dynamic expression and range of effects are to be
achieved. This was confirmed by Goldstein who
stated that Universal use tapeless systems where
they make sense, but not for foley.
Todd AO provides yet another superlative,
claiming to be the largest independent post production facility in the world. Based in both Los
Angeles and New York, Todd mainly specialises in
feature films and episodic movies and has around
19 stages and a modest 37 Otari MTR 90s! John
Haeny, who helps run the facility used to work in
the music industry before moving to film 10 years
ago. He maintains that there are a lot of
applications where tapeless systems are used

rto the multi-control is the MC2 11
e by Jim Ketchum. This provides
11111e roue, u(pl)ase and RS422 outputs.
The dubbing rooms can handle any kind of film
or tape and each have a three -man mixing console.
The range of consoles within the studio include
Harrisons, Quad 8s, an SSL 5000, a Neve and a
Neotek in the foley stage. Dubbing room 4, called
the Hitchcock theatre, sports the SSL and has its
own machine room containing 40 machines, each
capable of providing from one to six tracks. The
Hitchcock Theatre has-been used for many of
Spielberg's films (such as Back to the Future) and
is reckoned by Goldstein to be the best dubbing
theatre in the world due to its unique combination
of people, equipment and film acoustics. Dubbing
room 5 is a small room that is used for all types of
work including film, video, foreign dubs and sound
effects editing.
The ADR stage can use film or 24 -track tape.
Goldstein maintains that the difference between
Universal and other post facilities is that in
Universal, film and video are always locked
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where they need not be and often their primary
use is to attract a certain type of client. He is
sceptical of the current usefulness of tapeless
systems when it comes to sound editing for feature
films, stating that typically, a film can use
between 60 to 200 tracks of sound whereas
tapeless systems generally provide only 16 or 24
channels at most. He added that another
drawback is loading time, plus the time it takes to
label cues and maintains that a soundtrack can be
cut using a multitrack tape machine in the time it
takes to load a tapeless system.
Haeny does, however, feel that the dialogue
editing process may benefit from tapeless system
technology since episodic shows can be compiled
using only eight tracks. He also feels that they are
perfect for ADR and foley because they can control
backwards time code locked to tape. But samplers
provide more manipulation of sound than
conventional equipment, which is why Todd
currently have three large Synclaviers and nine
Adap I systems for sound effects/design as well as
Digidesign's Sound Tools. These were used
extensively for films such as `RoboCop III' and for
environmental and special effects for `Robin Hood
Prince of Thieves' (which used 84 tracks just for
bows and arrows sound effects). As one can
imagine, Todd's sound library is huge and employs
a full time librarian. Apart from the Synclauier,
which is backed up on MO, the library is backed
up on DAT.
With respect to multichannel tapeless systems,
Haeny stated that Todd are going to bite the
bullet, but that they're going to take their time. He
would be encouraged if multichannel MO drives
were to become widely used, but believes that tape
still has 5 -10 years more as the principle mode of
transportation. Before Todd were to move in this
direction, they would have to be sure that there is
a system that will suit their purposes. Haeny
believes that form and function are even more
important than how the system sounds and it
would need to be capable of revolutionising or
streamlining their current operations.
Haeny added that a strong point in favour of
any tapeless system manufacturer is if they allow
non -proprietary peripherals to be used with the
system. Clear information on how much software
upgrades were likely to cost and whether
hardware upgrades would be needed would also be
appreciated. However, perhaps most importantly,
the manufacturer should be able to provide
satisfactory backup and customer support an
issue that is bound to affect the eligibility on nonUS-based manufacturers.
With so much potential input to offer, it is
perhaps surprising that Todd AO have not yet
been consulted by a single tapeless system
manufacturer. Nonetheless, when they make their
assessment of potential tapeless system
candidates, they will have a predesigned test
procedure consisting of both objective and
subjective testing. Despite the reservations, Haeny
admits that features such as time
compression/expansion and non -destructive
editing are making tapeless systems increasingly
irresistible.
Unfortunately, our itinerary prevented us from
visiting Columbia Westside Studios which holds
yet another world record in having the greatest
number of CyberFrames in the world they
currently have 21 systems. But in a country full of
superlatives, it is no surprise that the USA leads
the way in tapeless system application.
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PURE DIGITAL.
OPERATE
SUN TO MAIN

MAIN TO SUN

OLL EVENTS
00 TO CHANGE SETT

Bc'ttom Line Orientation.
Creating a "sound" that attracts and holds the
largest possible audience is the bottom line in the
rtdio business. And the new OP'l'IMOD -FNI
D git :1l 8200 is a technological breakthrough with
hl tram line impact.

Digital Makes the Best Even Better.
The power of digital propels the 820( to new levels
of performance and fanctionality. OP'l'IMOI) -FINI
8200 is a trine digital audio processor-the audio is
digitized and all control functions arc digital.
What is the value of digital processing and
control? In addition :o a better sound, digital makes
the OP"l'IMOI) -FM more user-friendly, more
programmable, more flexible. Simply put, because
the OP'l'IMOD -FAl is easier to
adapt to a station's programming
needs, it will produce more
benefit, more of the time.

changed with
the push of a

button -select
the protection
MVP for total

SMTWTFS ur0:00:00
04:00 :00
5
04:05:00
SNTWTFS 00:00:00
0TWTF 00 :00:00
S 06:00:00
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î_t9RF'"?I

Use the

NIGHT SHOW
TEST TONE
NIGHT SHOW
NIGHT SHOW
12 AN JOCK
23 TELEPHONE .TAIT
20 TELEPHONE TALK.
05
TT
05
05

13

EIOP, t9WSI

GON EPT

8200's Automatic Preset Switching to

autometieally change the processing on a programmed schedule. Ideal for dayparting or multi- format

stations.
transparency, or
o
-hand
NIVP for an improved version of the
the tw
traditional open, bright and natural OP'l'IMOD -FM
sound which helped make thousands of stations
successful. Choose the optional multi -band NIVP
and meet the challenge of competitive major- market
processing with selectable speeds to match any format.

Power. Potential. Profitability.
'Like -dvantage of the power, potential and
profitability of the OP'l'IMOD -FM 8200.::all your
dealer now for a personal, hands on evaluation of the 82110.
The OP'l'IMOD -FM 8200

OPTIM O1/-FM

The Processor with Multiple Personalities.

With most convertional processors, multiple
processing configurations require multiple boxes.
With the 8200's Multiple Variable Processing (NIVP)
architecture, processing configurations can be
c 1891

AKG Acoistics. Inc.

Orean anc Optimod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics. Inc.
AK3 is a registered trademarkot Akustische U. Kino-Geräte Ges.m.b.H. Austria.

technological breakthrough
w idi bottom line impact. 'Ehe power of
OP'l'l
in pure dig:tal.
is a

\l:)D-

(*Alan
AKG Acoustics Plc.,
Vienna Court, -0mmas Road,
Godalming, Surrey GU7 11G.
Telephone: 0483-425702.
Facsimile: 0483-428967.

B uilt to blast!
A technical report by Sam Wise on

Australian Monitor's AM -1600
a contrast to last month's amplifier
review, we asked Steve Smith of the Sound
Department to let us test this import from
Australia. It is a no- compromise brute of an
amplifier, making no concession to weight or the
transient nature of audio signals, and is designed
to be just as happy powering a shaker table as it is
a loudspeaker. This contrasts with the Chameleon
design, which is optimised for price and weight
while still achieving high output power under
music drive conditions. The Australian Monitor is
rated into 2 Q (single channel) or 4 S2 (bridged)
which the Chameleon is not. Another difference
between Chameleon and AM-1600 is in output
devices, the former using bi -polar transistors, the
latter MOS -FETs.
Continuously driven, the Australian Monitor is
rated to deliver 810 W into 4 S2 per channel (both
driven), while the Chameleon achieves 650W. But
on the Australian Monitor `dynamic power' rating,
950 W per channel into 4 0 (both driven) is
specified. This dynamic power rating is according
to the E1A standard mentioned last month.
Chameleon achieves a measured 940 W /channel
according to this standard, an almost identical
rating. But what does `continuous' as stated by
As
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Australian Monitor mean compared to the
Chameleon two minutes on, eight minutes off
`sinewave power' rating? And, the final question is,
what does this mean in audio application terms?

First impressions
This looks like an AMPLIFIER. As my son so aptly
put it, `if it was a person, I wouldn't want to get hit
in the face by it'. The front panel is of 6 mm thick
aluminium extrusion, with a grey satin anodised
finish having dark blue and black screen printed
lettering. The centre of the panel is made of a
further black anodised plate having white
lettering. The contrast and style of lettering makes
things easy to read. At the left and right ends of
the front panel, massive black handles are
mounted, protecting the large fan grilles beneath
them, and also preventing damage to the other
front panel controls. The handles were not
particularly easy on the hands, having fairly sharp
edges.
The centre of the panel is occupied by the mains
power rocker switch, with thermal cut-out
indicator above. At the left and right of this are

the level controls and meters, which are described
in detail later. This central panel is held on by four
allen head machine screws, and has the meter
PCB attached to the rear. Servicing access is
relatively easy, but the unit cannot be directly
unplugged for exchange.
The rear panel is constructed of the same
massive extrusion, which is not only 6 mm thick,
but has a 35 mm deep return on the rear which
stiffens it, and provides the slots for nuts
mounting the equally massive heatsink extrusions
running front to rear. These heatsinks, which are
the left and right chassis members, are 110 mm x
125 mm in section. Each forms a tunnel in the
centre and on all four sides through which air is
forced by a fan mounted on each. Airflow is from
front to rear.
Even though strongly built, the manufacturers
recommend that both the front and rear are
supported in rack mount applications. The
AM -1600 is more conventionally proportioned than
the Chameleon, being 3 U in height and about
370 mm deep (omitting connectors).

Internals
The sheet steel top cover is held on by six screws
each side and two in the centre of the top. The
cover protruded a little on the top between the
amplifier sides and central fixing screw. This could
cause the amplifier to bind to equipment above

when rack mounted, so some additional top fixings
are recommended. Following removal of the top,
the bottom cover is retained only by two centre
fixing screws.
Channel electronics can be unplugged and easily
removed as a unit for quick servicing. To get at the
power devices the whole heatsink assembly must
be removed by loosening six bolts and sliding out,
with some soldering required. The power supply
components are all connected with Mn faston
connectors.
Apart from the meter PCB, which seems rather
feebly attached by two screws at its centre, the
build quality of the amplifier gives a feeling of
confidence.

Power supply
The entire centre of the unit is filled with a very
large toroidal power transformer. This is
physically at least twice as large as that in the
Chameleon. To the rear is a PCB containing the
surge limitation circuitry, output muting and fan
speed control. Below this are mounted two large
power rectifiers, with a huge capacitor on each
side. As will be seen from the measured results
below, this is what a designer would call a `stiff
power supply, designed to deliver the full load
continuously. But the cost is in terms of size and
weight.

Cooling system

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Output power ® 1kHz
0.05% THD/RMS Continuous
Bridged output power
Dynamic Power- E1A RS-490
Damping Factor
Slew Rate
Rise Time
Voltage Gain
Signal to Noise
THD +N
SMPTE IMD
CCIF IMD
Input Common Mode Rejection Ratio

Channel Separation
Frequency Response
Power Bandwidth ( -3 dB)
Input Overload

520 W/8 SI single channel, 470 W /ch both
900 W/4 0 single channel, 810 W /ch both
1200 W/2 0 single channel, 1100 W /ch both
1620 W/8 II
2100 W/4 S2
950 W/4 0, both channels driven
>650 at 1 kHz re: 8 51
65 V /µs
2.2 us @ 170 V pk -pk
38.5 dB
105 dB RE:rated power into 4 0, A weighted
<0.005% at 1 kHz
<0.015%
<0.01%
better than 90 dB
better than 90 dB
-0.5 dB (20 Hz), -0.15 dB (20 kHz)
5 Hz to 90 kHz
-20.6 dBu

DIMENSIONS
(HxWxD) excluding handles

Depth including handles
Weight

133mmx482mmx375mm
460 mm
30 kgs

the casual observer. As level rises, the meters
make their way from green, through yellow to red
in 10 x 3 dB steps from -27 dB to 0 (clipping).
Meter ballistics and accuracy are not specified, but
rise time is fairly slow with some overshoot,
indicating a characteristic more like a VU than
peak reading meter. Meters are accurate to within
0.1 dB except at -6 which is in error by 0.5 dB. We
found when measuring with fast transients
(20 ms), that levels more than 8 dB above output

clipping would not illuminate the overload
indicator, reading -3 dB on the meter. Increasing
the burst time to 50 ms just illuminated OVERLOAD.
The same under -reading occurred while measuring
peak power with music signals.
A FAULT led is located adjacent to the CLIP led.
This illuminates orange in the event of an output
short circuit, or due to a failure of the negative rail
fuse. Indication only occurs in the presence of
signal. Driving the amplifier into an excessively

The output and driver devices for each channel are
bolted onto the left and right sides of each
heatsink, with each of the two sets of audio
electronics mounted on a single PCB fixed to the
bottom of their respective heatsinks. Each of these
areas benefits from direct airflow, as well as the
heat distribution effect of the large volume of
heatsink metal. There are no filters provided for
the cooling system. Two thermal sensors are
mounted on each heatsink assembly. The first,
operating at 60 °C, increases cooling fan speed,
while the second, triggering at 90°C results in

temporary thermal shut -down.

Front panel controls
and indicators
The input level controls are rather ordinary
looking pots with 21 detents calibrated from 0 dB
to 20 dB attenuation. then off. Pot calibration

relating the knob markings to actual attenuation
is somewhat inaccurate, being in error by between
1.3 and 2.7 dB from the -1 to -8 settings, improving
at higher attenuation levels. More importantly
however, matching between left and right
channels is superb, being within 0.1 at all
attenuator settings.
The led ladder array meters initially indicate
that the amplifier is on, illuminating a pair of
green leds at the bottom of the array. The first
indicates that the low voltage supplies are present,
the second the high voltage rail. These functions
are not labelled and would not be meaningful to
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Fig.

1: Amplifier

turn-on in -rush current. Note bypass of soft start resistor at 650 ms

low impedance, or into extreme clipping will also
cause intermittent flashing of the FAULT led in the
presence of signal.

Rear p anel and
connectors
Like the front, the rear panel has two handles
protecting the fan grilles and other rear panel
components. At the centre of the panel is the fixed

mains cable, a large gauge obviously designed to
tolerate the current which is present in 120V
power systems. Directly above this is a mains
thermal circuit breaker which will trip to protect
the power supply against excessive heating. This
should only activate with continuous sinewave
drive into low impedance loads.
Each channel has a pair ofXLR -3 input
connectors, one male, the other female. This is to
assist with looping a signal between amplifier
channels. Thankfully, pin 2 is in -phase per AES
standards. No BRIDGE MODE switch is provided, so

-i- f

-
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Fig. 2: Common mode rejection ratio of both channels driven simultaneously at
10 dB below 810 W /channel, into 4 S
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TASCAM

LIFE

WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN

From our first 3 -head, 3 -motor

stereo recorder through 4, 8, 16
to 24 track, from open -reel to
cassette, from analogue to

digital our commitment to
Research & Development has

created audio milestones which
have changed forever the way in
which music is recorded.
The

worldwide success of our

recorders has to some degree
overshadowed the fact that
TASCAM are also one of the
world's largest manufacturers of
mixing corsoles with an

unparalleled reputation for
reliability and sonic integrity.

movement and every automated
switch movement in either
realtime or snapshot mode.

Imagine a console which stores
mixes onboard for instant access
in theatre, concert, post

production or recording
situations.
Imagine a console which
affords you the luxury of being
able to experiment endlessly or
fine-tune any mix without losing
the inspiration of the original.
Imagine never again having to
re-do an entire mix because of
one mistake.

The recent M-2500, M-3500
and M -700 have led a quiet
revolution in console design
which continues with the release
of the automated M -3700 series.

Imagine really being in
total control.

Imagine a console that
remembers every fader

Sample one right now - your
life will never be the same again.

TEAC UK

Limited.

5

Imagine the reality of the
M -3700.

Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts. WD1 8YA. Tel: 0923 225235. Fax: 0923 36290

M-3700 £8750.00, M- 3700 -32 £9750.00 (All prices exclude VAT and are correct at time of going to press).

PHASE (DEGREES)

AMPLITUDE (dBr)

90

0
Phase response

operating in bridge mode requires a phase
inverting jumper and equal front panel level
settings.
Outputs are available on five -way binding posts
in parallel with an XLR-3 male. While XLR's have
been widely used for loudspeaker connection, this
amplifier will operate at 25A into 2Q, well beyond
their 16A rating.
The rear panel also contains positive and
negative high voltage rail fuses on each channel.

Turn -on surge
limiting
As in many modern amplifiers, an in -rush or surge
limiting resistor is switched temporarily into the

mains input at turn-on. Unlike the Chameleon, the
surge limiting resistor is not protected by a
thermal fuse, though it does have a high thermal
rating. Failure of the surge limiting system is
indicated by continuous illumination of the
Thermal led after switch -on. Fig. l shows the
surge current, which reaches a peak of about 23A
at 600ms after turn-on as the limiting resistor is
switched out.

Inputs
Inputs are electronically balanced. Common mode
rejection is shown in Fig. 2. At 70 to 75 dB at
1kHz this result is below the specified
performance of 90 dB. Input impedance is as
specified at about 9k S2 at 1 kHz, with little
variation at other frequencies. As stated in
previous reviews, a little higher impedance may be
preferred.
The manufacturer warns about overdriving the
inputs, and recommends running the amplifier
with input level at maximum. With a maximum
voltage gain of 35.8 dB, an input level of 11.6 dBu
is required to give full output into a 4 52 load.
Reducing the gain by setting input level to 20 dB
attenuation reveals an input clipping level of
25.3 dBu, which is more than sufficient.

Frequency
response, phase and
slew rate

Fig. 3 shows the frequency and phase response.
There is very little out of band filtering, giving a
very flat high frequency response, being down only
0.2 dB at 20 kHz, but possibly leaving the door
open for muck to get in.
Slew rate is right on target, meeting the specified
65 V/µs, with a rise time as specified of 2.1 µs at
170 V peak -to-peak.

45
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Fig. 3: Amplitude response of channel 1, driven at 0, 5, 10 and 15 dB below
810 W /channel into 4 Q. Little HF roll off is evident
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Fig. 4: Channel separation, channel

alternately at 810 W/channel

1

and 2 loaded with 452, each channel driven

is due in part to the higher voltage and current

occurring at the amplifier output, but also due to
interaction between the shared portions of the
power supply. In the Australian Monitor, the
design approach is nearly the same as Chameleon.
The power transformer has two independent and
nominally identical secondary windings, with
totally independent rectifiers and smoothing
capacitors. The high output voltage and current
can interact with input circuitry, making it
imperative to measure crosstalk with one channel
going full blast, and the other in a ready to run
condition, but with a terminated input. For some

TABLE

1:

reason the Australian Monitor specifies crosstalk
with the undriven channel input level control
turned completely down! In practice, we could not
achieve their published results, but the state of the
input level control made no difference.
Fig. 4 shows the crosstalk variation with
frequency at rated output power into 4 52. The
unused input is terminated in 50 Q. At the more
audible lower frequencies, the unit achieved 90 dB
separation, compared to a specified 94 dB. At
higher frequencies, the performance declined with
respect to the specification, being about 10 dB
worse between 3 kHz and 20 kHz. In most

BROADBAND NOISE

r.m.s.

r.m.s.

Q-peak

22 -22k

400-22k

A-wtd

Channel separation

Channel 1 4S2
(ref. 800 W / 4S2)

-70 dBu
107.8 dB

-73.7 dBu
111.4 dB

-75.1 dBu
113 dB

-63.7 dBu
101.5 dB

-60.5 dBu
98.2 dB

Power amplifiers can be prone to more serious
crosstalk problems than line level electronics. This

Channel 2 4S2
(ref. 800 W / 452)

-69.5 dBu
107.2 dB

-73.0 dBu
110.7 dB

-74.4 dBu
112.2 dB

-62.2 dBu
100 dB

-58.6 dBu
96.5 dB
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Conditions

:

:

Q -peak

22 -22k

flat

Q-peak
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY

BS 6840:1988

Distortion Limited
Output Power
AM
Continuous
power rating

-

STANDARDISED POWER OUTPUT RATINGS

OF

1

ch driven

4

ohms

2 ch driven
4 ohms

1

ch driven

2 ch

8

ohms

8

driven
ohms

995 W

900 W/ch

540 W

514 W /ch

900 W spec

810 W spec

520 W spec

470 W spec

Bridged
8/4 ohms

not tested
1620/2100
W spec

EIA RS -490
Continuous Avg
Power
AM
Continuous
power rating

995 W

900 W/ch

540 W

514 W /ch

900 W spec

810 W spec

520 W spec

470 W spec

EIA RS-490
Dynamic Power
AM
dynamic
power rating
(Dynamic Headroom)

1025 W

-

not tested
1620/2100
W spec

950 W/ch

-

514 W

540 W

Output power
ratings
Last month we investigated various steady -state
continuous) and dynamic power ratings.
Australian Monitor use the EIA RS -490 dynamic
power method, which requires a 20 cycle burst at
full power, followed by 480 cycles with the level
reduced by 20 dB. We confirmed the Australian
Monitor results by their method, then produced a
matching set of measurements to those
undertaken on the Chameleon for comparison.
Results are given in Table 2.
In each case the AM -1600 exceeded its
specification, and appears able to deliver
maximum output almost indefinitely. It was run at
full output for 30 minutes until we were forced to
stop by overheating load resistors. But, since long
term performance virtually matches transient
performance, peak or music power is the same as a
continuous power.

950 W/ch spec

(

RMS 20 ms on/
80 ms off
Eq to Hill

(0.1 dB)

(0.2 dB)

(0.1 dB)

(0 dB)

1000 W

910 W

550 W

520 W

No spec

No spec

No spec

No spec

950 W

845 W/ch

540 W

483 W /ch

No Spec

No spec

No spec

No spec

Transient Power
RMS 200 ms on/
800 ms off
Eq to Hill Dynamic Power

applications, this will not be audible. Dynamic
response of both channels is well matched,
indicating the probability of good stereo imaging.

Noise and distortion
Table 1 gives the wideband noise measurements.
As with Chameleon, the top figure gives the actual

output noise level, while the bottom figure
indicates the dynamic range. The Australian
Monitor dynamic range specification of 105 dB
A-weighted, is well exceeded by the measured
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DISTORTION AND NOISE
(dB RE. 810W/a OHMS)

es-

01

0.

ready for 18 to 20 -bit digital audio. Noise levels do
not vary with the load impedance.
Under high drive conditions, noise and hum
increase only slightly. This is evident from Fig. 5

_

earthed screen connection between the test set
output and the amplifier input. This is not
optimum for cross -talk measurements, which are
best with the screen connected amplifier end only.
Unfortunately, users cannot operate in both
modes at the same time to get best performance.
We recommend compromising the crosstalk by
leaving the screens connected through, since that
will have least aural effect.

Fig. 6: Swept total harmonic distortion
noise, channel 1 and 2 driven at 810 W

into 4

+

51

4 Q across the audio band. This is inside specified

limits, again a good performance. Likewise,
SMPTE and CCIF twin -tone measurements are
within specification at all operating levels and
loads, being less than 0.005% in both cases. We did
find that the audio connections for the best
distortion or noise performance required an

Peak power using
music signals
Except for a marginal improvement on the Indie
Rock programme, there is little to choose between
Chameleon and the AM-1600 when driven from
wideband music signals. The next investigation is
to compare the two amplifiers on band -limited
signals such as those produced when driving bi -,
tri -, or quad-amplified loudspeaker systems.
Separating frequency bands may result in lower
peak -to -mean signal ratios, placing a further
burden upon the amplifier. This we hope to
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1.0K
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FREQUENCY Hz)

Averaged distortion and noise
spectrum output in the presence of a
1 kHz signal at 810 W into 4 SI
Fig.

i

e

5:

which shows the signal, distortion and noise
spectrum in the presence of a 1 kHz tone at rated
power into 4 Q.
Total harmonic distortion was measured under a
variety of operating conditions. Fig. 6 shows a
swept measurement of THD +N at rated power into

As a protective limiter for live recording and broadcasting
For dynamic range reduction in professional to semi -pro format transfers
Incorporates independent flat limiters and variable emphasis limiters
Manufactured using BBC design information
PPM10 In- vision PPM and Charts

Twin Twin PPM Rack and Box Units
Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz
Advanced Active Aerial Stabilizers and Fixed Shift Circuit Boards for howl reduction
10 Outlet Distribution
Amplifier 4
Peak Deviation Meter
PPM5 hybrid, PPM9 Microprocessor and PPM8 IEC/DIN -50/+6dB drives and
movements
Broadcast Stereo Coders
Philips DC777 Short Wave Car Combination: discount £215 + VAT.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
THE FORGE, CRANLEIGH, SURREY GU6 7BG
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TEL: 0483-275997 FAX: 0483 -276477
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BOKSE SM9
BOKSE SM8
DBX 150 stereo noise reduction unit, (6 available)
DBX 160 compressor
DOD R825 stereo compressor
Dolby 280 SR CARDS (12 available)
Dolby-A 36014 units)
Dolby-A M24
Dolby A & SR units
Drawmer LX20
Drawmer DS201 Dual gate
Drawmer DL221 Dual comp/lim
EMT 140 stereo echo plate with remote

USED EQUIPMENT

Ai
AT

AFFORDABLE

I'1
PRICES

tony larking professional salesT

D

£550

MCI 2 track in hardwood console, 71/2- 15 -30ips
MITSUBISHI
Mitsubishi X880 32 track digital
Mitsubishi X850 32 track digital
NAKAMICHI
Nakamichi MR -1 cassette decks, 2 available.

POA
£35,000
£395ea

OTARI
Otani MTR90 MK2 24 track, remote /auto
Otani MX5050 MK3 8 track
Otani MX50504 track 1/4"

MX55 2 track Time code machine with trolloy
CB120B Ucode autolocator, use with MX80/MTR100

CONSOLES (used)
AMEK
Amek Angela 42 frame fitted with 28 inputs, coming
VGC
POA
soon
Amek BC2 broadcast console 8/8/4/2/ with full p /bay
IMMACULATE £11,995
£2,995
Amek MC01 broadcast console 12 -4
CALREC
VGC
POA
Calrec UA8000 48 channel with automation
HARRISON
Harrison MR4 36 channels, owner from new,
private use only
VGC £19,995
NEVE
Neve VR60 Recall + Flying Faders
VGC
POA
VGC
POA
Neve V-3 60 frame fitted 48 ch. flying faders
Neve V-1 48 frame fitted 40 channels, p/bay
£49,950
IMMACULATE £30,000
51 series 24-8-8 broadcast console
£1,995
Neve 542 8 inputs, 2 groups
VGC
VGC
£995
Neve 10 channel line amps in 19" rack
Neve assorted spare modules, mic amps,
POA
routing modules, PPM's etc.
NEVE 2 CHANNEL EO UNITS
2 Neve eq modules fitted into new 1U x 19" rack mounting
case with separate balanced Mic /Line
inputs, balanced in /outputs, 240/110 volts
£1,295
NEVE COMPRESSOR /LIMITERS
fitted
into
1U
2 Neve compressor/limiters
£1,495
rack mounting case, 240/110 volts.
VGC
SOUNDCRAFT
TS24 40 frame fitted 36 ch + 8 fx ret, Mastermix VGC
POA
POA
Soundcraft TS1 2 40 channels, 8 VCA sub groups VGC
£7,995
6000 36/24/24 p/bay, little private use only AS NEW
AS NEW
£1,995
Spirit Studio 24 channels, private use
SOUNDTRACS
£9,995
CP6800 32/24, p/bay, CMS3, 8 ch parametric eq. VGC
CM4400 32 inputs, 24 monitors, 56 inputs in remixVGC £3,500
VGC £19,995
Soundtracs 1E4832 p/bay. automation.
VGC £19,000
Soundtracs QUARTZ 48 channels, private use
VGC £12,995
Soundtracs QUARTZ 32 channels
VGC
£2,495
Soundtracs MRX 24/8/16
NEW £45,000
ERIC 64 channels. automation, p /bay
NEW £3,200
Soundtracs MCX32
SSL
VGC
POA
SSL 4048E total recall, G- Series computer
VGC
POA
SSE 4048E total recall
VGC
POA
SSL 4000E total recall, 56 frame fitted 52 ch
SSL 5000 series
WANTED
£1,495
SSL E Series input module, unused
TRIDENT
TSM 32 ch, LED metering, internal 19" FX
IMMAC £11,995
Trident 80B 30/24/24 p/bay. eq on monitors. ownerVGC POA
Trimix 38inputs, 8 s/groups, 8 way matrix output VGC
£3,995
1
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VGC
VGC
VGC
VGC

1

£12,995
£1,500
E550

£1,995
£1,400

SATURN
AS NEW £15,995
624 24 track with remote/auto,1,000hrs
SOUNDCRAFT
£5,995
MK3 24 track with remote. Soundcraft serviced VGC
IMMACULATE £3,450
MK2 16 track, 2" with remote
SONY
WANTED
Sony 3324
VGC £55,000
Sony 3324A almost new, very low hours.
£395
Sony PCM701 ES with SLC9
STUDER
A80 16 track MKt with full remote /auto
1300 hrs t 5 /30ips
OFFERS
£8,500
Studer A80 MK2 24 track with autolocator
VGC
VGC
£1,995
Studer A80 MK2 2 track t 5 /30ips
VGC £11,995
Studer A80 MK3 24 track, only 2,800 hrs.
£15,000
Studer A800 24 track, rem /auto (3 available) from
£995
Studer B67 in console with VU's 71/2- 15 -30ips VGC
VGC £495ea
Studer B62 in console with VU's, 2 available.
TASCAM
ATR24, 24 track 2" with remote /autolocate, privateVGC
POA
Tascam MSR24DBX
EX DEMO
£4,995
NEW
£7,500
Tascam MSR24S
£3,500
Tascam MS16 with DBX, rem /auto, in console VGC
£250
Tascam X1000 2 track. has been rack mounted
VGC
£395
Tascam 32 2 track
VGC
£250
Tascam 122 cassette deck
Teac V300 cassette deck
VGC
£95
3M
VGC
£5,500
3M M79 24 track with remote

niimilffiridil

24 TRACK PACKAGES (used)
Soundcraft 6000 36/24/24 patchbay, private use only, as new
Soundcraft MK3 24 track recorder with remote,
S/craft

serviced. vgc with loom.

£12,995

Soundtracs Magee Inew) 32/24/24 with midi muting
Soundcraft MK3 24 track recorder with remote,
S/crab serviced. vgc with loom.

£12,995

Soundtracs CP6800 32/24/24 patchbay, vgc
Soundcraft MK3 24 track recorder with remote,
S/craft serviced, vgc with loom.

£14,995

£225
£260

£260
£995
£4,500
£595
£400
£295ea
£345
£495

Emulator 3. 40 meg internal drive, 8 meg RAM
Eventide H949
Eventide H910
Klark Technik DN22 graphic eq (2 available)
Klark Technik DN27 graphic eq
Klark Technik DN34
Korg 7005
POA
Lexicon 480L
£4,995
£300
Lexicon Prime Time
Manley 300 watt valve mono amps, pair
NEW
POA
Manley stereo valve compressor
NEW
POA
Manley stereo valve enhanced Pultec EQ
NEW
£1,295
Manley stereo valve mic pre-amp
POA
NEW
Neve 2 channel eq, 1U high 19" rack mounting, mic/line
inputs, 240/110 volts
VGC
£1,295
Neve 2 channel comppim, 1U mounting, 240/110VGC
£1,495
Patchbays GPO 2x24 row (2 available)
£25ea
(2 available)
P &G Faders model D25081 short travel, 24 availableNEW POA
Pro Audio PA20 graphic eq.
£95
Roland SPV -355 pitchNoltage synth
£150
Roland SRV2000
£250
Roland Dimension D
£295
£125
Scinbllator
Survival Projects stereo panner
£395
Synton 903 phaser
£195
Valley People Keepex 2 (pair)
£250
XRI XR300 SMPTE Syncroniser
£155
Yamaha TX81 Z
£195
Yamaha REV7
£475
Yamaha Q2031 2x31 band graphic eq.
£175
MONITORS (used)
PAIR
VGC
Court large studio monitors
£495
VGC
£1,995
JBL4435
£595
Lockwood Academy cabs/I-annoy 15" Super Reds
POA
UREI 813C coming soon, phone for details
Tannoy FSM
£1,2500
£100
Visonik David 5000
Visonik David 4000 with Sub 3 Bass cabinet
£250
£125
Visonik David 6001
E1,500
Westlake BBSM10
Yamaha NS1OM
£125

AMPS (used)
Amcron DC75
FM600

£195
POA
£550
£175ea

Yamaha PC2002M
Quad 306 (4 available)

MICROPHONES & HEADPHONES (used)
POA
AKG C12a
AKG C414EB
£325
£75
AKG D12E
£55ea
Amcron PZM 30GPB (3 available)
BBC 4038 ribbon mies (2 available)
POA
£55
C-Ducer CX
Neumann U87 new capsule)
£750
Neumann U47 fet new capsule)
£750
Neumann U47 valve new capsule)
£1,800
Neumann U49 valve mie with psu,
IMMACULATE
£1,995
Shure SM81
£150
£75ea
Shure SM58 (5 available)
VFL CR -3A large capsule condenser mie with wind shield,

stand &suspension mounts

NEW

(26,995

£495

new

Harrison MR3 36 channels, patchbay, ptivate use only
Studer A80 MK3 with remote /autolocate only 3000hrs
with loom

£125
£125
£155ea
£375
£195
£350ea
£600
£1,500
WANTED

from tony larking professional sales

VARIOUS (used)
RECORDERS (used)
AKAI
£12,000
AKAI A-DAM 24 Channel system, demo use only
£6,500
AKAI A-DAM 12 Channel system, demo use only
AMS
£24,000
AMS Audiofile 11 tin Bout, 8.12e software, demo
AWAI
£495
AIWA Excelia R -DAT
£75ea
AIWA F770 cassette deck (2 available)
£45
AIWA F250 cassette deck
FOSTEX
NEW
£8,500
Fostex G24S
Fostex D20 R -DAT,
VGC
£3,750
serviced by Fostex. 3 months warranty
ITC CART MACHINES

£295
£195

ITC mono record/replay. (2 avai able)
ITC mono replay only (2 available)

JVC
JVC 6400 professional VHS edit, recent new heads.VGC

£795

MCI
MCI JH110 2 track 1/4" & 1/2" headblocks

25 mins from M25,

Al Junction

9, 25

£1,500

AK 410 Q -LOCK with interlaces
AK 310 Q -LOCK with interfaces
AKG ADR68K digital FX & reverb
AKG TDU 8000 2in Bout DDL
AKG table mie stand

Alesis Midiverb 2
Alesis Microverb (3 in rack)
Alesis SR16
Alesis MMTB
Ampex 406 1" tape, used once, packs of 5
AMS DMX15.80S chorus interface
AMS DM2 -20 tape phase simulator
ART Pitch transposer with display
Audio & Design E900RS sweep eq.
Audio & design F7969X vocal stressor
Bantam Patchcords pack of 20
EX DEMO
BEL BOBOS stereo ddl /sampler
Bel BD80 4 second ddl /sampler
Bel BD240 24 second ddl /sampler
Bel BF20 mono (langer
Bel BC3 24 channel noise reduction system
Bel BC3 8 channel 30db noise reduction

£950
£750
£1,995
£1,500
£10
£95
£250
£175
£125
£25
£395
£250
£295
£495
£495
£100
£495
£225
£295
£195
£750
£225

CLASSIC NEVE EG
1970's Neve EQ modules, tested and mounted in new 1U
case, mains psu switchable 240/110 volts. Separate mic /line
inputs. Phantom power, full
year warranty A limited offer
available while stocks last.
£1,295 + vat.
2
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AJ SUDIO FURNITURE
Comprehensive range of quality studio racks & mobile pods
available in grey laminate & Ash, (other finishes available to
order) Plus, full range of studio chairs, steel racks, stands.
trolleys & screens. Phone for free brochure and price list.

STUDIO PREMISES WANTED IN LONDON
;?
,

V1;`.

in _

_e customers who are looking
please phone or fax us your

details

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
Consoles by Amek, Neve, Soundcraft, Soundtracs, SSL.
Multitracks by Ampex, Fostex, Otani, Saturn, Soundcraft,
Studer. Used outboard equipment.

To offer you a better service, callers by appointment only
LETCHWORTH,
mins from Kings Cross. Tel: 0462 490125 Fax: 0462 490126 International Tel: +44 462 -490125 Fax: +44 462 -490126

TABLE

3

Estimated Average Power

Peak
Instantaneous
Power

Apparent Peak to
Mean Ratio

10-15 W

926 W

18dB

Modern Jazz

90-120 W

100) W

9 dB

Compressed Indie Rock

125-150 W

950 W

8 dB

MUSIC TYPE

Classical

include as a short follow-up result next month.
The results are as shown in Table 3.

Damping factor
Damping factor for the AM-1600 is specified as
greater than 400 with a 4 Q load. Our tests
produced nearer 800, a good result.

Amplifier protection
Checking amplifier protection always comes last,
since we do not want to destroy our only test
sample. In this case, our first experience of
protection taking place was of correct operation of

the rear panel thermal breaker. The amplifier
tested was fitted with a 220 V power supply, which
when supplied with 240 -250 V gave a substantial
maximum power output increase (about 15 %), but
also popped the breaker under continuous
sinewave drive. It works, and the power supply
voltage was reduced to 220 V for the test
measurements. Driving with a high level square
wave also resulted in a thermal trip. No problems
here.
Independent high voltage rail fuses protect the
power supply in the event of output device failure.
We removed these fuses to determine the effect.
With the positive rail disabled, negative output
disappears, no DC shift is apparent, but positive
sine pulses of about 30% of the peak signal are
output. This will sound nasty, but probably do no

harm. Removing the negative rail results in a
peaceful total lack of output. Warning indicators
behave as specified. While testing in bridged mode
into 4 Q, we managed to blow both of the rail fuses
in channel one, or alternatively tripped the power
circuit breaker. This is an expected result when
delivering massive amounts of current
continuously. While specified for 2 Q single
channel, or 4 Q bridged loads, under these
conditions the amplifier will deliver transient
current peaks, but not operate continuously at full
output voltage swing. No harm occurred to the
amplifier electronics as a result of this overdrive
condition.
Input circuitry is protected against overvoltage,
which might accidentally be caused by wrong
plugging of rear panel XLR jumpers in the dark,
connecting outputs back to inputs.

Short circuit
protection
Repeated short circuits of the amplifier outputs
caused no distress to the amplifier, which
automatically recovered within about 5 seconds of
removal of the short. The error indicator

The new era in broadcasting.
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Loss -free sound recording media and
simple handling - these requirements
are now reality rather than fiction in
broadcasting. STUDER's D740, the
world's first fully compact professional CD recorder, inaugurates a new
era. The D740 is no larger than a conventional 19" unit and consequently
requires no separate operating and
CD drive components. CDR is the
ideal recording medium for jingles,
sound effects, commercials, demon-

-

t

stration tapes and live programs. The
fact that the STUDER CDR and the
D740 are compatible with the RED
and ORANGE BOOK and that the D740
is the first CD recorder capable of
producing sequential recordings are
weighty arguments for your future.
And for using the STUDER D740 in
your audio library. Just think of the
quality in which future generations will
be able to hear your recordings of
today.

STUDER
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Voridwide distributed by: STUDER International,

a

division of STUDER REVOX AG, Switzerland, CH-8105 Regensdorf, Althardstrasse 10, Telephone +41

1

870 75

11, Fax

+41

1

840 47 37
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earth at the input can be pulled apart from other
earth references under unlikely conditions. Under

illuminated as specified. While performing bridge
mode testing, channel one output was shorted to
ground via a scope probe, which resulted in
amplifier failure on that channel. This failure
proved to be due to destruction of the input muting
FET switch. A phone call to Steve Smith at the
Sound Department resulted five minutes later in a
return call from Stuart McLean in Australia, even
though it was 10.00pm local time. Stuart was able
to identify the likely faulty component, which was
snipped out of circuit, restoring normal operation.
The circuits within the AM-1600 have been
designed for the greatest flexibility of external
earthing systems, leaving the possibility that the

some circumstances this can cause failure of said

FET.
Not being a power amplifier designer, it is
difficult for me to comment on alternative circuit
configurations. But, the present vagaries of
external connection make the job of being
compatible unnecessarily difficult
possibly
making 100% safe design impossible. This raises
an old issue of standards, and the glaring need for
the audio industry to make final decisions about
earthing, screens and related matters. Perhaps the
problems raised by electromagnetic compatibility

-

YOUR DAYS

AS

AN OCTOPUS

ARE

regulations will help, for certainly external
earthing systems effect EMC performance. John
Woodgate is at present trying to resolve a
standard for screen termination within
professional audio equipment may he proceed
vigourously.

-

Thermal protection
As mentioned earlier, two levels of heatsink

thermal protection are included. During testing,
even with long term sinewave drive, we could not
reach thermal shut -down. The fan kicks into high
speed only when the output is at full drive for
several minutes. These tests took place in the
comfort of our test lab, but we doubt that any
difficulty will be experienced even with the
relatively high ambient temperatures found in
summer outdoor concerts.

Manuals

N UMBERED

The unit comes with a user manual which is fairly
basic, but which contains all of the essential
information when combined with the information
printed on the unit's rear panel. There is however
no service information whatever in it, only advice
that there are no user serviceable components
inside. With no component references printed on
the PCBs, telephone trouble- shooting at a distant
location might prove difficult.

Summary

Optifile 3D is a very cost -effective and easy to use automation system you
can fit to any console. With the new intelligent cue list and optional
machine control you have total command over mix and machines.
Call The Home Service for a brochure and discover for yourself how easy it
is to use. For details of your USA dealer, contact Sascom (416) 420 0718.
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The AM-1600 is the amplifier for the `real man'. It
is heavy, powerful and well-built. It might be that
packing a punch like that is only needed on
occasion, but from our evidence, it will be ready for
that occasion, Being rated into 2 -Q per channel, or
4 -Q bridged will be an advantage to those
requiring massive single output power levels or
with loudspeakers having a very low nominal
impedance. Chameleon is more like a lady, able to
deliver a powerful wallop when required without
the need to flaunt bulging muscles.
The failure of the amplifier, due to what is
certainly our fault, is disappointing, for aren't
power amplifiers supposed to tolerate anything a
user might do to them? But, at least the fault
wasn't costly, and operation was restored in
minutes following a telephone call. The output
devices were unscathed, and there was no risk of
blown loudspeakers. Response from Australian
Monitor was impressive, and I am told that
someone can be reached at any time, 365 days per
year. This is a good service if it can be maintained.
Yes, they can design out the risk of this failure
recurring, but at the cost of requiring more rigidly
defined external earthing systems.
Like many choices in life, this one will be
personal, based on a combination of perceived need
and personal attraction. Both products are
excellent examples of engineering design,
providing the performance benefits perceived by
their creators.

FROM OUTBOARD
TO OPTICAL
Monitors -

The big noise in monitors mast currently he Dvnaudin anti, in particular, the

ti!.

Popular with producen and engineersfor their portability and sound quality alike. these superb
speakers are on demo at Stirling with n range of recommended amplifiers including

Hills

Chameleon and Idcnm's 585.
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Outboard -

The reputation

of Lexicon's innovative 31111 effects processor grows daily. hor'n'ing

legendary Lexicon.sourd quality with digital UO and the fncilits to automate effects to tina

Recorders -.tuning or digital,
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multitrack. With an improved
specification and

ideal
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mid-

Dominator zero- overshoot peak limiter,

From the latter, the Corrtpellor compressulleveller.

Expresser single channel compressor/limiter and F,'xpantderlGate are of particular interest.

Ill represents a high

Also check out the amazing Sonic .11nxirnisers from RRE.

quality yet cost effective choice in 2'24 track machines.
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tint' COS -Il lavalier mir.

Already chosen by The BBC and /715', the COS -11 has also found

the DD1000 is now more than ever a logical choice of recorder

for video
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studio microphone and the CMS-7

optical disc recorder is now available with RS-122

f,u'oor in theta

post- production work.
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for money Spirit.

Synchronizers

Hard Disk
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Recording

an industry standard,
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Timeline's Lynx is further
major role in pioneering
enhanced ht' the introduction of the

the application of

SS,' System Supervisor and CCI

'

/lard Disk recording

Console Control

technology during the mid 1980s, we're

I "nit facilitating integration with the host computer of
consoles from S.SL, ; \'eve. etc.

naturally gratified to see its mass acceptance in

And new from Timeline is
the '90s. Alongside Digidesigrr'n Sound Tools

the Ilicroly'nr. Inclusive of remote cotonst it can sync up to three devices two nndtitracks plus video.

hack and Pro

for instance.

Tools

multitrack systems, wr ore

pleased to reemmmerul systems from ('t'berfr-tare and
U S. Kith on -board miring, DSP and serial
DAWN.
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suppliers hot nt S'tirlinF,

machine control, configuration of the former is
we believe the cable that connects a system to he even' hit es important as
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of the
based, d

industry standard .Voguai cable und are pleased to

to

to music

and .sound effects editing and dubbing in fihn. ,1nd the Macintosh

hock D.1 WV system has already fttuul lames in over a ,laser, video post -production ftrrilities

provide n ftdl rustont service
in the

l'A. Providing n reliable, familiar and cost effective system fnrsound-to-picture work.

providing high quality wiring looms to your specific requirements. The full range of .lingnrrri cable is also available "loose".

Stirling
The right products The right prices
Stirling House, Kimberley Road, London

NW6 7SF Telephone 071 624 6000 Facsimile 071 372 6370

the time you read this, Fantasia will
have been and gone. The first, last and
only limited time period release on home
video will have been withdrawn from
sale. Having tried to write an article about Walt
Disney's restoration of Fantasia for the release, I
am not surprised that so little has been written
about the excellent technical work done by
Disney's engineers in Los Angeles.
Although Jeffrey Katzenberg, Chairman of the
Walt Disney Studios, toured the world to announce
the surprise release of Fantasia on home video, I
know of no -one outside the showbiz mainstream
press who was invited to the London briefing. I
had to track down the London PR company
employed by Disney and phone them several times
even to get a press release.
When I asked about the soundtrack, the PR lady
said that was nothing to do with her another PR
company was dealing with the record. When I
asked to talk with Disney engineers about the
restoration, she said I would have to provide copies
of the magazines I wrote for, to prove bona fides,
and then put all questions to her in writing. She
would then get answers and relay them back.
I went out and spent £50 of my own money on
the special edition version of Fantasia because it
was supposed to include an extra video cassette
with technical content. The cassette I bought
turned out to be faulty with just snow on the tape
after just a few minutes running time.
Finally, after refusing to give up, I got to talk in
Los Angeles with Terry Porter, who restored the
sound. He told a fascinating tale. But even then
the curse of the PR company was still on us. The
only pictures available to illustrate press articles
were stills from the film. Although pictures of Walt
Disney, Stokowski and the original Fantasound
multitrack recording and playback equipment
certainly exist, the PR company could not supply
copies for press use.
The Disney studios restored Fantasia for limited
cinema screens in 1990, to mark the film's 50th
anniversary. Then Disney released it on home
video, for a sales window of around 3 months.
Disney now withdraws the film forever, in
preparation for a new version to be released in
around five years time. Some sequences of the
1940 original will be replaced by completely new
sequences.
Walt Disney had originally planned to use
Mickey Mouse in a series of animated shorts for
which Leopold Stokowski, conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, would record the music.
In the late 1930's the project grew into a full
length feature film of classical music recordings
made by Stokowski to match Disney's animated
sequences.
Stokowski has been working since 1932 with the
Bell Telephone Laboratories in New Jersey on hi -fi
sound recording and transmission, first in mono
and then in stereo. Bell Labs had found that disc
recordings could not give a good dynamic range, so
tried using optical film soundtracks instead. Bell
Labs even used a film system to give playback
recitals of recorded music in concert halls.
Walt Disney teamed up with RCA (not
Bell/Western Electric) to build Fantasound, which
gave not just stereo but a surround sound.
By
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and the effects planned by Disney and Stokowski
were lost. This is the sound which cinema
audiences have heard ever since.
To be strictly accurate, Disney tried in 1982 to
Fantasia was the first feature film with stereo or
get round the problem by re- releasing Fantasia,
surround.
with a new soundtrack recorded by a new
The Disney and RCA engineers used eight
orchestra under Irwin Kostal using 3M digital
separate optical 35mm film recorders to make an
equipment. The project was an artistic and
eight -track recording of Stokowski's orchestra. In
commercial disaster, even though the Disney
Disney's Hollywood studios Disney and RCA
-studios hyped it with the magic label "digital".
engineers mixed down the eight optical music
All the original Fantasound equipment has now
tracks into three optical tracks, carrying sound for disappeared. The nitrate film has long since
the left, centre and right of the cinema screen.
disintegrated. Stuck with only the three track
Cleverly, a fourth track was used to overcome a
telephone line transfer to work with, Terry Porter
problem inherent in optical sound recording since
searched the studio archives for blueprints of the
it was first used in the 1920s.
original recording equipment. He also found
If overloaded, optical tracks clip. If
Stokowski's original scores, complete with the
undermodulated, they suffer badly from ground
conductor's notes. Together, the notes and
noise hiss. In those days, the late thirties, there
annotated score explained how Fantasound
was no Dolby system or safe compansion.
panned the sound round the cinema, according to
Fantasound recorded everything at 100%
Stokowski's wishes.
modulation. Control tones on the fourth optical
In all Porter worked for two years on recreating
track (called the TOGAD, or tone operated gain
the original track in modern Dolby stereo, with
adjusting device, track) electrically adjusted the
musical sounds coming from where.Stokowski
gain of the amplifiers in the cinema.
originally placed them. He spent three months
At the same time notches cut in the side of the
filtering and equalising, to try and undo as much
film switched relays which routed some of the
of the damage done by the telephone line transfer
sound to loudspeakers round the cinema and even
as possible. Porter found that the telephone
behind the audience.
transfer had skimmed off all frequencies above
In 1940 no ordinary cinema could cope with
8.6 kHz, at least 1 kHz narrower than a good
these technical requirements. To show Fantasia,
optical track. As well as trimming the treble
the cinema had to install two projectors, running
frequencies, the telephone lines had introduced
together in synchronisation, one for the reels of
hum at North America's mains frequency of 60 Hz,
with harmonics at 120 Hz and 240 Hz an upwards.
35mm film carrying the sound with TOGAD and
notching, and the other for a 35mm film print with Additionally Porter erased over 3000 clicks and
the pictures. There were sixty loudspeakers round pops which blemished the sound.
the cinema to surround the audience with
Terry Porter has nothing but admiration for the
Fantasound. The Disney Studios organised
original Fantasound technology. The method of
Fantasia as a road show, with the equipment
100% modulation was a wonderful noise reduction
transported in 35 enormous packing cases across
system if you haven't got Dolby,' he says.
North America. That was in 1940.
`The big breakthrough,' says Porter, `was finding
America's involvement in World War II curtailed Stokowski's notes. This let us re -mix the three these plans and Disney released a single 35mm
track sound into six-track Dolby for a 70mm
print, with mono sound, for projection in cinemas
release print which was screened at the Cinerama
round the world.
cinema theatre in Hollywood and at Paris and
In 1955 when Hollywood started releasing
Nice as part of the 50th anniversary Fantasia
widescreen Cinemascope films with magnetic
celebrations.'
stereo soundtracks, the Disney Studios discovered
The six-track 70mm release used a modified
that the original Fantasound sound tracks, which Dolby surround system to spread three channels
were on nitrate stock, were disintegrating. There
behind the screen and three more round the
was only one Fantasound playback system
cinema. This comes as close as possible to the
remaining, at RCA's sound studio in Hollywood,
original 1940 roadshow effect.
miles away from the Disney Studios in Burbank.
All Porter's work was done in the analogue
The Fantasound equipment was old and awkward
domain, with Dolby SR, but tranferring to Dolby
stereo presented special problems. Porter found
to move. So Disney's engineers took the decaying
film to RCA, and played it on the Fantasound unit. that there were substantial phase shifts between
They then fed the sound down telephone lines to
the three tracks of the telephone transfer. Back in
Disney's studios where it was recorded on three
1955 the telephone company had very likely
provided Disney with three separate lines which
track magnetic film!
Even though Disney used Class A telephone
travelled by routes of quite different length across
the city. Until corrected, these phase shifts played
lines, this cross -town transfer limited the
frequency range of the recording to under 9 kHz,
havoc with Dolby surround Matrix encoding. They
narrowed the previously wide dynamic range and
caused even more problems with the mono track
introduced distortion. Also the engineers had to
which was needed for linear video release. In the
`pan' the TOGAD volume control and notched
end Porter went back to the original mono film
version of Fantasia, which for the post war years
surround sound effects into three channels. The
was the only one available for cinema release. He
decisions they took were effectively frozen into the
used this track for linear mono instead of a mixre- recording made at the other end of the
down from the new stereo version.
telephone lines. So much of the original subtlety
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Samples

Jason O'Dwyer felt uncomfortable with his
newest purchase. Not so new anymore, he
thought to himself. A `Studio -User OneOh -One,' he mumbled out loud. Actually,
101 good reasons that he should never have
bought the darned thing. `The console from hell,'
he resumed his almost inaudible mumbling. 'I
already have the mother -in -law from hell,' he
pondered. 'Why should I be twice blessed?'
The process had started so differently 14 months
ago. Jack Pardell, the lead sales engineer from
Studio -User Corporation had wined and dined
him. He had responded to every question that
Jason had asked. He brought in engineering
blueprints, supplied technical brochures, taken
Jason to see other similar installations in the
region, loaned them modules to examine!
The deal 'maker' had been Jack's relentless
promise of support. 'I will always be there for you,
bucko. If you have a problem, you call the big 'U'
and I'll get right on top of your problem. StudioUser supports the customer. If I can't solve the
problem or get right back to you, someone else
will. We have an in -house customer support SWAT
team (Special Warranty and Technology) just
like the police. If you have a technical problem,
they will solve it. We stock an enormous number of
parts in -house and our turnaround to you is the
talk of the industry.'
That had sealed the deal. That plus the
extraordinarily generous credit arrangements that
Studio -User had offered to Jason. They had
arranged with a third party lending firm to
finance the purchase on very desirable terms. The
new console was delivered within the promised
30 days and installed by Jason and his in-house
maintenance engineer, Todd Ballinger. Todd was
the first one to notice a problem. He had
discovered that the modules supplied in the
console they had were not the same as the units
they had been given for inspection. The units in
their console were soldered differently and had
open frame audio transformers instead of the
shielded coils on the other boards. The transformer
maker was not a known quantity to them or to
anyone else they queried. But, the console 'made'
specs and was put into service.
Several projects and sessions were successfully
produced with the new console. The first sign of
trouble was when one of the monitor mix buses
ceased to either monitor or mix. Todd could not
easily find the fault. Jason had not heard from
'good old Jack' since the purchase agreement was
signed but he had put it off to Jack's busy
schedule. He knew in his heart of hearts that Jack
would be right out to solve the problem as soon as
Jason made the phone call. The phone call
revealed that Jack had left the company the week
after the sale had been finalized. The company had
also indicated to Jason that customer contact was
now in the hands of a newly appointed distributor
for the region.
The console progressed from bad to worse. The
transformers began to fail under high level input.
The open frame replacements clearly did not meet
the specifications for the appropriate units. The
company could not provide other replacements
since 'these units were the best we could find when
our regular supplier cut us off because of a
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synthesizer /editor was a bit of a lemon.

Martin Polon

Our US columnist
lays down some
ground rules when
purchasing studio
equipment
business dispute.' The new Studio -User distributor
stated flatly that if they did not sell the console,
they would not fix it under the warrantee
agreement -'for free or any other which way.'
When asked about the SWAT Team, the
distributor laughed and said, 'that should really
stand for Sometimes Willing Always Tardy.'
The last straw for Jason had been when the
financial services company that had brokered the
loan for Studio -User had sold the loan to an
ordinary finance company. Knowing little or
nothing about the studio business and only able to
'eyeball' Jason's receivables and cash flow, the new
lender's nervousness about the loan translated
into an attempt to seize control of the studio. Since
the console purchase price was a large one, Jason
could not pay off the loan at once. Finally, by
borrowing from family and friends and taking a
second mortgage on his house, he managed to pay
off the financial 'hounds of hell'. The console was
his to have and to hold -'til time did them part'.
As is frequently the case in this column, the
above tale of woe is not a retelling of a single
problem experienced by one studio but rather an
amalgam of problems experienced by a number of
studios during their equipment purchases. The
usual 'at the bar' audio trade show conversations
involving studio equipment sales are almost
always from the equipment seller's perspective.
How tough it is to get a sale, how difficult
customers really are, how hard it is to find
financially qualified buyers, how studio operators
shop price and then want service, etc. It frequently
does not occur to those on the sales side of the line
that the buyers have their own set of needs and
concerns that must be met to make a 'deal'
happen. Most studios owners are reluctant to
discuss their 'problem children' in public. Nobody
likes to air their own dirty linen and more to the
point look like a fool in the process.
There are two questions most frequently asked
by audio equipment makers interested in selling
equipment to recording studios. Firstly, 'What do
studio operators really want from their
equipment ?' Secondly, 'What do studio operators
really want from the equipment makers ?' The
completion of a recent study allows us to analyse
some of the issues that constitute the answers to
these questions. All of the studio operators
surveyed demanded and received complete
autonomy. Aside from a reluctance to 'bare one's
chest', many of the individuals surveyed were
nervous that their clientele might discover that a
favoured console, digital tape recorder, or digital

-

-

Almost all of the questioned studio operators agreed that the following equipment
issues are of significant importance!

Physical reliability
This was one of the issues that received virtual
unanimous endorsement. The physical
construction and longevity of studio
equipment is frequently less robust than its
electronic counterpart. Said one East Coast studio
owner, 'What good is it to have a console that is
reliable in an electronic sense if it begins to fall
apart physically six months after you buy it? Also,
the groups that rent the room for a project are not
vandals contrary to popular opinion but they are
very rough on a mixer. They might sit on it, lean
on it, even jump on it. And our engineers are all
over the thing mixing during a session. It has to be
sturdy!'

-

-

Electronic reliability
The other issue of concern to everyone. The one
thing studio operators do not want to hear about is
downtime. A non -productive console means a nonproductive room and both room and console are
cost accounted on an hourly basis. There are loans
to be repaid for the facility and the installed
equipment and dead time is clearly an anathema.
No manufacturer is ever going to lose a sale for
using over -rated or military specification
electronic components in their product.

Electrical responsibility
Safe products rate very high with studio
consumers as well. That means careful simulation
in the factory of all potential AC power hazards.
One veteran studio engineer sums it up thusly: '11
Mills Kills. It only takes 11 milli- amperes in a
heart path, that's hand to hand from leak to
ground to take a life. Beware of transformerless
inputs. Watch out for problems between
equipment of different makers. Fortunately but
not always, hum and other forms of audible
ground loops reveal some kinds of problems.
Needless to say, Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
certification in the States is a real source of
relief.' Another problem area involves units that
are susceptible to static electicity discharges.
Manufacturers must invest in the necessary test
gear to find design flaws or hire consultants to do
the same. Nothing is more frustrating than an
expensive unit down due to a chip blown by static.

Modular construction
A virtual hue and cry is

heard for units that have
modular construction. Faulty modules can be
removed and replaced on site with little or no
disruption. Studios also have the option of stocking
spares or swapping with the factory.

`Common' parts usage
Nothing seems to irritate more than the practice of
using 'custom' semiconductors, or transformers, or
other components that cannot be obtained from
normal 'parts house' sources several years after
the product has been discontinued. There are
several excellent console designs that have faded
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PERSPECTIVE

into oblivion because replacement parts are
virtually unavailable.

anything for which the sale did not originate from
within the shop.

Simplicity of usage

Product support specialists

The rule of thumb in design for the computer
industry is called `KISS'. That acronym stands for
`keep it simple, stupid!' A complaint repeated over
and over is the problem of studio staff members
requiring six months to really learn how to use
the bloody thing.'

Simplicity of interconnection
The use of complex and hard -to -wire connectors is
another complaint frequently voiced. Everyone
agrees that connectors are preferable to hard
wiring but connector choice remains a topic of
controversy. Of course, an industry that cannot
decide upon a `hot' pin two or pin three on a simple
three connection audio connector should not be
expected to innovate with larger connector

standards.

Ergonomic interaction with studio
life
Yes, Virginia, somebody is going to spill a cup of
coffee into the faders during the first session the
new console is booked for. Please, audio equipment

makers, place a plastic membrane under obvious
`spill points' like console mixing positions. Also
keep open interconnections off of the bottom of the
console. And consider `cola -proofing' faders and
switches.

Manuals familiar to those not versed
in technological Swahili
How wonderful the audio world would be if

instruction manuals and repair manuals were
written for those out in the studio world who did
not attend a polytechnic or Institute of Technology.

From the audio equipment makers and their
dealers studio operators have identified
the following business practices as being
absolutely necessary.

-
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Is the company that sold the equipment to the
studio going to be there today, tomorrow and a
year from tomorrow. That can be as simple a
process as staying in business or as easy a practice
as maintaining a toll -free product support line.
Ditto the dealership. When a key salesperson
leaves the firm or is replaced, it is imperative that
a replacement is provided in a timely fashion and
that contact with the customer base is rapidly reestablished. Nothing makes studio customers feel
more abandoned than the loss of all contact with

the equipment maker.

Not just for the first year of the product line's life,
but for the life of the product in the user's hands.
Nothing is more disconcerting than the process of
buying an elaborate and expensive product at the
point of product maturity only to find out that
everybody who had anything to do with the project
has moved on to other things or lives in a remote
fishing village on a small island in Hokkaido

Bay.

Credit availability
It is not just the availability of credit, but credit
from a benign and helpful source. It is simply
unacceptable for companies to provide credit via
`brokers' who will later turn around and sell a loan
to a commercial credit firm who may then try to
collect and/or foreclose on the loan and everything
else in sight.

Real sales engineers who do not
vapourise at the point of sale
That is a mouthful of words but it is heard again
and again throughout the studio industry. A
variation on the tired but true, `will you love me
when I'm old and grey.' What frequently happens

that commission -frenzied sales types receive no
compensation for after -sale support of existing
customers. Their only incentive financially is to
`churn' the new customer base.
is

Authorized dealers who really are
and really stay that way
Another tongue-twister but more and the same
from the previous category. Equipment makers
must understand that their dealer network acts as
the `point man' for sales to their studio customers.
It is simply unacceptable for a manufacturer not to
support their grouping of dealers or to allow the
dealer list to become a kind of `revolving door'.

No

bait and switch

A real `down and dirty' marketing style where a

vendor advertises one thing and tries to switch the
customer to another. At the equipment maker
level, it is usually a case of a new product shown
at a professional gathering being `unavailable'
when customers come around to order after the
trade show. At the dealer level, it frequently is a
ploy to switch the customer from one brand of
product to another. Sometimes this is done so that
the dealer might enjoy a higher level of profit on
the alternative equipment line or because the
dealer is overstocked with the brand `X' product
that is being `pushed'.

Warranty policy

Stocking for availability of all
needed parts

What the customer wants is a clear statement of
support and a system to make the support
available. Nobody wants to call up and find out
that the salesperson who made all of the verbal
warranty representations, good old Ed, has now
taken a job with the electricity board and is
currently wiring sewage aerators at a municipal
facility near Swansea. Neither does anyone want
to find a dealer/distributor who refuses to service

This is a financial issue for the manufacturer or
dealer plain and simple. Some managers shy
away from tying up needed capital in a large and
sophisticated parts store. Unfortunately, that is
exactly what the customer needs. Despite EC and
US legislation mandating support policies, the
general state of audio industry practices on the
stocking of parts still does not favour the
customer.

-
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EXPLORING EQUALISERS
imperfect grounding layout. It's also worth
remarking that for LF EQ below 200 Hz, the
op-amp's 1/f noise corner increasingly establishes
the pecking order, rather than the 1 kHz, midband
noise figure that's usually quoted. On the other
hand, psycho-acoustic weighting makes LF noise
less of an issue. And measurements of equaliser
SNR rarely consider the nature of circuit noise,
which is neither purely pink nor white. In all
kinds of active devices, impurities and
metallurgical disparities add random noise
signatures and affect the noise's peak to mean
ratio. As a result, the noise of some ICs can be
psycho -acoustically less obtrusive than others,
even if a meter needle says the noise amplitude of
the op -amp perceived as quieter is higher. For this
and other reasons, one may end up preferring
specific op-amps for the different EQ ranges.

In Part Three Ben Duncan examines the
`real world' factors like the design, the
components and the manufacturing
quality of analogue equalisers
In Parts One and Two the family of equalisers
was introduced. When sonic differences
between equalisers are considered, it's
usually the explicit differences in amplitude,
phase response and Q that are discussed. These
may be foremost in readers' minds, but there are
other, arguably more important factors that are
rarely mentioned and less well explored. Parts
Three and Four are dedicated to probing these,
and by filling in the gaps, consolidating our global
understanding of audio equalisers.

lower noise necessarily be a good thing? Whether
the tail ends of reverbs would sound any clearer
depends on what nasties the original op -amps'
noise floor had been masking.
The dominantly hissy noise of Bi -FET ICs is
ideal stuff for masking the HF fizz of
breakthrough from other stages and channels, and
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NE5534
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541
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Active device noise
vintage equalisers, mainly outboard
behemoths, retained for their creative euphony,
employ discrete transistors or valves (tubes). But
nearly all modern, console equalisers rely on IC
op -amps.
When op -amps are applied to EQ circuits, the
rules for attaining good results are presumed to be
no different to straight gain, buffering and mixing
amplifier stages. However, the op -amp's envelope
of operating conditions will be quite different in
some areas, and in many cases, more stringent. An
obvious difference is that the noise produced by
the active devices both within and before the
equaliser will often (but not always) be made more
prominent when the EQ is set to boost. It can be
audible when there is no signal and any gating is
pre-EQ. Conversely, when the EQ is set to cut , the
equaliser's own active device noise will be
highlighted. However, the troublesome noise is
then the inverse of the EQ'd band. So it's slightly
worse when the cut band is narrow, and more so if
the EQ's cut action demands make-up gain. The
majority of consoles in the field still employ first
generation Bi -FET op-amps (notably the quad
TL074 and its relatives, like National
Semiconductors' LF347 and Motorola's various
klones) for reasons of tradition, low cost and
reasonable sound in ideal conditions. For the most
part, bi -polar op -amps (like the classic NE5534,
SSM's upgraded 2134, and their modern
replacements TLE 2037 and HA 5221 ) are
considerably quieter, by 10 to 20 dB. In many
cases, the EQ noise could be substantially reduced
below audibility by an IC exchange, although few
of the better bi -polar op -amps are available in
physically compatible quad packages. But would
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Distortion
In Part One, we saw that the gain- bandwidth
product (GBP) of TLO series op -amp (or any
equivalent first generation Bi -FET) was barely
adequate for +15 dB of HF boost in a Baxandall
equaliser. In worst case specimens, there wouldn't
be enough loop-gain to ensure low distortion above
3 kHz, If any ultrasonic signals are present, a
nasty, fatiguing sound is a certain companion to
HF boost. Many modern op -amps suited to audio
have a far higher GBP's typically five, ten or even
a hundred times greater. Until recently, these
high GBP op -amps weren't very useable as they
weren't officially stable at gains below x3 to x6
( +10 to +15 dB). At best they were costly and the
necessary anti -oscillation measures seemed rather
cumbersome. Also, stability could be questionable
in cut mode, a state of active negative gain that's
rarely encountered outside of equalisers!
Today, several high GBW devices are stable at
and below unity gain. Linear Technology's LT1220

and Harris' HÁ5221 are notable examples,
boasting GBPs of 35 and 45 MHz respectively.
Even after performing +20 dB of HF boost, these
devices retain some 55 to 65 dB of loop gain at
20 kHz, implying a distortion reducing capability
of some 400 to 2000 fold. In Part One, we saw that
some EQ topologies (notably those based on Sallen
& Key filters and any employing sizeable positive
feedback, for example Wein types, and Al in the
Good/State- Variable) `eat up' disproportionate
GBP with increasing Q settings. More than others,
these locations will benefit from updated op -amp
technology.
In the past year, powerful DSP testing using
Audio Precision's `dual domain' system has
unveiled new facts about the pattern of harmonic
distortion in equalisers. In a nutshell, it's not
always what simple theory predicts. To
demonstrate this, two circuits were evaluated for
this series. The first is an actively buffered R-L -C
resonator (Fig. 1) The second is a boost -cut stage
with a Wein bandpass section in the side -chain
(Fig. 2). It's similar to that used by a large UK
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console maker long regarded as building
equalisation of high sonic repute. Both circuits are
switchable between 0 dB (flat response), boost and
cut, and both circuits are set to a nominal and
arbitary 1 kHz centre frequency. The boost and cut

ranges are ± 15 and ± 10 dB respectively; the
difference is relatively unimportant.
Figs. 3 and 4 show THD +N vs Frequency for the
two circuits when flat, cut and boosted. Figs. 5, 6
and 7 use DSP to look at the spectra of Fig. l
circuit in these three conditions, with a 1 kHz
tone. The tone is nulled to below 125 dB. In the
flat position (Fig. 5), the residue is mainly noise.
In the cut position (Fig. 6), spikes at 3, 5, 7 and
11 kHz, clearly indicate a prominence of odd
harmonics, unpleasant to the ear, and only -65 to
-100 dB below zero level. In the boost position
(Fig. 7), new spikes have appeared at 13, 15, and
17 kHz. These will add `hardness', a metallic
quality and `noise' to the mix. Overall, this EQ
emphasises odd harmonics and will sound
particularly unpleasant when used at high boost
settings.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the spectra for Fig. 2 circuit,
in flat and boost modes respectively. Other than
the second and sixteenth (at 2 kHz, and 16 kHz),
there are no obvious harmonics, but two notable
intermod spikes at about 7.3 kHz and 18.9 kHz.
Oddly, these products and the overall pattern are
not affected by the op -amp used, whether it's a
5534, 071 or LF351. Answers on a postcard
please .... Even more interesting is that both
flat and +10 dB boost have the same overall
pattern. Boosting just shifts the entire residue
(noise + intermodulation products) upwards. Aside
from the prominent intermod spikes, Fig. 2 circuit
is clearly a well behaved equaliser topology. Boost,
cut, or flat, it looks as if it will sound the same;
only the noise floor shifts. Employing two op -amps
(instead of one) and containing more parts with
more critical tolerances, as well as relying on
positive feedback, this is hardly the result you'd
intuitively expect. Alas, it will take some time to
untangle the mechanisms, not to mention
evaluating all the known EQ topologies in this
way.

Capacitors
scrutinised
All analogue equalisers are built around reactive

components, namely capacitors and (sometimes)
inductors. In the late 1970's, a number of US audio
engineers, and IC scientists, notably Richard
Marsh, John Curl and Walt Jung, took seriously a
growing perception and consensus amongst
audiophiles that the qualities and construction
(hence brand and model) of capacitors in and
around an audio signal path can influence sound
quality. Their work stimulated extensive debate in
the UK press and several investigative articles
2, 3.
'. 6. Others, equally distinguished
in audio
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capacitor. First, no one disputes that when
electrolytics are misused as filter capacitors, THD
is apt to rise with decreasing frequency'. Second,
owing to the way they're made, some types of
capacitors, (particularly layer types in ceramic and
polyester film) are prone to occasional dry,
crystalline joints between the leadouts and the
plates. The resulting crude diode causes distortion,
which is not only audible, but even measurable
with a plain sine wave drive and a THD meter.
The problem is fixed by replacing the faulty part
with one of the same make, without the defect.
The whole batch may be suspect, so installing a
different capacitor model as a replacement is fair
enough, but to then claim it sounds better because
it is a different model, may be missing the point.
The statistical goodness of capacitors' (as well as
resistors') leadout connections over time also needs
to be borne in mind.
The third occasion when a capacitor creates a
readily measurable problem, is when it resonates.
Go high enough in frequency, and all capacitors
eventually resonate, with the series inductance of
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Fig. 10: Comparing the frequency, phase and
group-delay response of a circuit, with and without
the dielectric absorption of polyester capacitors

electronics (like Peter Baxandall) consider the idea
`utter rubbish'.
Even `hard line' objectivists, though, will agree
on three specific circumstances in which sound
quality can be kissed better by a change of
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ever!

The majority of EQ circuits employ plastic film
capacitors which are, by and large, far more stable
and come in tighter tolerances than the types just
mentioned. There are four common types.
Polyester (full name: polyethyleneterephthalate;
also trade-marked `Mylar' and closely related to
Terylene) is the most common, closely followed by
Polystyrene. Polycarbonate and Polypropylene are
less common, more expensive, and the readily
available range of values and voltages isn't so
broad. All the names are a bit of a mouthful , so
the industry abbreviations will be referred to from
now on (Table 1).

Plastic Film Capacitor Abbreviations

t.c. electronic

68
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TABLE

'Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

You also get remote signal verification
via the Spectrum Analyzer found
in each equalizer.

equaliser's input.
No less than any other part, capacitors are
subject to more subtle, second -order kinds of error.
For example, the response of a simple RC network
should change at -6 dB/octave. Period. But high
accuracy measurements show that few capacitors
can keep this up below -50 dB. As attenuation
progresses beyond this point, the rate slopes-off
gradually, eventually settling at -3 dB /octave. This
behaviour, where the EQ slope derived with a real
capacitor `spreads' outside its passband in a way
unpredicted by the simplistic, first -order theory
textbooks may prove to have significant psycho acoustic ramifications. Caused by partial
transmission line effects it is least troublesome
in low inductance capacitors, for example layer
types.
The most imperfect kinds of capacitor are
electrolytic (including tantalum), medium -k and
high -k ceramic types, which all use brute -force
means to yield high capacitance in small volumes.
Considering their wide tolerances, usually ±20% or
greater, and the amount by which their
capacitance changes with frequency, temperature
and ageing, these kinds should never be used for
filtration in recording equipment, anywhere
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below 220 nF. Then, usually, all will be well,
assuming effective RF filtering at (or before) the
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their own plates and leadouts. For the most part,
the self -resonant frequency of capacitors used in
audio equalisers is at RF, well above 1 MHz. But
many large and/ or older designs of electrolytics
and some large (above 112), older design of plastic
film capacitors have resonant frequencies just
inside or just above the audio band. Ringing or
bursts of oscillation may be set off by percussive
transients, especially any ultrasonic garbage.
Nearly all modern capacitors employ extended
foils for low inductance which shifts the resonant
frequency upwards, for example to at least
300 kHz for 2 iF and above 1 MHz for values

(Polyester)
Note: Originated in Germany, the `MK'
prefix roughly translates as `Metallised
Kapacitor'
Of the four, MKC and MKT are the least perfect.
They exhibit polarisability mechanisms common to
electroytic and ceramic capacitors, albeit on a
smaller scale. The outcome is dielectric absorption
(alias `soakage'), a situation where residual charge
lurks in the dielectric and emerges more gradually
than predicted if a perfect capacitor is assumed.
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Stonehills Shields Rood Pelaw Tyne d Wear NE10 OHW
Tel 144 911 091

438 5585

Fax 144 91)091 438 6967

_

PRECISION

Technics House, Royal London Industrial Estate, Old Lane, LEEDS LS11 BAG

AMA APRs

INTEGRITY

Tel: 0532 771441 Fax: 0532 704836

The absorption effect seems like it would
potentially compound delayed resonances in EQ
circuits. Still, objectivists have a point when they
assert that there has not been much hard copy
demonstrating psycho-acoustically significant
effects on audio signals form capacitor error
mechanisms, notably DA.
It is easy to show how dielectric absorption
leaves a residue when a capacitor is hit by an
assymetric pulse, but not with a sine wave or
music programme. As DA is a linear error, the acid
test (a challenge by Professor Lipshitz) is to show
changes in amplitude response and group delay.
Accepting the challenge, Fig. 10 illustrates clear cut differences between capacitors with and
without DA. The plot shows the computer
simulation of five, cascaded gain stages with
4.7µF capacitors blocking the lower arm of each
feedback loop'. 'The two graphs show switching
between models of ideal (polystyrene) and a non ideal (polyester) capacitor. In this example, the
amplitude differences are small at around 0.04 dB
and occur well below the audio band 0.6 Hz, yet a

1

ms deviation in group delay clearly visible below

0.1 Hz. The next challenge is to show effects of this

kind in the audio band, something that requires
more intensive modelling and new DSP tools.
As the equipment's temperature changes, MKC
and particularly MKT, capacitors change value
quite erratically. Their temperature coefficient
curves (% of rated capacitance vs. degrees
centigrade) are not linear, but like a roller- coaster.
In valve (tube) equalisers especially, the drift from
switching on, with the capacitor's temperature
rising from 15 °C (say) up to 80 °C or higher, can
cause an annoying shift in any high Q
equalisation. Conversely, MKS and MKP
capacitors exhibit a low and substantially linear
change of capacitance with temperature
an
effect that can be largely cancelled by combining
them with suitable metal film resistors, whose
temperature coefficient is almost exactly the
opposite. With care, the result is an equaliser that
behaves the same as it warms up. Moreover, the
plastics in MKS and MKP capacitors are `non polar' (this is a feature of their molecules, nothing

-

t'lu 'IOTAPE

to do with `non- polar' electrolytics), so dielectric
absorption is nil, or extremely small, depending on
the macro -molecular structure 5. The main setback
with MKS and MKP is their low capacitance per
unit volume, which is about two-thirds of that of
MKT and MKC. Their extra physical size is the
penalty for relying on natural permittivity,
whereas all the other polarisable dielectrics enjoy
a kind of molecular `capacitance amplification'. So
as usual there are no free lunches in engineering.
There is little doubt that specific capacitor
changes in equalisers (as elsewhere) are percieved
by many experienced listeners as improving
clarity, detail and space. And that better sound is

broadly in accordance with increasingly refined
construction and materials. But how does one
connect the two? Gerzon ' reminds us that
`Objectivists ... are very narrow minded about
what kind of measurements they will consider'.
Artefacts may lie below -100 dB and be swamped
by noise, yet that needn't mean they're inaudible.
Perhaps plain mechanical considerations have
been overlooked? Real situations are frequently
bathed in high SPLs. Condenser microphones as
well as electrostatic cans and monitors, are, after
all, just specialised capacitors. Connect any large
ceramic or plastic film capacitor across a power
amplifier's output, and you have a tweeter, albeit
crude and inefficient. The sound of classic valve
(tube) instrument amplifiers owes much to the
reverse effect, that of microphony. High and
medium K ceramic capacitors are the worst
offenders, being but one step removed from piezo
or `crystal' microphones and cartridges. The plastic
film capacitors used in EQ circuits can be
microphonic too, although the effect may remain
hidden until the console is struck by high SPLs at
the capacitors' acoustic resonant frequencies.
Microphony needn't be a problem. It can be
overcome by minimising network impedances, by
considering the acoustic qualities of component
mounting, and by specifying capacitors which the
component maker can prove to be uniformly
wound without voids and firmly embedded in
epoxy.

Audio
Mastering Tape

_e

TECHNICAL TERMS
GBP: Gain Bandwidth product, measure
of op -amp goodness.
K: Shorthand for permittivity, or
`capacitivity gain'.

SNR: Signal to Noise Ratio.
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DESIGNED
BY BROADCASTERS
FOR BROADCASTERS
MBI designs, installs and

commissions radio studio
systems and
manufactures
a range of broadcast
mixers and ancillary
equipment.
See

the New Series 20 Mixer
at APRS
Broadcasters who have MBI Equipment
and /or systems designed, installed and
commissioned on a turnkey basis by MBI: Refurbishment of BBC Broadcasting House.
Bush House,
London
BBC Wodd Service
BBC
Scotland
London
BBC Aberdeen
BBC Broadcasting House,
Invemess, Scotland
BBC South West Region,
Glasgow, Scotland
Bristol
BBC Radio Solent, Southampton BBC
BBC Staff Training,
Radio Production, Elstree
Evesham
BBC Staff Training, Grafton House,
BBC News (Moscow, °aris, Tokyo
London
BBC
Brussells)
BBC Westminster, London
England
BBC Edinburgh.
Wolverhampton,
Scotland Capital Radio London Capital God.
Leicester
London
LBC Newsredio, London
-

-

Reit Dragon Radio. Wales
Sound, England
Southern Sound.
Radio Wyvem, England
Radio
England
Invicta Radio. England
Broadland, England Plymouth Sound, England
Key 103. England
Piccadilly Radio, England
Ocean Gold AM,
Ocean Sound, England
England Ocean Power FM. England Ocean The
Light FM, England Radio Trent. England Radio
Royal Navy, England Bradford
Tees, England
City Radio, England Sunset Radio, Manchester,
Falmouth School of Ad B Desgn,
England
Cornwall, England Hospital Radio Truro. Cornwall
Hospital Radio General. Warrington.
England
England
BHBN Hospital Radio, Birmingham,
England Hospital Radio Lion. Guildford, England
Woolwich
Hospital Radio Wycombe. England
Hospital Radio, England National Broadcasting

69 Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE, ENGLAND
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i
MBI BROADCAST
SYSTEMS LIMITED

School, England
Swansea Sound. Wales
Hospital Radio Clywd. Wales Rockwood Sound,
Radio Vest. Stavanger, Norway
Cardiff, Wales
Radio Thurgau
Radio Z.msee. Switzerland
Radio
Radio Rheintal, Switzerland
Svatzedand
Pilalus. S'witzedand Radio 24. Switzerland Radio
Radio Conran.
Sonnenschein, SvaUerland
Radio
Radio Mundt, Switzerland
Switzerland
Radio Uptown, Denmark
Bern, Switzerland
Radio Hcrsholm. Denmark The Voice. Denmark
Radio Fredeocia.
Radio Downtown, Denmark
Ate, Denmark
Aalborg Neenade.
Denmark
Denmark Radio Viborg. Denmark Rilesutvarpd.
IcelandO
Iceland
Stjaman FM 102 2 Iceland
Bylglan Reykjavik.
Television Service. Iceland
Iceland
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation,
Zimbabwe Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation.

Sri Lanka

Uganda TV

-

Guangdong Radio,

People's Radio, China
I.R,E.C.,
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Gaborone

Radio Tahiti

Voice of Kenya

Omroep Melling. Holland

Nederlandse

Radio Veronica, Holland

Radio Trios. Holland

Radio Zee. nd. Holland

Radio Telefis

Eireann,

Ireland

Telex 878235 MBI G

The right tools make serial digital audio as easy to
use as the familiar analogue format it replaces:

The d920 Reference Generator supplies multiple
station -locked AES/EBU reference signals, with
time code, to synchronise all your digital audio
equipment.

The d930 Interface Analyser provides a
comprehensive analysis of AES /EBU digital audio
interfaces. With its simple controls, you can
monitor or modify data bit activity.
The d940 Digital Headphones make serial data
streams as convenient to trace as analogue feeds.
The light clip -on unit lets you listen to the source
and check the validity and robustness of the data.

For more information and demonstrations,
please contact:

re
.

Radio Botswana,

Radio Vare, Holland

work for you

RE BROADCAST LTD.

Kwunming

Radio Malnohus, Sweden

Digital Audio

Alberto House Hogwood Lane Finchampstead Berkshire RG11 4RF United Kingdom
Telephone +44 734 731119 Telefax +44 734 731190

Radio Uganda

China Beipng People's Radio, China

re
RE make

-

Chinese People's Radio, China

Daìhin People's Radio, China

A division of Harman International Industries
I.D.D. +44 273 24298 Fax 0273 821767 I.D.D. +44 273 821767

Tel: 0273 24928

Radio New Zealand
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Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is £1 + VAT per word, minimum £20.00 + VAT. Box Nos. £10.00 + VAT. VAT (UK only) $
rate $2.00 per word, minimum $40.00, Box No. $20.00 extra. Semi-display rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE
'92 issue must reach these offices by 24th April addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Spotlight Publications Limited, 8th
Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR. Cheques made payable to Studio Sound. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
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Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX
DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private
householder of (2) it is in a business employing less than six persons of (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination
Act. A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that. from 1st January 1978.
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date consumers
therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by the trader or a private seller.

THE COMPLETE

Record Pressings
Cassette Duplication
Compact Discs
Post Mastering
P.Q. Encoding

Blank & Duplicated

CASSETTE DUPLICATION

-

Second to None.

Simon Stable Promotions. Lyrec Loop -bin. Onbody printing. Shrink -wrapping. Blanks wound to
length. Sample lape available. Tel: 0869 252831.

New Tapematic Loop Bin
Duplication & Loading
High Spec Professional lain

*
*

*

\i t iering
120 x Real Time Duplication
Ferric & Chronic Cassette supplies
Printing & Packaging, cases & accessories.

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc. New and used
equipment bought, sold, serviced. Authorised

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES

CALL 061 -344 5438

Tannoy specialist. Lockwood Audio, Tel: 0923
210254. Fax: 0923 240558.

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street
Audenshaw, Manchester M34 5HD

IVIE analysers: SERVICING & SALES.

Print & Reprographics
Video Duplication
Competitive Prices
Free Quotations

Contact: Sound Products, PO Box 91, Newport,
Gwent NP9 I YP. Tel: 0633 252957, Fax: 0633

jbs records
MUSIC -SPEECH -DATA

252958.

REAL -TIME /HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks front 1 -1000. Computer printed
1/4 Yeel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT recording.
Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST

Labels. Solo,

it

with us
We make the hits
Make

TAPELINE
Cassettes

SERVICE.....

DIRECT

\

á

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR 0992. 500101

MEET YOUR NEED
" white tape boxes: 5" and 7" tape spools
Leader and splicing tape; Ampex mastering tape (all lengths and sizes)

FOR 5 °, 7" and 10

Phone us on 0372 460135 for full details and prices

a

MEDIATAPE LIMITED

MARKET LEADERS
081 -446 3218 LONDON

Pt) Ron 120C, Esher, Surrey KTIO

REEL REEL

A

NAB
IEC

\-

I

F1

PCM DIGITAL

IN

.

,

,

OUT

-

L

AUDIO
CASSETTE

DOLBY

"DOLBY

C
B

QUALITY
CASSETTES
QUALITY
CASSETTES

THE BETTER THE MASTER, THE BETTER THE COPY

081.868 5555 081.866 5555 PHONE FOR PRICE CHECK

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX
BASF
MAXELL
AGFA
JVC
AUTHORISED NATIONAL AUDIO /VIDEO TAPE DISTRIBUTOR

format including
One-off CDs from £45
Also CD testing. custom wound
blanks and voice -over recording.

Ref SS591, 13a Hamilton Way
London N3 1AN
Tel: 081.346 0033
Fax: 081 -346 0530
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Understanding Women;
- Mysteries oflove

Cathy Dennis - Too Many walls, Everybody moves;
Soul II Soul - Get a Life Album;
Fine Young Cannibals - I'm Not The Man;
Erasure - Now love you;
Terence Trent D'Arby - Dance Littte Sister & Album

QUALITY
CASSETTES

HOW MANY WOULD YOU LIKE, 100.5000

mastering. Duplicating of any

-

LA Mix

DOLBY

Digital and analogue editing.

PRODUCER & Top Keyboard player / programmer
CO - PRODUCED:
Elton John

DUPLICATING BY SRL TAPE SERVICES

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length
TEL: 061 -973 1884

lt1

KEYBOARDS & PROGRAMMING

HIGH SPEED HIGH QUALITY LOOP -BIN

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Iltt SII

Boy George - Generations of Love:
Danni Minogue - Jump to the beat, Baby Love, Success;

9.15

0480 61880 CAMBRIDGE

WPM

ANDY \\

Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
custom wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases and
cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.
12 Britannia Road
Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA
Tel: 061 -905 1 1 2 7
SOUND AND VIDEO SERVICES
FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

MACINTOSH Ilfx 8 /80 with

13" colour monitor
£2996. Wanted Tascam DA30, Mac Music stuff eg
Soundtools, Samplecell etc. Tel: 0706 50897.

GREYSTOKE STUDIO

Studio & 2 equipment includes: 3x S1100 HD, 10 Meg,
C -Lab, JD800, Wavestation, OBX, Prophet, Moog, DAT,
Multitrack. Airconditioning.
Studio 2 with Prog /Eng. At comprehensive rates.
1

39 Greystoke Park Terrace, Ealing, London W5 1JL
Telephone (081) 998 5529

Fax (081) 566 7885

HENDRICKS, INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE
ENGINEER /PROGRAMMER WANTED,
leading 24 track dance label studio in Berkshire.
Ability to programme and at times produce.
Musical taste in dance & black music. Experience

not main criteria. Preference to applicants with
keyboard/musical abilities. Send C.V. to: PO Box
1511, Ascot, Belts, SL5 9X11.

QUALITY MASTERING AND DUPLICATION.
Audio /video post -production and synchronisation.
Worldwide video transfer and copying, any
quantity. While- you -wait service, 24 hours, 7 days
a week. G.W.B.B. Audiovison 071 -723 5190.
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SITUATIONS VACANT

E

1

MAY BE CHEAPER...

KINRKD3WLX

...BUT NOT HALF SUCH GOOD VALUE!

THE MUSICIANS'

GIG GUIDE

R & D PROJECT LEADER

- UK

Klark Teknik are leading

We are further expanding our R & D team and would like to
meet project leaders with a proven successful track record in
any of the following:

Written by the same team who produced the much acclaimed
Musician's Gig Guide London '90, the UK version contains a listing of
over 600 venues with Contact Names Phone Numbers How To Get
There Booking Policies Stage Sizes PA Specs Publicity Details
Venue Access Set Times Fees ... plus many other facts and figures
designed to save you time and money. A must for any gigging
musician!

Digital Signal Processing
Digital Circuit Design

Microprocessor Software/Hardware Design
Experience of project management with

AVAILABLE DIRECT FOR ONLY £12.95 (plus E1.50 p &p - total
£14.45) from The Musicians' Gig Guide, CPL, Dept GG1, 120 -126
Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP or phone 081 640 8142
with your credit card details. Extra copies will be sent at no extra
p&p cost. Please allow 14 days for delivery.

r

Please send me

copies of The Musician's Gig Guide UK

I

I

I

enclo.,e

a

cheque /postal order for

£

1
I
I

payable to Spotlight
1

i

I

Name
Address

We are only interested in the best and we are offering excellent
remuneration, working conditions and a company car.

Applications should apply
history to:

KINRKM

I

I

I

SITUATIONS VACANT

Logic

Solid State Logic is the world's leading designer and manufacturer of audio
production systems for the music, broadcast, video, and film industries.
A major exporter, the company has its own subsidiaries in New York,
Los Angeles, Toronto, Tokyo, Paris and Milan.

At our international headquarters in Begbroke,

6 miles

north of Oxford, we

currently have the following vacancy:

DIGITAL SERVICE ENGINEER
If you would like to
know more about this
position, please
contact Gill Bartle or
Alexandra Borders on

0865 842300 or write
to them at:

Solid State Logic,
Begbroke, Oxford
0X5 ¡RU.

As part of the Digital Service Department you will be responsible for
the service support of SSL Digital products. Your main tasks will
include investigating and repairing faulty hardware both "in-house"
and in the field, commissioning Digital Products and providing "on
call" cover for our users. You will need to be confident when dealing
with clients, have sound organisational skills with the emphasis on
accuracy and be willing to learn new features and products. Self motivated, you will have the ability to problem -solve and have a
working knowledge of Digital electronics. The ideal candidate will
have at least an Engineering HND or equivalent.

CASSETTE WINDER OTARI DP2700. Good
condition, reliable workhorse, rarely available.
£1,995.00. Tel 081 -460 7435.

a

MARK

V company

A/V Engineer
PolyGram Record Operations Limited are
looking for someone to guide the ongoing selection of, and to install and
maintain the audio/visual equipment at
our sites in Hammersmith.
You must have an in -depth knowledge of
high quality audio equipment, including
fault finding to component level. Ideally,
you should also have some familiarity
with recording studio techniques and a
technical qualification or extensive
relevant work experience.

Please write enclosing a full CV and
your salary expectation to: Jackie
McGee, Senior Personnel Officer,
PolyGram Record Operations Limited,
PO Box 1420, 1 Sussex Place, London
W6 9XS or telephone 081 -846 8515
ext. 5341 for an application form.

Polytram

- For Sale -

The largest recording
school in the U.S.A.

Studio Design Consultants

6 -Recording Studios on 12 acres.
$3 million U.S. dollars or best offer.
DOES YOUR DESK NEED A FACELIFT Then
let an experienced SSL Comissioning Engineer
look at it. Call Buzz on 0608 810793 and we'll talk.

eit)

l'he first name with sound system designers

..1

Solid
State

writing enclosing a detailed career

in

Mrs A. M. Burke, Personnel Manager, Klark Teknic PLC,
Klark Industrial Park, Walter Nash Road,
Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11 7HJ.

I

1

L

small team of

The position requires an in -depth technical knowledge of audio
signal processing equipment and a thorough understanding of
systems application.

Publications.

I

a

dedicated support staff would be an advantage.

Please send me
copies of The Musicians' Gig Guide London '90 at the special discounted price of £5 (p &p free when you
order the UK version) instead of the regular £12.95 + p &p cover price.

1

designers and manufactuers of

professional audio equipment used throughout the world.

Call Lawrence Dale in U.S.A.
Tel: (601) 475 -2291.

Green Acoustics
0602-786020
22

Walford Road

Nottingham NG8 5JJ

-

FOR SALE

PRIVATE STUDIO SALE
£2000

KLARK TEKNIK DN34D ANALOGUE TIME PROCESSOR
KLARK TEKNIK DN70 DIGITAL TIME PROCESSOR
x BELL BD80 DIGITAL PROCESSOR DELAY
x AMS DMX BOS DIGITAL DELAY
x DRAWMER DL231 DUAL EXPANDER- COMPRESSOR
xAUDIO- RESIGN VOCAL STRESSOR F769X- R -E900
SWEEP EQ
x SONY 701 SYSTEM WITH SL -C9 VIDEO
x

1

£225 each
£250
£1,500
£300

2 x
1
1

1
1

1

MICROPHONES
1 x SENNHEISER
2 x SENNHISEER
4 x SENNHEISER
x SENNHEISER
2 x AKG 222
2 x AKG C452EB
2 x CROWN PZM
1

MD
MD
MD
MD

£400
£600

£70
£200
£120
£100
£65
£95

409 U3
414
421

1.15

441

each
each

P.A.O.

TAPE MiLCHINES
x MCI 12 in JH110 MIC STEREO
4 in JH110 WC STEREO
2 x MCI

£1,500
£1,200

1

1

OTHER
2 a ELA PHONO PRE -AMPS
2 e BGW 150 AMPS
1 e JUL KD 21 CASSETTE WC
1 x SONY TC K60 CASSETTE
WC
3 a PAIR KOSS K6 HEADPHONES
1 x PAIR PPMS
1 UMATIC 0286 OD LOW BAND
1 UMATIC VO 1810 LOW BAND
4 x SPEAKER STANDS
4ft x 211
1 OUTBOARD
19in RACK
VARIOUS XCR BOXES
4 MICH STANDS
10 MUSIC STANDS
4 x CONTROL ROOM CHAIRS
1 e CANFORD AUDIO STUDIO TABLE

£30
£100
£100
£100
£50
£150
P.O.A.
£20
£10
£85
£100

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
e SCHROFF APPARATUS BAY (WIRED)

£7000

SERVICE

£100
£300
£130
£50

£50

STUDER A80 16 TRACK MK ONE
£5,600
£1,000
STUDER B62 VU, TROLLEY
£1,000
STUDER C37 STEREO, VALVE
STUDER B67 COMPACT BROADCAST £1,700
£1,500
STUDER B67 STEREO, PORTABLE
STUDER A80 VU Mk ONE, 7 2 ,15.
£3,000
£2,800
STUDER A807 STEREO, TROLLEY
REVOX PR99 Mk ONE, TROLLEY
£1,200
REVOX A77 Mk Ill HS
£650
REVOX B215 CASSETTE
£1,100
REVOX B77 HS Mk II, NEW
£1,300
REVOX PR99 Mk Ill, HS, NEW
£1,950
REVOX C221 PRO CD PLAYER, NEW
£880
REVOX C270 TWO TRACK MASTER
£2,600
REVOX C278 EIGHT TRACK, NEW
£5,000
REVOX C115 CASSETTE, NEW
£820
REVOX MB16 16CH BROADCAST
£6,600
REVOX C279 SIX CH DESK, NEW
£1,750
REVOX C274 4CH MASTER, NEW
£3,800
ALL PRICES PLUS VAT

each

each
each
each

1

x

SOUNDCRAFT SAC 200 CONTROL DESK (16 INPUT FRAME) £2,300

1

x

SONY MOP 2000 DESK

£6,500

ACCESSORIES
EMT 140 STEREO ECHO PLATES
6 x DOLBY 361 TYPE
2 x DOLBY M16H (RACKS WITH 24 CARDS)
1
O LOCK 4.10 SYNCHRONISER WITH CARDS

YAMAHA PP 2250 AMP
(SONIFEX MICRO H2 - 200 BX STEREO) (3 CUE RECORDER
PLAYER) (AS NEW)
2 x SONIFEX FX500 CART M/C's

£500 each
£350 each
£2,000 each
£2.500

4

1

incorporated
tel:

0892

The Old Barn
Barden Road, Speldhurst
861099
Kent TN3 OLH
fax:

4048, computer & TR
Neve 8058, 28. 16.24, offering 52 chs
In mix. V. special console
Sound<raft T524, 36chs +4FX ret,
BG meters & Mostennix
Soundcraft TS12, 40 chs+6FXS rets,

£POA

SSL

£POA

£16,550
£8,750
£6,800

Soundcraft 600, 36.24 p /bat
Harrison MR3, 36 chs, extra patch
Mastermix, 7 years old v.g.c.
Trident Diane, 4032, 1988
72 chs of Reflex auto, v.g.c.
TAC Scorpion, 24.16.2
D &R Daynor, 42 chs inline
Soundtracs C P6800, 32 chs, 56 in mix,
AMS Audiofile, 2 hours VB, 12B
SSL E series computer

£22,225

£53.500
£3,495
£5,750
£8,995
£27,995
£11,995

-

£1.200

£500

TEL 0246 275479
FAX 0246 550421

T

FAX: 0923 858052

nick ryan

Sounds

£350

x

ALL PRICES ONO, EXC VAT. VIEWING POSSIBLE. ITEMS SOLD AS SEEN.

TEL: 0923 857792

- SPARES

APPROVED CONVERSIONS
STUDER A62 B62 SPARES

AS NEW FULLY TESTED WITH FOLLOWING ITEMS
A) ONE MAINS DISTRIBUTION PANEL
B) TWO BT LINE FEEDING AMPLIFIERS
C) HOUSING FOR (B) WITH POWER SUPPLY
D) FOUR ROWS OF 24 JACKS (TYPE 316)
E) KROWE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

£950
£300
£450
£250

PAIR CELESTION DITTON 44s
PAIR WHARFDALE ESO
PAIR SPENDOR BC1
PAIR AMR 3A IMPROVED
PAIR 295A TANNOY EATONS
PAIR YAMAHA NS10
PAIR AUROTONE

NEW AND USED SALES

£50
£400
£50

1

SPEAKERS
PAIR OF UREI 813

STUDER -REVOX

£2,000
£350
£75
£50

-

each
each
£125 each

INSTRUMENT
YAMAHA C7 GRAND PIANO

EAST MIDLANDS AUDIO

.WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT
IVIE ANALYSER (FULL SPEC)
FERROGRAPH RECORDER TEST SET
LEVEL AC MICRO VOLTMETER
SABTRONICS 2000 DMM

OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT

DATS THE WAY
TO DO IT!

Sounds
incorporated

0892 863485

Studer A800 midi', rem & auto
Studer A800 mkIIl,
Studer A810 mkl, centre time code
7 5/15, 2 track
Otari MTR90 mil, v.g.c.
Otari MTR90 mkt], 24 track
We slake BBSM12 monitors & spares
Power amps, venous
TC2290 multi fx unit, 64sec
Eventide H3000SE

£

17,775

Full range Sony Pro DATS
always in stock. Best deals
and rapid delivery.

CALL

£2,450
£7,650
£14,250
£1,500
CALL

£1,575
£1,975
£1,800
£625
£585
£345
£975
£3,475

Akai 51000 keyboard
Neumann U87
AKG C414 ULS
AKG C414 EB
Lexicon PCM70
Lecion 224XL with LARC

NEW PACKAGES COMING IN SHORTLY, CALL ME FOR THE MOST UP TO DATE INFORMATION.
WHETHER YOU ARE BUYING OR SELLING, CALL ME

MAGNE TICS
Telephone

Fax

0789 268579

0789 414450

DO YOU USE TELEPHONE LINES?

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

CONNECT YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM
without the cost and delay of type approval.

IBC

Audio Precision
APRS
Akai

ACHIEVE THIS BY USING OUR Approved transmit, receive and hybrid systems for use on
P.S.N. (normal dial system), Private circuits, or Music programme circuits.

--

THE LEGAL ECONOMICAL SOLUTION for broadcast signals
Security alarm signalling
Linking of remote factory sites for P.A.
intercom etc.

CALL 0268 793381 or FAX 0268 565759

-
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Audio Design
Audio Technica
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Coach Audio
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Music Week
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Neve Electronics
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Pro Audio Asia
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Preto

Digital Audio Research
Dolly
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Studio Sound, April 1992

Studio

is:

ms

Cdot

Spotlight Publications Ltd, 8th Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriers Road. London SE19UR.
The cost den annual subscription to Studio Sound
UKS24 00
ANO eaon,xAZ tNCANFFRNG
Overseas urtate mail: £30.50NS$52
Overseas air mail: 052.50/USS89
USA airspeeded delivery $70
The publishers reserve the right to refuse applications and rest not the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation
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Solid State Logic
Sony

Mood.
d
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Studer
11

Home Servire

HW International
Josef Wein)llrger

LA Audio
Larking Professional Sales
Lyrec

6

57, 59.61
62
71

65

BBB Communications

STUDIO

RT\
Re-Broadcast

Future Film Developments

BENFLEET
ESSEX SS7 5HB

40 & 41

31

Roland AVB

PTRIDGE
TRONICS

64

4

D

FOR FULL DETAILS

3M

14

& 13,17,20

2&3
OBC
21
33 & 53

Surrey Electronics

51

44, 54

Stirling

55

12

Summit

60

SEEM

65

69

26,27

Turbosound

52

TEAC

38

TC Electronics

15

48 & 49
68

We maintain a

Double Standard
The Audio Precision product line now includes
two different standard- setting products.
The new self-contained Portable One
for service bench and field.

The automated System One the industry standard
for lab bench and factory test station.

-

Compact and affordable.

Graphic results on PC screen,
copies to printers and plotters.

An easy-to -use test set for
applications not requiring automation.

GO /NO -GO testing, automated procedures.

State -of-the -art performance and speed.

Comprehensive capability, high performance.
Robust polycarbonate purpose- designed case.

Complete analog and digital domain testing.

Full stereo capability.

2 to 192 channels.

System One and Portable One - two test sets designed for different jobs,
each with the quality and performance that you have come to expect from Audio Precision.

precision
PO.Box 2209, Beaverton, OR 37075 -3073

503/627-08321- 800/231 -7350

AIM

FAX: 503/641 -8906, TELE K:
cm.

. a A3

aM

29957 AUDIO UR

..

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS Australia: IRT (C2) 439 3744 Austria, Easter) Europe: ELSINCO elektron GmbH 222 812 17 51 Be glum: Trans European Music NV, +02/466.50.10
Canada: GERR Electro Acoustics Ltd., (41E) 868 0528 China, Hong Kong: ACE (I-4) (852) 424 -0387 Denmark: AudioNord Canmarknpn 86 5715 11 Finland: Genelec OY, 7713:11 France:
ETS Mesureur (1) 45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH 221 70 91 30 Holland: Trans European Music, C6408 -70717 Israel: Dan -El Technologies Ltd 3-544 1466 Italy: Medea S.r.l. 2 48401780
Japan: TOYO Corporation 3 (5688) 6800 Korea: Myoung Corporation 2 784 ?942 New Zealarcc Audio & Video Wholesalers, Ltc. 71 73 414 Fcrway: Lydconsult (OE) 19 03 81
Portugal: Acutron ELA 1 941 40 87 Singapore & Malaysia: THE Systems PTE j_td 298 2608 Spa R Telco Electronics, SA. 231 7840 Sweden: Tal & on AB 31 3C 36 20 Switzerland:
Dr. W.A. Gunther AG, 01/910 41 41 Taiwan: Litz Technologies Ltd 2 758 3179 U.K.: SSE Ma-Keting Ltd =7 3E7 1262
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SL. 8000
G SERIES
MULTI -FORMAT
PRODUCTION SYSTEM
TV post- production with Lp to
4

stereo stripes
w

Dolby' Surround
F _ro

Finally, a console which allows you to work
in all video, film or advanced music formats.

TV post -production
0

post -production from 4 str pe LCR5
to multiple DMEF dub.
0
5/6

channel discrete mixes for
Doby SR.D or HDTV

'3-D" Sound Processing Systems

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters:
Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU Tel: (0865) 842300
Paris (1) 34 60 46 66 Milan (2) 61217 20 Tokyo (3) 54 74 11 44
New York (212) 3151111 Los Angeles (213) 463 4444 Toronto 9416) 363 0101

